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CAMARO FOR 1975. 
ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO THE HASSLE-FREE CAR. 

All things mechanical, 
like all things human, 
require a little tender 
loving care from time 
to time. 

There is no such thing 
as a maintenance-free car, 
and chances are there 
never will be. 

But we’re getting 
closer. 

Have you heard about 
Chevrolet’s new 
“Efficiency System,” and 
what it does for the 
1975 Camaro? 

For openers, 
quicker 
starts. 

Well, for example, 
you know how tough it 
can be to get your car 
humming on cold or 
humid mornings, and how 
that kind of hassle can 
affect your whole day. 

Now Camaro has a 
new solid-state ignition 
system which produces a 
spark 85' i hotter than 
with a conventional 
system, so your car should 
really come alive in 
a hurry. 

It’s called High 
Energy Ignition, and there 
are other things you’re 
going to like about it, too. 

The first 
“pointless” 
Camaro. 
With HEI (our nick¬ 

name for High Energy 
Ignition), there are no 
points to replace. 

There is no ignition 
condenser to replace. 

And your spark plugs 
should keep on plugging 
for up to 22,500 miles. 

That should simplify 
your life a little. 

And save you a few 
bucks, too. 

Up to 
7,500 miles 

between 
oil changes. 

Maybe you're too 
young to remember, but 
cars used to require oil 
changes and chassis lubes 
every thousand miles 
or two. 

Which was a lot of 
aggravation, keeping 
track, taking your car in, 
waiting around. 

We’ve come a long 
way. This year we’re 
recommending oil changes 
and grease jobs every six 
months, or 7,500 miles. 

We’re recommending 
that you change your oil 
filter after the first 7,500 
miles, then every 15,000 
miles thereafter. 

Air filters will last 
longer, so will transmis¬ 
sion fluid. 

You asked 
about 

mileage? 
We’re glad. 
Because we’re proud. 
In spite of the fact 

that Camaro is not an 
economy car, it’s really 
quite an economical car. 

In the published 1975 
EPA mileage tests, a 
Camaro with the standard 
6-cylinder engine got 16 
miles to the gallon in the 
city test, and 21 miles to 
the gallon in the highw-ay 
test. 

With the standard 
350-2 V8, the figures were 
14 mpgcity test, and 19 
mpg in the highway test. 

Not bad. 
Not bad at all. 

Not just 
a ride: 
A lift. 

All that heavy stuff 
aside, we want to remind 
you one more time that 
Camaro’s main appeal is 
in the way it looks and 
the way it moves. 

It’s a car you can feel 
good about just looking at 
it. And when you get it 
out on the road, well... 

Why don’t you get it 
out on the road? Test- 
drive a 1975 Camaro, and 
while you’re at it, have 
your present car 
appraised. You might be 
surprised how much it will 
bring as a trade-in 
right now. 

Your Chevy dealer is 
the man to see. 

He won’t hassle you. 

CHEVROLET 
MAKES SENSE 
FOR AMERICA 



mg. "lar", 1.4 mg. nicoline av. per cigarette. FTC Report Apr. 75,, 

PALL MALL 
GOLD 100’s 
Longer filter, longer tobacco, milder taste. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous toYour Health. 



The pros are telling you how 
to hit longer drives. 

Regular Titleist Pro Trajectory 

You can leam a lot from the pros when they're under pressure to win. For ex¬ 
ample, which ball do they play when a few extra yards can mean they’re in the money? 

Tournament after tournament, the pros have their money on Titleist. In fact, 
more of them have been playing a thin, balata-cover Titleist than any other ball. 

We don’t hand-pick balls for the pros. The Titleists they play are production-line 
balls. So when they play Titleist, they get exactly what you get when you play Titleist 

They get the longest golf ball made. 
T itleist gives you a thin balata cover for extra spin, a unique wound 

construction, and an aerodynamically designed dimple pattern. All of which adds up 
to extra accuracy, and Titleist’s special click and feel. 

This year there are two balata-cover Titleist golf balls: The Regular Titleist, 
designed to give average drives an upward boost for extra yardage. And the new 
Pro Trajectory Titleist, designed to maximize distance for good golfers who hit the 
ball high and hard. 

The pros and top amateurs recommend these balls. And they recommend 
them in the sincerest possible way: In tournament after tournament, the pros and top 
amateurs play them. ACU5HNET GOLF EQUIPMENT U 

Sold thru golt course pro shops only 

The pros are telling you 
to play Titleist. 
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Right now, lots of people are telling you how to save gasoline. 
One of the easiest ways of all is to keep your car properly tuned. 

Because that set of spark plugs in your car can have a lot to do 
with mileage. You see, spark plugs seldom fail suddenly. They 
grow old gradually, and lose their effectiveness bit by bit. 
Deposits build up. Metal erodes. 
Result.precious fuel can be wasted. 

Doesn’t it make sense to see your 
AC-Delco service man about an 
AC-Delco tune-up—with Delco-Remy 
Ignition Parts matched with a new set of 
AC Fire-Ring Spark Plugs? 

AC-Delco 
Division ol General Motors Corporation 

AC-DELCO DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 



THE SECRET OF BIGFOOT 
CAPTURED ON FILM 

The photos above were taken by a high¬ 
speed camera beneath a glass plate covered 
with water. 

A car with earlier steel-belted radial 
tires drove across at 55 mph. Part 
of the tread lost contact with the 
glass and was actually riding on 
water. 

That's hydroplaning, and it 
happened because water built 
up under the tire faster than 
it was channeled away. 

While Bigfoot, on the same 
car, at the same speed, kept I 
far more tread on the glass. ' 

Because its eight specially 

RAIN 

designed wide grooves help channel water 
out from under the tire. 

It also has a high traction rubber that 
really grips on roads wet or dry. 

And a radial construction with 
two steel belts for protection in 
the tread area. 

So if you're about to invest 
in new tires, you might do well 
to consider all those times 
you drive in the rain. 

Then consider the secret 
of Bigfoot. 

BIGFOOT 
THE POLYSTEEL RADIAL 

GOODfYEAR 
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44 Tough Man 
Across a Table 

Play backgammon against Billy Eisen- 
berg and you can expect to lose money. 
Eisenberg is a world champ. Switch 
to bridge and it's the same deal. So 
how do you get your dough back? 
Find a tennis court. You may lose 
again but at least you have a chance. 

by Edwin Shrake 
Arnold iloth 

20 Changing of the Guard 
Bullalo’s defeat ol Montreal set the stage 
lor an all-expansion-team Stanley Cup finals 

by Mark Mulvoy 

24 Speeding into the Sunset 
Indy ’s laithlul thousands waited and waited 
until, sure enough, along came A.J. 

by Robert F. Jones 

28 Putting the There There 
The A’s are mighty and will prevail—even, 
perhaps, over Oakland's image 

by Ron Fimrite 

32 Better Late than Never 
Olympian Peter Snell, his years ol glory 
past, is getting the education he missed 

by Kenny Moore 

40 Reasons Why—and Why Not 
Realizing that rock is not perdurable, 
climbers do without axes, pitons and bolts 

by Allan Mardon 
and Barbara La Fontaine 

70 Mrs. Billie Jean King! 
She is something special, not only in tennis 
but in the world beyond the sidelines 

by Frank Delord 
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16 Scorecard 66 Horse Racing 

52 TV/Radio 87 For the Record 

54 Baseball 88 19th Hole 

62 Tennis 
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Next Week 

MARYLAND. MY MARYLAND is sung at Pim¬ 
lico. and Singh, who missed My Old Ken¬ 
tucky Home but Is all tuned up for the Preak- 
ness, will have vocal support in his bid to 
beat Foolish Pleasure. Whitney Tower reports. 

BEATING THEIR BRAINS OUT. but seldom any¬ 
one else's, MIT fields teams in a record 22 in¬ 
tercollegiate sports. John Underwood tours 
the campus where rugby shoes are recycled 
and breaking even is considered just great 

SPOT'S lliUSTWnTSO n pobhched weeMy c.tept one naua M w and t* 
Tuno Inc. 541 N Fairbanks Cl, Chicago, ill 60611. principalohrce RocksMler 
Clr. N Y. N Y 10020 J « Sheploy Prewdam, C J G-um. T'Oaiu'er C 8 Bear. 
Slier alary. Second-class postage paid ai Chicago ill and ai addilional mailing ol- 
lices Authorized at Mcond can mail by Iha Posl 0"co Dept. Otlana Canada 
and lo' payment ol postage in cash. Subscription price in ih« u S. * 1 * 00 a year 
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United States Steel reports on a very productive fire prevention program. 



Productivity: 

How 
Winston-Salem 
has cut fire 
losses 49%. 

As in most other cities in America, fires 
were a crowing problem in Winston-Salem, 
North Carolina. 

Then, in 1969, this city of 140,000 
decided that simply adding more firemen and 
equipment was not the total answer to the 
problem. As Bill Holcomb. Deputy Fire 
Marshall, put it, "Traditional solutions 
weren't working. We had to innovate. 

And they did. So effectively that in 
five years they cut dollar-loss from fires by 
49% overall, by 77% in non-residential 
buildings. And they're determined to do even 
better. 

This is productivity at work. And we, 
at U.S. Steel, believe that good news about 
productivity is everybody’s business. Because 
we think improved productivity is a must for 
our cities, our industries and our whole 
nation. 

How did the leaders of Winston-Salem 
do it? By emphasizing fire prevention as it 
had never before been emphasized. 

They instituted regular and rigorous 
inspection programs. They educated the 
general public and even trained employee fire 
brigades in all industrial complexes. With the 
aid of better fire-reporting procedures and 
computer analysis, they were able to define 
the fire problem. In addition, surveys are 
being made of various public structures in 
town so fire fighters know exactly what to 
expect inside each of these buildings. 

They passed strict new fire-safety 
ordinances. They tore down blocks of 
dilapidated buildings and, by law, desig- 

Thc giant map behind Fire Chief Paul Crim. along with elaborate com¬ 
puter data, can instantly describe potential fire-fighting conditions in 
911 different areas of ihccity. 

nated that new buildings must have either 
fire detection devices or automatic 
sprinkler systems. 

Winston-Salem has also utilized 
manpower more effectively. For example, 
instead of having five men manning a fire 
station, they have three, with the other two 
cruising, looking for potential fire hazards 
and performing police functions. In case of 
fire, of course, they are quickly dispatched 
to the scene. 

Norman Pomrenke, Director of 
Public Safety, comments on the city's 
unique achievement: "We've been 
bombarded with inquiries from all over 
the country-. We're proud to help show the 
way to reduced fire loss'.' 

ii Wmsion-Sulem. policcmci 
.died "Public Safely Of (veers'. 

At U.S. Steel, we're also very 
concerned about people's well-being. Safety 
is first in everything we do. The result has 
been an excellent safety record over the 
years since U.S. Steel was formed in 1901. 
We started ouf own safety program in 1906 
and helped form the National Safety Council 
in 1913. We believe people working together 
safely, skillfully and effectively make a major 
contribution to productivity. 

Productivity. America needs it now 
more than ever. 

United States Steel, 600 Grant Street, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230. 



LETTER FROM THIS PIUIBIUSIHIIElHt 

Palmer, Hunter, Ali, 

Namath. Abdul- 
Jabbar—surely one 
of these notables is 
the person most of¬ 
ten photographed 
by SI. Not quite. In 
fact, it's not even 
close. The most- 
photographed dis¬ 
tinction would likely 
be a tie between An¬ 
thony Donna and 
Manny Millan. 

Who? 
While the picture 

at right is the first 
w e'vc published of 
Donna and Millan, they have posed for 
lighting and exposure tests for all the 
above-mentioned superstars. Occasion¬ 
ally they have even been stand-ins for 
the likes of Secretariat and, more re¬ 
cently. for the winning dog at Westmin¬ 
ster. Donna and Millan arc staff photo 
assistants. Most of their work, especial¬ 
ly at this time of year, involves setting 
up electronic flash equipment in arenas 
all over the country. It is not uncom¬ 
mon for one of them to arrive at an 
event shepherding some 30 cases of 
equipment weighing about two tons. 
The next trick is to wrestle all 30 cases 
into the catwalk system 70 or SO feet 
above the hockey rink or basketball 
floor. Once this is accomplished they 
still have to make all those lights 

work. 
Then, just when everything seems 

ready, the photographer arrives and 
complains that, well, he '‘really want¬ 
ed those front lights further back and 
the back lights closer in." Back up to 

the catwalks. 
When the game starts, Donna and 

Millan must keep an eye on the light¬ 
ing to make sure it continues to flash 
properly, remaining poised for quick 
trips up to the catwalk just in case. They 
also double as instant psychology s, as¬ 
suring the photographer that he’s real¬ 

ly doing well: “I can 
see you got the cov¬ 
er on the last one," 
or, "Don't worry, 
you'll get it in the 
next period." They 
also are reloading 
cameras and pro¬ 
tecting the photog¬ 
rapher from the 
crowd. 

Donna and Mil- 
are different in 

their approach. As 
Photographer Neil 
l.eifcr tells it, "Mil¬ 
lan and I went to 
shoot Chuck Wep- 

ner. Everything was ready—and it was 
time to wet Wepner’s face to simulate 
sweat. 'Hope this water is not too cold. 
Chuck,' said Millan, palling the con¬ 
tender between the eyes with a sponge. 
‘Sorry, Chuck, but this really has to be 
done.' Millan was so apologetic that 
Wepner barely noticed that his pants 
were getting as wet as his face. 

"One week later, same picture. Only 
now Donna is the assistant and Ali is 
the subject. Says Ali. 'This water is 
freeling.' Donna replies, 'Sit still, I 
warmed it up myself,' and he belts Ali 
with another sponge full. Ali's head 
moves from the spot where it should 
be. Donna—who stands all of 5‘Sl/i", 
weighs 140 pounds and wears contact 
lenses—releases another vicious splash 
to the face and says, ‘Look, Ali, 
when you move, you're out of the 
frame, so stay still.' The champ obeys, 
of course." 

But Donna and Millan's capabilities 
extend beyond setting up strobes 
and pacifying or terrorizing- heavy¬ 
weights. According to Photographer 
Tony Triolo. who docs not drive, they 
are also mighty good chauffeurs. 

PHOTO ASSISTANTS DONNA & MILLAN 

Sports Illustrated 

® 
Foundor: 

Editor in Chief: Hed i, f 
Chairman of tho Board: . . 
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.Voofrc's 

Made in 
Leningrad, Russia, 

IMPORTED e 

Made in 
Hartford, Conn. 

Most American vodkas 
seem Russian. 
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Stolichnaya is different. It is Russian. 
Stolichnaya is the only vodka imported from Russia. It’s the most expensive vodka you 
can buy and worth the price. It’s a matter of good taste. 

STOllCHNAYA (Slot <ch njyai Vxlka 80 and WO proof dnlAed from gram Imported by Monsieur Henn Wines Lid Mew York NY The only vodka imported from Russia. 



Easterns 
you-can-be-vacationing- 
in-Walt Disney World Sale. 
$227 

INCLUDING 
REDUCED 
AIRFARE. 

You-can-ride-an-elephant-and-bask-on-the-beach Sale. 

Daytona Beach/Walt Disney World Vacation. 
Only $227* to $278 including reduced airfare and hotel for 
8 days and 7 nights. Children vacation for about half price. 

You stay at one of 19 selected air-conditioned hotels in Daytona 
Beach. Round-trip transportation from the airport is provided. Play 
in the surf, bask on the beach and have a cocktail at a selected Daytona 
Beach night spot. For a terrific break from the beach, you get a day 
at Walt Disney World with admission to the Magic Kingdom and 8 attrac¬ 
tions. Transportation to and from Walt Disney World is also provided. 
Two children under 12, sharing room with parents, only $102 each 
including airfare. 

© 

You-can-be-where-fantasies-come-alive Sale. 
Orlando and Walt Disney World Vacation. 
Only $234 to $287 including reduced airfare and hotel for 
7 days and 6 nights. Children vacation for about half price. 

You stay at any of 16 selected air-conditioned hotels only minutes 
from Walt Disney World. You get admission there for any 2 days of your 
vacation and Eastern's exclusive 18-ride ticket book, plus transportation 
to the Magic Kingdom. Your vacation also includes an official NASA 
guided tour of the Kennedy Space Center, a day’s trip to Busch Gardens, 
plus admission to Sea World and Cypress Gardens and its famous 
Water-Ski Show. Transportation to and from your hotel to all these sights 
and attractions and within the Magic Kingdom is provided. 

Two children under 12 sharing room with parents, only $133 each 
including airfare. 

These vacation prices are based on Eastern's reduced coach 
excursion airfare of $129 round-trip Chicago to Daytona Beach and $134 
round-trip Chicago to Orlando. To qualify for these airfares, you must 
buy your ticket 7 days in advance and return on or after the Monday of 
the following week. These airfares are effective until 12/18/75 except 
July 1-3, August 29-30, November 25,26 and 30. Vacation prices are per 
person based on double occupancy in hotel and do not include local 
taxes, meals, gratuities or security charges.The above airfares are also 
available without ground arrangements. And require a 3 to 30 day stay. 

You gotta believe! The people of Eastern are doing everything 
they can to make your vacation a great one. 

You can charge your Walt Disney World Vacation on the American 
Express Card. Ask about extending your payments on the American 
Express Card “Sign & Travel"* plan. 

Call Eastern at 467-2900 in Chicago. Or call the travel specialist, 
your travel agent. 

EASTERN THE WINGS OF MAN 

>6 Walt Disney Productions 

-THE WINGS OF MAN" IS A REGISTERED SERVICE MARK Of EASTERN AIR LINES INC. 



¥>u can tell a lot about an individual by what he pours into his glass. 



Everybody’s listening 
to the White Sox 
on WMAQ Radio. 

Harry Caray and Bill Mercer bring you 

all the games, home and away. Listen to the Sox! Listen to the country! 

WMAQ@G7D 
All games brought to you by: 

Chevrolet and your local Chevrolet Dealer; Zenith Radio Distributing Corp.; 

General Finance Corp.; AC-Delco Dealers; Forest City Home Improvement Stores. 

CH4 



You can see places like Paris, London or Tokyo 
in any branch of the service. 

So why start at Parris Island, South Carolina? 
Because it’s the only place in the world-out- Serving with the Fleet. Guarding bases over- 
sideofourrecruittrainingcenteratSanDiego- seas. Men who are handpicked to protect 
where you can start being a Marine. A member United States Embassiesabroad. Extraordinary 
of an elite force. In the ranks of men who share men. The Marine Corps can show you the world. 
200 years of pride. Not only in what they do, But before you travel in our company...you've 
but in how they do it. Men who travel the globe, got to show us. 

The Marines S’ 
We’re looking for a few good men .-P£F 

Call 800-423-2600, toll free, for more information. (In California, call 800252-0241.) 



(ghopwalk 
by RUDY ANDERSON 

THE BIG EYE DON'T LIE, SO HIGH SCHOOL 
FOOTBALL GAME FILMS ARE ALL THE RAGE 

Shooting high school football films has be¬ 

come a nationwide phenomenon. Twenty 

years ago game films were a novelty at a few 

flush schools: today coaches from coast to 

coast deem them a necessity. Neal Billman, 

president of the Ohio High School Football 

Coaches Association, says at least 9O' ? of 

the high schools in the state film all their 

games. And this percentage roughly holds 

throughout the U.S. 

Most teams in Southern California use 

game films, and the few claiming not to may 

be fudging. In the 1974 Southern Section 

playofTs, in which 144 teams competed, one 

small school did not have a game film to ex¬ 

change under the mandatory agreement, 

Rival coaches were skeptical. “It might be 

technically true," said one. "Maybe some 

father takes the film, so it doesn't actually 

belong to the school. But there's no way that 

a team could make it to the playoff round 

without films.” 

Game films arc no longer a Mom-and-Pop 

operation. On any football weekend Chica¬ 

go's Cinema Processors handles film from 

220 high schools, some as far away as In¬ 

dianapolis. Colorgraphic in Atlanta runs a 

three-state, 600-milc pickup and delivery ser¬ 

vice. "Our truck leaves the mountains of 

southwestern North Carolina on Friday 

night," says owner Barney Lodcn, "and 

works its way down through small towns to 

Atlanta. We process the films, and send them 

back along the same route on Sunday. We 

provide everything that is needed for many 

schools —the photographers, the cameras, 

the film." 

Across the country, pickups and deliveries 

are made at police stations, garages, drug¬ 

stores and diners. Film turned over to a pro¬ 

cessor on Friday night is back by Saturday 

morning, film of Saturday afternoon games 

by dawn Sunday. It seems coaches can't wait 

to prepare for next week’s game. 

They rely on the films to spotlight player 

errors—and perhaps their own. As they say, 

"the Big Eye don't lie." But Bob Stuart, 

coach at Eastmoor High in Columbus, Ohio, 

believes there is more to it than that, "Game 

films are certainly excellent for scouting now 

that we all trade," he says, "but in the back 

of our minds is the help it will be in sending 

our youngsters to college. Thai’s the big 

thing. It gives us an opportunity to show¬ 

case our players and it broadens their op¬ 

portunities." Last season Atlanta appropri¬ 

ated S8.500 to film high school football, and 

105 students won athletic scholarships. "We 

got S400.000 in football scholarships for 

S8.500 worth of film," says R. A. Wain- 

wright, the assistant city athletic director. 

"There is no question that we got our mon¬ 

ey's worth." 

Game films are paid for in various ways. 

Often 75' i of the cost comes out of the 

school's football budget. The rest may be 

raised by booster clubs or parents. "Often 

it'san ego thing for parents." says one coach. 

"They just want to sec their kids on film at 

the Monday night touchdown club." At De- 



NewRain Dance 
lasts longer than any 

leading car wax. 

Du Pont guarantees it. 

NEW! 
Guaranteed to Lost Longer 

Rain Dance"is guaranteed to shine longer, bead water 
longer, than even the leading‘‘S5"paste wax. 

And, best of all. RAIN DANCE 

iroit's Cooley High, an inncr-city school 

strapped for funds, students have sold can¬ 

dy to pay for film and the camera. Other 

schools stage Monday quarterback sessions, 

charging 10c a head to sec the film of the pre¬ 

vious weekend’s game. 

The equipment must be rugged, surefire 

in bad weather and require minimum main¬ 

tenance. The most popular cameras are the 

Bell and Howell 70HR model which retails 

for SI.360 and up and the Bolcx H16 Rex 5 

(SI.110). 

The Bell and Howell is a motor-driven 

16mm box that shoots 16 to 24 frames a sec¬ 

ond and can accommodate either a 200- or 

400-foot maga/inc. Most teams buy them in 

pairs, since coaches prefer that games be shot 

with two cameras—to ensure that no play is 

missed when the first camera runs out of film, 

and so that they have separate movies of the 

offense and defense. 

Many California high schools have ac¬ 

quired cut-rate 70HRs from government 

surplus outlets for about SI40. They then pay 

that much or a little more to have the cam¬ 

eras reconditioned. 

Zoom lenses can be used with most cam¬ 

eras. However, many coaches and photog¬ 

rapher*. prefer fixed focal-length lenses that 

can be opened up when the lighting is poor, 

which is often the case at high school fields. 

A comparative newcomer to the market 

is Canon's Scoopic I6M (S 1,810), a cam¬ 

era so fast-loading that an operator can film 

ihc offense and defense separately without 

missing a play. The Scoopic has a 100-foot 

automatic load with a zoom lens. 

All of these cameras use 16mm film, which 

most coaches favor because of the sharper 

images and superior projection equipment. 

But Super 8mm cameras arc now being per¬ 

fected. The only drawback is that the film 

may not always be processed as quickly as 

the coaches would like. According to one re¬ 

tailer, just about any Super 8 camera with a 

zoom can be used. 

Regardless of the type of camera, all 

coaches would choose color over black and 

white, but it costs too much roughly S175 

to S200 per game compared with the $100 

to SI25 for black and white to be used reg¬ 

ularly. And few schools have good enough 

lighting. “From a scouting or training stand¬ 

point, there’s no question you see consider¬ 

ably more in color,” says one coach, "and 

when it conics to attracting the attention of 

college coaches to players, color again is your 

best shot.” 

Now high school basketball teams (in 

some states, 50', of them) are using game 

films even practice films. Swimming and 

track coaches arc dabbling with cameras, 

too. Who knows? Someday they may even 

film third-grade dodge ball. END 

Tests prove that RAIN DANCE 
actually lasts twice as long as the 
leading ''$5" paste wax. 

That it keeps on beading water 
through twice as many detergent 
washings as any leading wax- 
liquid or paste. 

Why? RAIN DANCE is an all- 
new formula of extremely tough 
waxes and detergent-resistant 
si licones. 

Premium-quality RAIN DANCE 
is easy to use because it's a liquid. 

It gives you a fantastically 
brilliant shine because it cleans 
deep down as it waxes. 

keeps on beading and shining — 
rain after rain, wash after wash — 
longer than any leading car wax. 

Du Pont guarantees it. 
Guarantee: RAIN DANCE is guaranteed 
to keep on beading and shining longer 
than any leading liquid or paste car wax 
If not completely satisfied, return the 
unused portion to B-4239. Du Pont Com¬ 
pany, Wilmington, DE 19898. and the price 
you paid for RAIN DANCE, plus postage, 
will be refunded 

Consumer Products Division 



When you stay at Howard Johnson’s, 
you get a lot more than an orange roof 

over your head. 

When von dial 800-65^2000, 

you can reserve a room at any 

Howard Johnson’s Motor Lxxlge in 

the country. And just 

look what you’ll get 

when you do. 

You set a modem 

clean nx>m that’s 

extra large. And a 
hed that’s extra long tor long legs. 

You get an ourdcx>r swimming 

pool and often an indcx>r pool and 

sauna, along with various other 

sports facilities 

You get a Howard Johnson’s 

restaurant and frequently an 

inviting cocktail lounge as well. 

You get meeting 

:tx>ms and presen¬ 

tation equipment. 

And you get it all 

at very sensible 

. rates. What’s more 

sensible, youi;children under 18 

stay in your room freeatmost lixlges. 

Of course, you can pay for it 

with the American Express’1 Card. 

It's welcome at all of the more 

than 525 Howard Johnson’s Motor 

Lodges across the country. 

So don’t leave home without the 

American Express Card. If you don’t 

have the Card, pick up an applica¬ 

tion at any Howard Johnson’s. You 

will find applications in the lobby 

— and in your room.Take one. 

For reservations at any Howard Johnsons call toll-free 800-654-2000. 
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by ROBERT F. JONES 

IN A SEA OF BOOKS, A NOVEL WORTH 

ITS SALT AND A PLACE AMONG EPIC TALES 

Far Tortuga is so seaworthy a novel that to 

praise it is to place it in extremis. We arc all 

so thirsty for good sea stories these days that 

even a shallow book like Jaws gets compared 

to the Odyssey and sells commcnsuratcly— 

stale oysters at a dime a dozen. Peter Matth- 

icsscn's new novel (Random House, S10.95) 

is probably too tough to sell that easily, 

though it deserves to. 

Th's is far and away the best modern sea¬ 

going novel that has appeared on my hori¬ 

zon. Matthicsscn prepared us for it with such 

works as The Cloud Forest, Under the Moun¬ 

tain H all and At Play in the Fields of the 

Lord, sensitive books that showed an exper¬ 

tise in natural history and a deep understand¬ 

ing of man as a part of that history. But those 

were only linger exercises. Far Tortuga dem¬ 

onstrates his total hardhanded grasp: a lan¬ 

guage as whitecapped as the Yucatan Chan¬ 

nel under a Force Five norther; a plot that 

scorches and soothes like the wind beneath 

a tall Caribbean sun; characters whose ex¬ 

periences taste precisely like a mouthful of 

rice and beans sluiced down with rum and 

brackish water from the scuttlebutt. In short, 

a book with a bone in its teeth. 

Nine men in a scabby schooner shape a 

course from Grand Cayman to the Miskito 

Cays olT Nicaragua. The time is April, a cru¬ 

el month indeed, and their purpose is killing 

green turtles. Far Tortuga deals with life as 

well as death: a last taste of the hard life on 

the sea. And the "duppies" (Caymanesc for 

ghosts) that dog them cn route, the notch- 

tinned shark that heralds at least one death, 

the memories of earlier ships that foundered 

on those coral banks, of crew s and captains 

lost to hurricane and human stupidity. And, 

finally, the murderous intruders from Jamai¬ 

ca. Through it all runs the ironic theme: 

■'Modern time, mon." Old days are gone. 

The deaths of men and turtles may well 

be interlinked. Clearly, the sea does noi care. 

One warning: Matthiessen uses a heavy 

Caribbean-English dialect that can be a bit 

off-putting at first, along with an occasion¬ 

ally irritating spurt into something resem¬ 

bling haiku typography. Do not let these arty 

devices worry you. They work, finally, as ef¬ 

fectively as a turtler's net. Anyone who reads 

this book will sigh and weep for the coral- 

bright seas as plaintively as any green turtle 

belly-up on a hardwood deck. Or roar as joy¬ 

fully as any Greek sailor of Homer's time. 

Sea stories—the really good ones—do that 

to you. END 
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RAPA AVIS 

In 1936 Avery Brundage said to those 

who protested that the Olympic Games 

should not be held in Hitler's Germany, 

“The politics of a nation is of no 

concern to the International Olympic 

Committee.” 

In 1972, on a sultry September morn¬ 

ing in Munich’s Olympic Stadium, in 

front of 80,000 people gathered to mourn 

the death by political assassination of 11 

Israeli Olympians, Avery Brundage said 

it again: "The Games must go on.” 

As Brundage saw things, men and na¬ 

tions could behave as barbarously to¬ 

ward each other as they chose as long as 

their barbarities posed no threat to his 

beloved “Olympic Movement." From 

1936, when he was first appointed to the 

U.S. Olympic Committee, until 1972, 

when he stepped down after 20 years as 

president of the IOC, Brundage’s name 

was synonymous with everything that 

was right and wrong with the Olympic 

Games. He defended them, and the phi¬ 

losophy of amateurism that he saw em¬ 

bodied in them, with the ferocity of a griz¬ 

zly sow. If some of us grew up in the 

unquestioned belief that there was some¬ 

thing intrinsically finer about an amateur 

athlete than a professional one, it was 

probably Avery Brundage’s doing. 

It was he who once said, scornfully. 

“I suspect that if a professional baseball 

player discovered one day that he could 

make more money by going back home 

and laying bricks for a living, he'd go 

home and lay bricks.’’ Swayed by the 

strength of his narrow conviction, we 

would momentarily forget Babe Ruth 

and Ty Cobb and Ted Williams and the 

young Willie Mays and nod sadly in 

agreement. How true. How true. 

Avery Brundage was a rock, a mon¬ 

ument, a force, an influence, a stumbling 

block and a tough old bird. R.I.P. 

HIGH CARDS 

The channeled passion of a true collec¬ 

tor is usually communicable only to oth¬ 

ers of the same persuasion. Numismatists 

talk to other numismatists. Snuffbox lov¬ 

ers seek each other out. But when the ob¬ 

ject of the collecting passion is baseball 

cards, even a serious practitioner like 

Bob Richardson, a copydesk man on the 

Boston Herald American in real life, can 

speak to ordinary people. 

According to Richardson, the single 

most-sought-after baseball card in the 

country right now is a 1909 issue bear¬ 

ing a picture of Honus Wagner. A 1909 

Wagner, says Richardson, is worth at 

least SI,000, its value being determined 

by its scarcity. There are only some 12 

to 14 such cards in existence because old 

Honus, it is said, did not want his name 

associated with the tobacco company 

that distributed them and the company 

obliged him by withdrawing the issue. 

Another treasure, says John Stirling, 

an Indianapolis funeral director, is a Fe- 

lins Frank. Felins Frank? Who did he 

play for? Felins Frank, says collector 

Stirling, was the name of a company that 

in the 1920s gave out baseball cards along 

with its hot dogs. 

MILE AS GOOD AS A MISS 

The track and field qualifying standards 

for the 1976 Olympic Games recently an¬ 

nounced by the International Amateur 

Athletic Federation arc noteworthy for 

two innovations. First, they provide for 

electronic as well as hand timing. Amer¬ 

ican athletes, who are accustomed to 

electrical timing at big meets, will like 

that. 

The second change is not going to go 

over so well in the U.S. The IAAF has 

issued its standards at metric distances 

only. No more yards and miles. In other 

words, a 3:50 mile or an 8.9 hundred may 

be world records, but they are useless as 

Olympic qualifying performances. 

Says Dan Ferris, the U.S. member of 

the IAAF council, “Since we’re virtually 

the only country in the world not on the 

metric system, they decided to ignore 

us.” 

The qualifying period begins May 31, 

1975. It is hoped that at least a few meet 

directors will stage events at metric dis¬ 

tances this summer to provide our ath¬ 

letes with a maximum number of oppor¬ 

tunities to qualify for Montreal. 

THERE'LL ALWAYS BE A ROONEY 

When Art Rooney was in Dublin recent¬ 

ly he lunched with Cearbhall O’Dalaigh, 

the President of Ireland. After the lunch 

Rooney was waylaid by a newspaper 

interviewer. 

“He asked me all about horses and 

boxers," said Rooney, “and I was wait¬ 

ing and waiting for him to ask me about 

football. Finally I said, ‘Do you know I 

am the owner of the football champions 

of the world, the Pittsburgh Steelers?’ I le 

said, ‘What are they, some kind of soc¬ 

cer team?’ He made me humble." 

POST POSITION 

When The Washington Tost needed a new 

harness racing handicapper, it fell to As¬ 

sistant Sports Editor Robert F. Levey to 

interview the 71 applicants who replied 

to a brief ad in the racing column. “It 

was relatively simple to weed out the first 

75',,’’ wrote Levey. “They either had 

jobs that would have constituted conflicts 

of interest or were manifestly mad.” 

Levey eventually narrowed the field to 

three applicants who arc now trying out 

for the job. One, who calls himself the 

Guru, uses drivers’ zodiacal signs in his 

calculations and believes in "spot betting 

with emphasis on post position.” 

Another, named Sax, claims to be 

“very detached emotionally,” and the 

last is a government employee with 15 

years’ experience in computer techniques 

who works with a numerical rating sys¬ 

tem that he calls a “winning horse pro¬ 

file." Each man was given SI,000, and 

the job will go to the one who has the 

most money left after 24 racing days. 

In the meantime, Levey looks back on 

the experience fondly. His favorite early 

washout was the applicant who wrote of 

himself: “Experienced? Yes (albeit not 

professionally). Reliable? Hoo-ha.” 

WHEELPOWER 

People who have bicycles in the city and 

would like to cycle in the country have a 

problem. By the time they work their way 

out to the open air they are tired from 

stopping for traflic lights, jittery from 

near-squashings by trucks and suffused 

with various fumes— and it is about time 

to turn back. In the Boston area, thanks 

to the efforts of various cycling organi- 

eonuniifd 
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SCORECARD loniinurd 

zations and sympathetic politicians such 

as State Senator William Saltonstall, 

something is being done. 

On Saturdays and Sundays the Bos¬ 

ton and Maine Railroad now provides 

special trains by which a person with a 

bike may be borne 30 miles through the 

greater metropolitan crud and out into 

the Cape Ann area, which is pleasant for 

cycling and from which southern New 

Hampshire can be reached by bike for a 

day’s excursion. The train fare out and 

back is only 55. 

Furthermore, there is a movement to 

get the Boston subway system to provide 

space for bikes on one car in each train. 

A trial run was made recently, and al¬ 

though a cold rain fell that day upon city 

and country alike, a hard core of cyclists 

oa OO 

traveled underground with their bikes to 

the Ashmont Station, debarked and then 

pedaled, wearing rain capes, into the Blue 

Hills Reservation south of Boston. In the 

evening they returned to the station and 

commuted back to town. Because as se¬ 

rious cyclists they had no fenders on their 

bikes, each rider was marked with a mud 

stripe up the back, but that was better 

than, say, the tire marks of a cab. 

GO WESTWOOD, YOUNG MAN 

There’s a rumor going around Los An¬ 

geles to the efTect that an awesome three¬ 

some of Southern California high school 

basketball stars have made some sort of 

blood pact to play college ball together 

and that the trio is favoring (shudder) 

UCLA. 

Such package deals are not unknown, 

but when all the principals are consid¬ 

ered to be among the country's top 15 

high school players, as is the case here, 

the speculation gets very heavy. Roy 

Hamilton, a 6'2" guard from Verbum 

Dei High in Watts, and his 6' 10" class¬ 

mate, Center Dave Greenwood, have 

played together since junior high. Green¬ 

wood was player of the year among 

Southern California 4-A schools, and 

Hamilton is thought to be the best guard 

among this year’s seniors. 

The third man. Brad Holland, a 6'3" 

guard from Crcscenta Valley High in an 

L.A. suburb, got to know Hamilton and 

Greenwood through pick-up games and 

summer league ball the past two years. 

The three players are reported also to 

be considering USC and the University 

of Nevada-Las Vegas, but, according to 

the Verbum Dei coach, John Sneed, they 

are "leaning toward Westwood. The oth¬ 

er two are long shots.’’ 

The trio is expected to sign letters of 

intent this week, and Sneed thinks it 

could be one of the most significant sign¬ 

ings of recent years. “They are good 

friends," says Sneed, "and unselfish ball¬ 

players who complement each other very 

well.” 

And here we go again. 

DATELINE MONTREAL 

There has been a lot of Olympic news 

out of Montreal lately, none of it good. 

• Olympic construction, already de¬ 

layed last fall by a seven-week strike of 

ironworkers, again came to a standstill 

as Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa, 

prompted by the release of a 600-page 

report on corruption in the province’s 

construction industry, moved to put four 

key unions—involving plumbers, electri¬ 

cians, heavy-equipment operators and 

elevator mechanics—under government 

trusteeship. 

The affected unions, all members of the 

Quebec Federation of Labor, are fight¬ 

ing back and using the Olympic site 

and village projects and the govern¬ 

ment’s July 1976 deadline as leverage. 

As workers were walking off their jobs 

at the Olympic sites, Louis Labcrge, pres¬ 

ident of the Quebec Federation of Labor, 

said, "They may be holding the 1976 

Games in 1977 if the workers' protests 

are ignored." 

• Basing its estimates on Munich's ex¬ 

perience, the Olympic organizers gauged 

that the sale of tickets through 12 Mon¬ 

treal outlets would require 10 to 15 min¬ 

utes per transaction. Instead, the paper 

work was averaging half an hour per or¬ 

der the first day of the public sale, and 

some outlets had to make appointments 

for purchases as many as 10 days in 

advance. "In Munich buyers were pur¬ 

chasing an average of eight to 10 tickets 

each," said Paul Gelinas, the outlets’ har¬ 

ried consumer relations man. "Here 

most are buying the full 20 and that's why 

it’s taking us longer." 

Further, early arrivals at the public 

ticket wickets found that many of the best 

seats for prestige events, such as swim¬ 

ming and gymnastics, were sold out, al¬ 

lotted in advance to the Games’ spon¬ 

sors, suppliers and a long list of "prior¬ 

ity" organizations. 

Ken Farmer of the organizing commit¬ 

tee explained, "The only way we would 

take care of the priority groups was to 

cut into the largest public allotment 

available. That was mostly Montreal." 

Mostly Montreal was mad. 

ANIMAL CRACKERS 

Feeding the residents of the Washington 

National Zoo cost 597,000 in 1967. To¬ 

day the annual food bill has increased to 

S245.000. Everything, from horsemeat to 

dried flics, is up and the cost of the fresh 

grapes favored by the zoo’s rare birds has 

risen out of sight. Canned fruit cocktail 

has been substituted and the birds have 

made the adjustment. It is the zoo of¬ 

ficials who still feel guilty. They think it’s 

cheating. 

George H. Adams, who runs the zoo 

commissary, says that the Chinese pan¬ 

das Ling-Ling and Hsing-Hsing are the 

biggest per capita drain on his budget, 

with their nine pounds of apples, carrots 

and sweet potatoes, seven pounds of rice 

gruel and honey, 20 pounds of cut bam¬ 

boo and a couple of dog biscuits per day. 

Each. 

THEY SAID IT 

• Pete Rose, on the fans at Dodger Sta¬ 

dium: "I don't know why those people 

throw bottles at me. I was 3 for 39 here 

last year. They should have given me a 

standing ovation." 

• Sal Bando, captain of the Oakland A's, 

commenting on the release of sprinter 

Herb Washington: "I*d feel sorry for him 

if he were a player." end 
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CHANGING 
OF THE GUARD 

Elbowing once-mighty Montreal out of contention, Buffalo set the stage for 

the first Stanley Cup final between expansion teams by MARK MULVOY 

That clunk-clunk-clunk you hear in 

the background is the hockey Es¬ 

tablishment being gobbled up by a run¬ 

away Zamboni machine. Skip the flow¬ 

ers, but the old National Hockey League 

died of terminal expansion last week 

when the Montreal Canadicns—those 

storied Canadiens, Les Cun adieus Sont 

La, the rouge, blatic el blue, Beliveau 

and Richard and Morenz and all that— 

went belly-up right there in front of the 

loyalists in the Forum, knocked off by 

the feisty young Buffalo Sabres. By elim¬ 

inating Montreal from the Stanley Cup 

playoffs, Buffalo assured the first all- 

expansion championship series in cup 

history and, at the same time, no doubt 

persuaded Clarence Campbell to issue a 

ban on the use of the word “expansion" 

in future NHL communiques. 

In the other semifinal, those amazin’ 

New York Islanders were threatening 

to give the Philadelphia Flyers a vid¬ 

eotape replay of their stunning quarter¬ 

final triumph over Pittsburgh, in which 

they had rallied from a three-game def¬ 

icit to win four straight. Down three 

games to zilch, again, but this time 

against the defending champions. New 

York stunned the Broad Street Bullies 

three times last week and tied the series 

with Sunday’s 2-1 victory at Nassau Col¬ 

iseum. Along the way, the Islanders 

Frustrated by Jim Roberts' shadowing. Sabre 

Rico Martin finally broke loose in Game Six. 

showed that the Flyers were mere mortals 

after all. New York ended Philadelphia’s 

21-game unbeaten streak, pumping 11 

goals past the supposedly impregnable 

Bernie Parent; Islander Captain Eddie 

Westfall and penalty-killing mate Lome 

Henning shut out the vaunted Philadel¬ 

phia power play; and, perhaps best of all, 

rookie Clark Gilles. 6'3', 220, scored a 

TKO over Flyer badman Dave Schultz, 

6' 1', 190 to win the NHL’s heavyweight 

championship. 

“Don’t those Islanders realize that his¬ 

tory doesn’t repeat itself every two 

weeks?" said incredulous Flyer Defense- 

man Joe Watson as the teams headed 

back to Philadelphia for Tuesday's de¬ 

ciding game. 

Buffalo’s rude expulsion of Montreal 

by four games to two in their semifinal 

was hardly a fluke; in fact, the five-year- 

old Sabres consistently overpowered the 

Canadiens during the regular season 

(4-0-1), when the two teams generally 

disdained defense and staged wild shoot- 

outs resulting in such scores as 8-6, 7-6 

and 6-4. However, not even General 

Manager Punch Imlach was wildly en¬ 

thusiastic about his Sabres’ prospects 

last Tuesday night as the series moved 

back to the “Aud” in Buffalo for the 

fifth game. The Sabres had won each of 

the first two games at home by the mar¬ 

gin of a single goal, but in Montreal 

the Canadiens had demolished them 7-0 

and 8-2. “I don’t know how my kids 

continued 
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Montreal suffered sudden death m Buffalo, but the coup de grace was applied at the Forum. 

will react to those games,” said Imlach, 
scratching his bald head. 

What really worried the Sabres was the 
sudden ineffectiveness of hockey’s most 
destructive attack force, the French Con¬ 
nection line of Center Gilbert Perreault 
and Wingers Rene Robert and Richard 
Martin. After terrorizing the NHL for 
131 goals this season, the French Con¬ 
nection had been held scoreless for 10 
consecutive playoff periods by the Cana- 
diens' new Maginot Line defense. 

For the purists, the joy of the Stanley 
Cup playoffs is watching the game plans 
and countertactics designed by the op¬ 
posing coaches. “Unfortunately, we 
don’t get to coach too much during the 
regular schedule because teams meet only 
once every six weeks or so,” said Mon¬ 
treal’s Scotty Bowman. “In the playoffs, 
though, we play the same opponents for 
a couple of weeks straight, so we can plot 
against them—or at least try to.” 

Bowman made his inspired defensive 
move midway through Game One in Buf¬ 
falo, after Marlin, Robert and Perreault 
scored quick goals. He hastily composed 
an all-purpose checking line consisting of 
Jacques Lcmaire, Bob Gainey and Jim 
Roberts, and ordered them to follow the 
French Connection all over the ice. Lc¬ 

maire tagged behind Perreault. Gainey 
trailed Robert and Roberts did his La- 
mont Cranston act on Martin. Result: 
that 10-period shutout. 

“It’s up to Perreault’s line to beat 
Lemaire’s line, that’s all there is to it,” 
said Buffalo Coach Floyd Smith. “If 
the Connection can't do the job, then 
we’re in trouble because they’re our best. 
They’re the best there is." Who are they 
anyway? "We are three Frenchmen who 
understand each other,” says Perreault. 
Shy and reticent, the 24-ycar-old Per¬ 
reault is the most spectacular one-on- 
one forward in hockey. However, he does 
have one major flaw for a center. "He 
doesn't know how to work give-and-go 
passes with Robert and Martin, so he 
wastes a lot of time,” says an NHL coach. 
“The only way Perreault can get the 
puck across the blue line is by skating 
out himself.” Consequently. Perreault's 
worst games come against teams that 
forecheck tenaciously. “Jacques Lemaire 
has done a great job against Perreault 
in this series.” Bowman said, “and he 
hasn't been physical in the least, not 
with his body or his stick. Now I can 
see why Bobby Clarke gives Perreault 
so much trouble. 

Robert, 26, is Buffalo’s team clown. 

outspoken during times of triumph but 
sullen in moments of distress. For the 
most part, the latter aspect of his per¬ 
sonality was on display in Pittsburgh 
three years ago when an on-ice alter¬ 
cation with then Coach Red Kelly forced 
his trade to Buffalo. Last season Rob¬ 
ert’s mood was black again; he scored 
only 21 goals for the Sabres in 1973-74 
and was the rumored bait in trade talks 
for a goaltender. Now, after a 40-goal, 
100-point season, Robert is outspoken 
once more, but he vehemently denies 
that he ever told a French journalist 
that the Canadiens were a bunch of "yel¬ 
low dcleteds.” 

Although most people call him 
“Rick,” Martin, 23, prefers to be called 
Richard (as in Rec-shard)or Rico, and in 
four NHL seasons he has scored a record 
185 goals. The only bachelor member of 
the Connection, he is normally close¬ 
mouthed once he departs the dressing 
room, and he tends to confront personal 
adversity—something like a two-game 
scoring drought—by sinking into a deep 
funk. This year he has grown a bushy 
mustache that gives him a sinister aspect; 
heretofore he wore a little-boy-lost look. 
For the last four months Martin, who 
faces surgery this summer, played with 
his right thumb locked in a cast, and he 
claims that this has hurt his shot. Tell 
that to Tony Esposito. Or Ed Giacomin. 

Like Perreault and Robert, Martin had 
been too docile in the Sabre losses at 
Montreal. So. taking the ice for the fifth 
game, he spotted his shadow, Roberts, 
and began to spew forth some venom¬ 
ous verbiage. As play moved on he 
backed it up by knocking down Serge 
Savard and crashing Lcmaire into the 
boards, all the while continuing his den- 
ture-to-denture chatter with Roberts. 

“I’m going to put this stick right 
through your guts," Martin told Roberts 
during one exchange before a face-off. 

Near the end of the first period at least 
one member of the French Connection 
regained the scoring touch, Perreault 
whipping a backhander past Montreal 
Goaltender Ken Dryden on a power play 
as Buffalo jumped to a 3 I lead. The Ca¬ 
nadiens came back to tic the score 3-3 
on two gift goals, compliments of Buf¬ 
falo's Muscle Beach defense tandem of 
Jim Schocnfcld and Jerry (King Kong) 
Korab, both of whom suddenly seemed 
to have become allergic to the puck. But 
Martin, still unable to break away from 
Roberts’ shackles, was completely frus- 
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Hoping for another comeback from 0-3, Ed Westfall and the Islanders were giving Philly fits. 

traicd. He took a penalty for knocking 

down Gainey, then rubbed his glove in 

Roberts' face. To add to his troubles. 

Marlin was caught up-ice early in the 

third period when Henri Richard broke 

away with the puck on a three-on-two 

and set up Roberts, of all people, for 

Montreal's go-ahead goal. 

With Dryden playing brilliantly, the 

Canadiens protected their lead. And then 

it happened. Korab skated up the right 

side, along the boards, and was upended 

by Steve Shutt of the Canadiens. Penal¬ 

ty? Definitely. Lloyd Gilmour ignored 

the infraction, though, and play con¬ 

tinued as the Buffalo crowd the most 

boisterous in the league - howled and 

shrieked for the referee's throat. Seconds 

later Korab skated off with the puck 

again. This time Montreal rookie Doug 

Risebrough tried to poke it off Korab's 

stick, but instead he made contact with 

Korab's leg, prompting the Buffalo play¬ 

er to execute a perfect half-gainer. This 

time Gilmour's hand shot up. Penalty! 

"The crowd planted the seed," Bowman 

groused afterward. With Risebrough in 

the penalty box, Buffalo's Craig Ramsay 

beat Dryden to send the game into over¬ 

time. 

After almost six minutes of sudden 

death, there was a face-off in the circle 

to Dryden's left. Smith, naturally, sent 

out the French Connection. Equally pre¬ 

dictably. Bowman countered with Le- 

maire, Gainey and Roberts. Dryden 

shaded himself toward the middle of his 

crease, anticipating a quick screen shot 

from Robert, who would be the trigger- 

man if Perreault could beat Lemaire on 

the draw. Perreault picked Lemaire 

clean, backhanded the puck to Robert, 

and by the time Dryden moved, the red 

light was on for a 5-4 Buffalo win—and 

Martin was making an obscene gesture 

to Roberts, right there in living color on 

coast-to-coast CBC television. 

No matter. Roberts had reached Mar¬ 

tin, which is all he ever wanted to do. 

"Roberts is doing a perfect job," said 

Smith. "He has frustrated Rico at every 

turn. Patience. Rico must be patient. 

When you're young, it's not easy.” Mar¬ 

tin shrugged. "Two years ago I'd have 

really been ticked off at Roberts," he 

said. "Now I’m just ticked off." 

For Thursday night's game at the Fo¬ 

rum the Canadiens went public, appeal¬ 

ing to the crowd for extra support. "Ft 

maintenant accueitlons nos Canadiens" 

("And now let's welcome our Cana¬ 

diens"), the public address announcer 

shrieked as Montreal skated out. When 

Martin and Roberts lined up, Roberts' 

opening conversational gambit was to 

inform the Sabre winger, "You’re a 

phony.” 

Still, it was Buffalo's game from the 

start. Craig Ramsay, penalty killer ex¬ 

traordinaire, working without his injured 

accomplice Don Luce, scored an early 

shorihanded goal for the Sabres when 

Dryden failed in an attempt to smother 

a loose puck in the corner and left his 

net unprotected. 

Then, nine minutes into the period. 

Martin escaped from Roberts, stole the 

puck from Serge Savard and broke 

down-ice. Patient now, Martin busted off 

the left wing and, with the puck in the 

face-off drop circle, blasted a slap shot 

between Dryden's right leg and the post. 

Peter Mahovlich pulled the Canadiens to 

within a goal but Buffalo remained in 

control as the score grew to 3-1. then 4-1. 

And nobody who was there—not Belic- 

veau. not Toe Blake —will ever forget the 

humiliation that the Sabres showered on 

Les Canadiens in the second period. For 

the first 19 minutes and 54 seconds of 

that period, the Canadiens had only one 

shot--u//t’ at Buffalo Goaltendcr Gerry 

Desjardins. Even that shot was question¬ 

able, the Sabres insisting it struck the 

post, not Desjardins' pads. "It was em¬ 

barrassing," admitted Mahovlich. 

For 20 minutes the Sabres executed 

Imlach's old Toronto-style defense to 

perfection, four men solidly stationed at 

the blue line, the fifth man harassing the 

puck carrier. Two flukish third-period 

Montreal goals narrowed the final score 

to 4-3, but they did not save the Cana¬ 

diens from the crowd. "Someone should 

call the police department and ask them 

to send out a missing persons bulletin for 

20 Montreal hockey players." mumbled 

one disgruntled fan. Martin and Roberts 

shook hands at the end. said there were 

no hard feelings, insisted that the words 

and gestures were spur-of-the-moment 

things not to be taken seriously and then 

skated in opposite directions. 

"The best team won," said Montreal 

Defenseman Don Awrey. "Let's face it. 

We played Buffalo 11 times this year and 

won only twice. It's all there in black and 

white." This time, anyway, Les Cana¬ 

diens Me Sonr Pas La, as the song doesn't 

go. Then again, neither arc any of the 

other five members of the NHL Estab¬ 

lishment as the Stanley Cup finals begin 

this week. end 



SPEEDING OFF INTO THE SUNSET 
Indy's faithful thousands waited and waited, tensions building. Would Foyt get his race car ready in time? Would he 

go fast enough to beat the others and win the pole position? Answers: Would he ever! by ROBERT F. JONES 

The cars were not quite as hot as the 

sun, nor were the speeds as high as 

the drama. But for all that, the opening 

day of qualifications for the 59th running 

of the Indianapolis 500 was more than a 

bit of all right. Not only did the weather 

gods abandon their spite of recent rainy 

years, they were positively beneficent. 

Cloudless skies framed a late spring sun 

whose bite was mitigated by cool breez¬ 

es not strong enough to unduly hassle the 

cars and drivers. Add the smell of blos¬ 

soming lilacs mixed with petroleum 

fumes and freshly popped beer and last 

Saturday was an ideal day for all-Amer¬ 

ican automotive melodrama. 

That the show even got off the ground 

seemed miracle enough. Motor racing in 

general, and the U.S. Auto Club's cham¬ 

pionship car series in particular, have 

been hurting in the recession, so much 

so that the last of USAC's 500-mile out¬ 

ings at Ontario, Calif, was a near disas¬ 

ter in terms of sponsorship and compet¬ 

itive machinery (SI, March 17). Yet Indy 

has a life of its own, not just competitive 

but economic as well. Whatever bucks 

could be scraped together to support an 

entry in this year’s race had been scraped, 

and the result was a field of 56 spanking 

bright machines, fully 41 of which had 

passed USAC’s stringent technical in¬ 

spectors by qualifying day. And though 

many were older racers with little hope 

of winning the pole position, at least eight 

or nine cars stood a chance, a respect¬ 

able percentage even in the most pros¬ 

perous of years. 

But high drama requires more than a 

robust cast. A certain tension must be 

established between hero and potential 

disaster, a tension of plot, whether its 

outcome be decided by broadswords, six- 

guns or race cars. This year the hero was 

obvious from the start: Anthony Joseph 

Foyt Jr. of Houston and the raceways of 

America. If numbers can say anything of 

heroism, old A.J. had many of them 

working for him. Age 40 is a bit long in 

the tooth for a sport that places such high 

demands on reflexes and eyesight, yet 

A.J. continues quicker than ever. A few 

other numbers: Foyt has won 50, count 

’em, 50 championship races, the most in 

history (Mario Andretti lies a distant sec¬ 

ond with 32); up to this year Foyt has 

driven 5,967>/i miles in competition at 

Indy (only luckless Lloyd Ruby, with 

5,745 miles—and no wins—is close 

among active drivers); he has driven in 

225 champ car races as opposed to run¬ 

ner-up Roger McCluskey’s 184, has 

started the last 17 Indy races vs. Ruby’s 

15, and leads all act ive drivers in the num¬ 

ber of race laps on which he has been in 

the lead—394 compared to A1 Unser’s 

311. Ah, but the big number is four. Up 

to this year. A.J. has been tied with Wil¬ 

bur Shaw, Louis Meyer and Mauri Rose 

as the only three-time Indy winners. If 

Foyt can win an unprecedented fourth 

500, he will be not only the best driver in 

American history but, arguably, the best 

the world has ever known. 

O.K.. but the race itself is not until 

May 25. How could A.J. excite us with 

nothing more significant than a run for 

the pole? After all, he had already dem¬ 

onstrated the superiority of his Coyote 

chassis and V-8 Foyt motor in the sea¬ 

son’s earlier races: a victory in a 100-mile 

qualifying race at Ontario, Calif., the 

California 500 a week later and the Tren¬ 

ton 200 in early April. He looked like a 

shoo-in for the Indy pole, but only if you 

don’t know Indy. Potential disaster—ev¬ 

erything from simple humiliation to out¬ 

right dismemberment—faces every hero 

at every moment on that most demand¬ 

ing of racecourses. As practice wound up 

and the cars wound round and round, it 

suddenly looked possible that A.J. and 

his Gilmore Coyote could lose the pole to 

Gordon Johncock, the 1973 Indy winner, 

in George Bignotti’s slick new little Sin- 

mast Wildcat. 

"Every car has a lot of speed in it," 

Foyt said. "The trick is getting the speed 

out of it.” With all the pressures Indy gen¬ 

erates, it takes more than driver talent 

to make a car perform to its maximum. 

It takes cool and skill and leadership, all 

of which A.J. possesses in quantity. It 

also takes good tires. Clearly, as prac¬ 

tice wore along and Johncock turned in 

consistently quicker lap times than Foyt, 

the question arose as to A.J.’s ability to 

meet the test. He was working with two 

cars in this duel—his No. 10 "wide” Coy¬ 

ote, with which he had won the earlier 

races of the year, and his new narrow 

No. 14 car, which he obviously wanted 

to prove worthy. Still, the best Foyt could 

crank out of the new car in practice was 

192 mph plus small change. On the 

Thursday before qualifying, as the 

psych built and sandbags fell soddenly 

on the rain-washed track, Johncock had 

pulled all stops and ripped off a sizzling 

lap of 195.228 mph. That won Wee Gor-' 

die not only a pair of free dinners at a 

local restaurant for fastest clocking of the 

day (three times in the previous four days 

he had been so honored with hamburg¬ 

ers), but it pul the fear of the Wildcat 

into the crowd. Whether it scared A.J. 

into superhuman efforts we will never 

know, for he refuses to speak of it, and 

his manner on that day—hatless, laugh¬ 

ing and scratching—indicated a jolly self- 

confidence in a man usually known for 

his slow boil and swift tongue. 

Who knew? Well, one thing is for 

sure—everybody wanted to find out. 

As the Saturday sun rose over In¬ 

diana's verdant fields and plastic suburbs 

on qualifying day, the traffic lanes into 

the Speedway were nearly as clogged as 

on race day itself. ABC-TV later judged 

the crowd at 175,000 while local In- 

rontlmtfd 

Parting the crowd. Foyt wheels away for his 

193-pius mph run around the indy Speedway. 
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SPEEDING OFF continued 

dianapolis stations crowed it up to 225,- 

000. Since the Speedway does not re¬ 

lease attendance figures, it would be safe 

to split the difference and peg it at 200 

big ones. Certainly to the veterans of 

this race it looked like the largest qual¬ 

ifying day crowd in memory, and the 

density—along with the sights, smells 

and sounds—seemed close to the 300,000 

who turn out on the big day itself. 

All of which raises a quick question. 

Why, if racing is hurting so sorely for 

sponsorship money and the American 

economy is in such a bad way, do so many 

folks come to the races? This year's Day¬ 

tona 500 stock-car race had a record 

crowd, and if Indy time trials can draw 

so many live, on-the-spot, hand-me-an- 

other-beer spectators, then there must be 

something in motor racing that the mon¬ 

eybags are missing. Maybe it’s just that 

we like cars and drivers better than we 

like most things. Or perhaps it is because 

men out of work are proud enough of 

other men who arc working on shoe¬ 

strings—both financial and dangerous— 

to spare the money. 

If it is a peculiarly American trip, it is 

a good one. And as the cars began howl¬ 

ing and grumbling their way around the 

2,/2-mile oval on Saturday, theexcitement 

began to rise. The only smashup of the 

morning came when Eldon Rasmussen 

lost it in Turn One and stuffed his yel¬ 

low Rascar-Foyt into the retaining wall, 

shaking both himself and the car severe¬ 

ly. But crashes aside, the suspense grew 

by means of the draw—the order of qual¬ 

ifying attempts determined by each driv¬ 

er pulling a numbered ball from a box 

the night before. It turned out that A. J. 

had to run early—fifth man on the line— 

while Johncock would go next to last, 

having drawn No. 40. In between would 

come other dark horses, whose prospects 

brightened quite a bit just as the day did, 

drivers like Johnny Rutherford, Bobby 

Unser, Mike Mosley. Lloyd Ruby and 

the sharp youngster of the Roger Penske 

stable, 26-year-old Tom Sneva, a for¬ 

mer junior high school principal from 

Spokane whose consistency won him 

USAC's Rookie of the Year Award in 

1973. 

When Foyt rolled out onto the rap¬ 

idly heating track shortly after 11:30 

a.m., no competitor had run faster than 

186 mph. The crowd roared A. J. on his 

way, the fervent cheer that punctuates 

his every move at Indy. But on his first 

lap Foyt could turn no better than 

189.195 mph, and he whipped back into 

the pits. The word went out that he hoped 

to try again later in the day when the 

track was cooler and more grasping, per¬ 

haps with different tires. The crowd 

moaned and turned back to the sun and 

the beer and the smell of the lilacs. The 

climax would have to wait. 

Mosely took his shot in the Sugaripe 

Prune Special and averaged 187.833 for 

the 10-mile, four-lap test, while Billy Vu- 

kovich hit 185.845—a disappointment 

for those in the crowd who have always 

wished Billy the swiftness that might 

someday salve the sting of his race driv¬ 

er father's death at Indy in 1955. Then 

out came Tom Sneva in the Norton Spir¬ 

it, a sweetly prepared McLaren painted 

brilliant blue. Sneva turned a first lap of 

189.753 mph, and the fans perked up, 

yelling tentatively when the second lap 

came in at 190 plus and finally howling 

when he clicked off two more like the sec¬ 

ond for a final average of 190.094. With 

their master away at Monaco where for¬ 

mer Indy winner Mark Donohue is pur¬ 

suing a Grand Prix career, the McLaren 

team took special pride in the sudden rise 

of Sneva’s car from slowpoke early in the 

week to momentary pole sitter. "Won’t 

last long," said Sneva wisely. "I'll be 

happy to sit in the second row." 

Then out came Johnny Rutherford, 

who won the race last year and whose 

records for the pole run still stand— 

199.071 for a single lap and 198.413 for 

all four, both set in higher-horsepowered 

1973. But his grecn-and-white Gatorade 

McLaren ticked off a disappointing 

185.998. Those who thought Johnny had 

been sandbagging all week long were 

fooled. "Only thing we had up our sleeve 

was our arm,” said Rutherford. "Some 

days you eat the bear and some days the 

bear eats you." 

Other disappointments followed. Bob¬ 

by Allison, the stock-car hero from 

Hucytown, Ala., took a fling in Penske's 

second car, the CAM2 Special, and hit 

only 184.398. Al Unser, in the Viceroy 

Special, weighed in with a 185.452, hav¬ 

ing wasted a lot of time during the week 

working on another car built around a 

Formula I chassis and a Ford Cosworth 

engine, which except for the turbocharg¬ 

ing is like those used on the Grand Prix 

circuit. Unser and Team Manager Par- 

nelli Jones hope to go Formula 1 racing 

full time next year; Mario Andretti pre¬ 

ceded them this season and the Mon¬ 

aco race kept him out of Indy quali¬ 

fying during the first and most important 

weekend. (Andretti's ill luck still dogs 
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him: at Monaco he banged up two cars 

in practice, started the race, ran eight 

laps—and conked out.) 

Bobby Unser, who had been having 

troubles all week with his Dan Gurney- 

prepared Eagle, finally got it partway 

together. His average of 191.073 niph ful¬ 

filled Sneva's prophecy, but Bobby was 

equally pessimistic. "I won’t hold the 

pole very long,” he said after pulling into 

the pits. "Johncock’s out there." 

Gordie was indeed out there. But un¬ 

fortunately, w ith tires turning soft on the 

hot pavement, he had trouble adjusting 

his stance on the track during the early 

laps. His speeds improved with every cir¬ 

cuit—from 191.002 on the first go-round 

to 192.102 on the fourth and final—but 

his average was a vulnerable 191.652 

mph. Both of Foy t’s cars had gone quick¬ 

er in practice. 

But how vulnerable would John¬ 

cock’s time look in the few hours left 

of the day? A somnolence ensued, an 

entr'acte in the four-wheeled drama dur¬ 

ing which the groundlings, now dozing 

on the fat new grass of the infield or suck¬ 

ing up Bloody Marys in the hospitality 

suites, began to consider Foyt’s plight. 

Should he fail to win the pole, and then 

go on to win the race itself, his triumph 

would be sadly marred. With A.J. it had 

to be everything; even the considerable 

something of a fourth 500 win at Indy 

would not be quite enough without the 

pole. No, not if this man is to be the hero 

we want him to be, which he himself has 

shown us how to define: everything or 

nothing. 

An hour and a half of silence. Buzz¬ 

ing bees. A few cars turning the course 

in practice, hardly louder than the bees. 

Waiting for the track to cool. Couples 

cuddling on the new-mown lawns of the 

infield golf course, shadowed by bunkers 

and locust trees. Then, as the sun swings 

over the ancient yardarm of the Speed¬ 

way’s western stands, the track cooling 

in the fading day, Foyt emerges with his 

red machine. This is the skinny knife on 

wheels that will carve his heroism into 

our memory, we hope, as this track de¬ 

mands, as all the American driving he¬ 

roes have sought to do. While he winds 

through his warmup laps there are a few 

who see something in the cockpit, some¬ 

thing in the angle of the helmeted head 

and the raising of the arm—the accept- 

Sull/ng up. Gordon Johncock gels ready for 

his S00 role: the spot In front-row center. 

ance of the green flag—that means he is 

going to go do it. 

And Foyt transcends himself. His first 

lap. at 195.313 mph. becomes a shimmer 

of light and fear along the walls—soclose 

in Turn Two that it seemed he had ac¬ 

tually ticked it; men gasped and blinked 

in awe. The next three laps were slower, 

193s and a bit. But it was more than 

enough, and it was more than merely nice 

or splendid, or whatever the words. The 

193.976 mph average completed the act 

with a finality long absent from the 

American racing melodrama—a streak 

of red flashing along the wall, a streak 

that becomes, finally, a strong man in a 

fast car who has done it: won the pole. 

And that really did it. In terms of sheer 

speed, the only other threat loomed in 

Wally Dallenbach, who had blown two 

engines in another Bignotti Wildcat ear¬ 

lier in the day. 

The crowd waited, but he didn’t make 

it out before the six o'clock deadline. 

New power plant installed, Dallenbach 

rolled out on Sunday and turned four 

strong laps at 190.684 mph, which served 

fair warning to Foyt that the Wildcats 

would be tough in the big Memorial Day 

scratching contest. But Foyt wasn’t 

thinking of Wildcats after his pole-win¬ 

ning run. 

“I thrilled the hell out of myself a cou¬ 

ple of times out there," he said. He meant 

the scare that comes from the edge of con¬ 

trol; we all felt it, too, and would like to 

feel it again. Come May 25, A.J., you 

better not let us down. end 



THE A’S ARE PUTTING 
THE THERE THERE 

Or trying mightily, at least, to give Oakland an identity other than that of 

stepsister to the haughty lady there across the Bay by RON FIMRITE 

The World Series seems all but per¬ 

manently headquartered in Oakland 

now, but when it first surfaced there three 

years ago the thought occurred to the 

more perceptive of network news ana¬ 

lysts that the rest of the country knew so 

little about the city that the A’s could as 

well have been representing Katmandu. 

Sophisticated television viewers might 

identify Oakland as the butt of Gertrude 

Stein’s celebrated jape, “There is no 

there there," but to most everyone else 

it was simply that amorphous municipal¬ 

ity across the Bay from San Francisco. 

So the TV people doggedly set about 

educating their public. One team of in¬ 

terviewers descended upon Jack London 

Square, where they collared, among oth¬ 

ers, Boots Erb, a former University of 

California quarterback whose Bow & 

Bell restaurant has been a gathering place 

for the East Bay sporting crowd for more 

than two decades. Erb recognized the in¬ 

terview as a golden opportunity to dis¬ 

pel the popular misconception of Oak¬ 

land as a kind of Buffalo of the West. 

Last week he wistfully recalled his net¬ 

work television debut. 

“I was prepared,” he said. “I was go¬ 

ing to tell them all about the museum, 

the symphony, the Kaiser Center, Lake 

Merritt, the views from the hills. I start¬ 

ed out by going on about Jack London 

Square, its history and all that. Then 

some announcer asked me, ‘Well, what 

else is there to do in Oakland?* And you 

know, even though I had all those things 

I was going to say, 1 completely drew a 

blank. All I could say was, ‘Uh . . .’ and 

that’s where they cut the interview off. 

So when it came on the air, you got the 

guy asking about what there is to do in 

Oakland and me saying, ‘Uh . . .’ and 

then nothing. It didn’t do much for the 

city’s image." 

Alas, it pretty much is the city’s image. 

Vida Blue pitches in with a hot 7-1 record. Reggie Jackson feels Oakland will laugh last. 
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for Oakland appears to be one of those 

communities, like oft-maligned Philadel¬ 

phia and much-abused Cleveland, des¬ 

tined never to be taken seriously. That 

Oakland survived the great earthquake 

of 1906 virtually unscathed was cheerful¬ 

ly attributed by San Franciscans to the 

certainty that "there are some things 

even the earth won’t swallow.” 

Oakland’s reputation is a bad rap not 

even its superlative baseball team can 

ward off, for the A's, too, have had dif¬ 

ficulty upholding their dignity in the 

Marx Brothers scenario their owner, 

Charles O. Finley, has come up with. 

Even when they are comparatively se¬ 

rene, as they were last week, something 

embarrassing will happen. On Saturday, 

for example. Catfish Hunter, their old 

colleague who now pitches for the Yan¬ 

kees, returned to drafty Oakland Coli¬ 

seum to shut them out 3-0. 

“He's not in our uniform,’’ said Team 

Captain Sal Bando, bravely confronting 

the obvious. "It's just like a trade. Ex¬ 

cept we didn't get anything in return.” 

When Hunter was heckled by an Oak¬ 

land fan while warming up, he suggest¬ 

ed to his antagonist that he would be bet¬ 

ter advised to boo Finley. The A's would 

dolefully concur. 

Hunter’s shutout was the second the 

A's suffered during the week. Two days 

earlier, California's Nolan Ryan set them 

Sal Bando bravely awaits the crafty Catfish. 

down 5-0, but these were only mild in¬ 

conveniences for a team that, even with¬ 

out Hunter, seems fully capable of win¬ 

ning another pennant. 

As three-time world champs, the A's 

should be Oakland’s pride and joy. For 

purposes of identification, they are, for 

as Oakland Tribune Columnist Bill Fisct 

has observed, “The favorite response of 

traveling Oakland people when asked 

where home is, had always been, *1 live 

near San Francisco.’ Now they just say, 

‘I'm from Oakland,’ and somebody will 

always come back with, *Oh, where the 

A’s are.’ ” 

But the A's are hardly an integral part 

of the community, a condition evidenced 

by the team’s perennially disappointing 

attendance. Last year, the world cham¬ 

pions drew only 845,693—second-worst 

in the majors—and this year they should 

do about the same. The three-game An¬ 

gel series drew a measly 12,045. Earlier 

in the week Finley had told the Sun Fran¬ 

cisco Examiner he did not feel the Bay 

Area could support two big-league 

teams, reviving rumors that next year the 

A’s will be playing in New Orleans or 

Seattle or Toronto or Katmandu, bind¬ 

ing stadium contracts be damned. 

The cross-Bay Giants are reportedly 

about to be sold to a group headed by 

Financier Robert Lurie. The Lurie com¬ 

bine is pledged to keep the Giants in San 

continued 

But Ken HolUman sees that big one get awfy. 
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THERE THERE conlinutd 

Francisco, so if, as Finley says, there isn't 

room for the two of them, the A's might 

be the ones to leave. 

That would be a pity, because with 

their madcap ways the A’s are reminis¬ 

cent of an older, much crazier Oakland, 

a city that could zealously support the 

Pacific Coast League Oaks for most of 

their 53-year history. In 1946, playing in 

a ball park seating barely 13,000, the 

Oaks drew 634,311, or I 14,324 more than 

the major league Giants attracted last 

year. One seven-game Oaks-San Francis¬ 

co Seals series drew 111,622, or 54,266 

more than the A’s did in six home games 

last week. Casey Stengel managed the 

Oaks before beginning his Yankee reign, 

as did Charley Dressen before he started 

winning pennants for the Dodgers. 

Oakland had a curious kinship with 

Flatbush at that time. Both communities 

were overshadowed by more glamorous 

neighbors and both had colorful, some¬ 

times amusing baseball teams. In the 19th 

century parts of East Oakland were ac¬ 

tually known collectively as "Brooklyn.” 

The Dodgers had Babe Herman, who re¬ 

putedly caught fly balls off his head; the 

Oaks had Smead Jolley, who once had a 

ball hit to the outfield roll between his 

legs, hit the fence and roll back between 

them a second time. In Mel Duezabou, 

the Oaks had an outfielder who, like Pete 

Reiser, tried to run through outfield walls 

in pursuit of fly balls. Infielder Artie Wil¬ 

son was the first black—Jackie Robin¬ 

son's counterpart—in the Pacific Coast 

League. And in fans such as the noisy 

"Mush the Ragman.” the Oaks boasted 

eccentrics who would not have felt out 

of place in Ebbets Field. The Oakland 

ball park—which was not in Oakland but 

in neighboring Emeryville—was a shab¬ 

by miniature of Ebbets Field. Built of 

wood in 1912, it nevertheless took five 

years to demolish in the 1960s. 

The Ringside Bar, in a downtown 

neighborhood once known as "Bash 

Boulevard” because of the high incidence 

of cauliflower ears, is the closest Oakland 

has to a sports museum. Old photo¬ 

graphs and newspaper clippings are its 

wallpaper, memories the source of its 

conversations. The proprietor, Eddie 

Butler, is the nephew of the late Jimmy 

Dundee, a fight promoter, who with 

Fight Manager Harold Broom opened 

the original Ringside 40 years ago. 

“This is a good sports town,” says But¬ 

ler. a genial, garrulous Oakland chauvin¬ 

ist. “Always has been." He sought con¬ 

firmation from a portly, mostly comatose 

figure seated down the bar beneath a 

blowup of a newspaper column written 

32 years ago by the late Art Cohn, still 

the city's most revered sportswriter. 

“Isn't that right?” "That’s right, Eddie.” 

“No. the trouble here is Finley. A lot of 

people hate him with a passion. I go by 

what I hear. He just isn't around enough. 

In this town we need someone to go 

around glad-handing people. Finley 

won't do that. But I support the team. 

Always have. This town's had a lot of 

knocks but it’s a good town. It’s my town. 

But let's face it, it’s a cheap town." 

"I'm a Finley booster,” says Erb from 

his somewhat more stylish establishment 

on the Square. "But he doesn't feel the 

pulse of the people here. If he lived here 

for a year, he might find that we’re dif¬ 

ferent from the people he knows in Chi¬ 

cago, where he lives. This isn’t like L.A. 

with its weather and all those jillions of 

people. You could open a hamburger 

stand there, sell horsemeat and inside a 

week you’d make a million. Here, we’re 

a little more choosy. You have to get 

these people out of the houses in all those 

little towns.” 

Those "little towns" would be the East 

Bay suburbs that stretch south to Hay¬ 

ward and Fremont, and east over the 

hills to valley towns such as Orinda, Wal¬ 

nut Creek, Lafayette, Pleasant Hill and 

Danville. Oakland is merely part of a 

larger entity, the "East Bay," and as 

near as the A’s can tell, the fans they do 

have come from the peripheral commu¬ 

nities and not from Oakland, where the 

average annual income is lower and 

where some 55^ of the estimated 350,- 

000 population is nonwhite. The money 

is in the suburbs, which the ballplayers 

themselves recognize because that is 

where most of them live. 

"We might be better off having the sta- 

dium in the suburbs," says Bando, a 

Danville resident. "Baseball makes its 

money from the average-income people. 

There aren’t enough of those in 

Oakland.” 

The Oakland Coliseum is not quite as 

windy as Candlestick Park across the 

Bay, but it is just as cold for night games. 

After Ryan shut out his troops, A's Man¬ 

ager Alvin Dark was asked if the Angel 

fireballer was more difficult to hit in the 

cold. "When it is this cold,” he answered 

coolly, "it is hard just to play baseball." 

The A's did not make it look all that 

hard. They won the first two games from 

the Angels 5-3 and 9-1, with a certain 

economy of effort, scoring all five of their 

runs in the last three innings on Tuesday 

and all nine in the seventh inning on 

Wednesday. Ryan did them in on Thurs¬ 

day, but they bounced back to defeat the 

Yankees 4-3 on Friday as Pinch Runner 

Matt Alexander stole second, moved to 

third on Catcher Thurman Munson’s 

bad throw and scored the winning run 

on Sparky Lyle’s wild pilch. The A’s are 

down to two designated runners now, Al¬ 

exander and Don Hopkins. They had 

three until Herb Washington, the profes¬ 

sional sprinter, was released earlier in the 

week. Unlike Washington. Alexander 

and Hopkins can play baseball as well 

as run fast. 

Hunter was masterful on Saturday be¬ 

fore an encouragingly large crowd of 

23,942 that cheered him as an old friend 

more often than it booed him as a new 

enemy. He threw only 88 pitches in a 

game that lasted but one hour and 37 

minutes. He permitted only two hits, sin¬ 

gles by Bill North and 20-year-old Clau- 

dell Washington, and he had the A’s pop¬ 

ping up so often that only three ground- 

ball outs were recorded. 

His unlucky victim was Ken Holtz- 

man, who now' has a record of 1-4 al¬ 

though his earned run average is barely 

over two. Holtzman feels that with luck 

his record could just as well be 7-1, which 

is what teammate Vida Blue's is. Blue is 

having the sort of season he had as a 

rookie four years ago when he won 24 

games and the Cy Young Award. "The 

difference," says Dark, “is that he’s a 

belter pitcher now." Blue has been asked 

so often what the reasons arc for his ear¬ 

ly success this season that he now closes 

his eyes and recites by rote, "I am learn¬ 

ing to mix up my pitches better." 

Blue is the sort of fellow who enjoys 

turning straight lines into jests, which 

hardly makes him the quintessential 

Oaklander. who simply endures such 

wheezes as the one-liner a vaudeville 

comic delivered years ago: "The three 

worst weeks in show business are Christ¬ 

mas, Easter and Oakland." 

A few years ago an Oakland man paid 

the premium price for his personalized 

California auto license plates. On them 

he had inscribed the single word there, 
which effectively put one there, although 

too late for Gertrude Stein’s edification. 

There may yet be time for Charlie O. to 

find a there there, if only he stays around 

long enough. two 
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"Cigar smokers have a lot of style. 
I say it’s time somebody 
got it all together for them .”/j^ 

I'm John Weitz, the men’s fashion 
designer. I'm a cigar smoker. 

When I first got the taste, I don’t 
even remember. 

From my sports days, maybe. 
Racing cars. Sailing boats. 

The way cigars look. though, is 
something I really like. 

You don’t just smoke a cigar, you 
know. You wear it. 

To me, the time was right to get the 
whole cigar “look” together. 

That ’s what the Tueros people 
thought, too. And they asked me to do 
the job. 

"We think many men are ready for 
a really distinctive approach in a trim 
looking cigar," they said. I agreed. 

"Let’s tailor the shapes for today, 
coordinate them with smart looking, 
no-nonsense packaging and keep the 
prices sensible;' I said. 

They agreed. 
The result is new 
Capitan cigars. 

In four good-looking sizes. (Named 
No. 3, No. 5, No. 7, and No. 8. Like 
1 said, no nonsense.) All sensibly priced. 

The tobacco experts tell me die 
combination of mild imported filler 

about Capitan if you try them. 
Capitan is making that easy. Buy 

a five-pack and send in the five bands, 
your name and address to Capitan, 
Box 737A, Maple Plain, Minn. 55359. 
You’ll get back a free five-pack * 

What this country needed was a 
cigar with as much style as the guy 
who smokes it. It's here. 

and rich tasting African Cameroon 
wrapper is what gives Capitan its 
distinctive flavor. 

As for the Capitan pack and bands. 
I tried to keep them simple. Smart. 
Like a personal cigar case. 

After all. you carry it. It ought to 
say as much for you as it does for the 
cigar. I think you’ll like everything 

“Oiler expire* September 30.197S 

Capitan 
deilieros 

You never looked so good in a cigar in your life. 



The dusty central valley of California 

first saw Peter Snell back in May 

of 1963, when the 1960 Olympic 800-me¬ 

ter champion from New Zealand inter¬ 

rupted his honeymoon to oblige Amer¬ 

ica's best middle-distance runner, Jim 

Beatty, in the matter of a mile. Although 

Snell had set the world record of 3:54.4 

the previous year, when Beatty learned 

of his coming he spoke earnestly of a high 

obligation to test this still-novice milcr 

who had somehow managed to chip one- 

tenth of a second from the redoubtable 

Herb Elliott’s record over a track marked 

tain for a mile at a four-minute pace, 

let alone kick from. 

Before the last backstretch Snell 

moved alongside the diminutive Beatty, 

who was running third, and hung there 

waiting for Beatty's kick, which never 

came. When Snell realized that Beatty 

was not going to drive as usual, he went 

after the leaders—Cary Weisiger and Jim 

Grelle—surging past with the most as¬ 

tounding acceleration yet seen at the end 

of a mile. By the middle of the final turn 

he was 15 yards clear of the field, and he 

won by 20, eased up, in 3:54.9. He ran 

him his invincible finish and maneuver¬ 

ing to place second. Often solemn, he 

himself seemed to reinforce the suspicion 

that in some indefinable way he was a 

creature apart from other runners. Acute 

observers gained the impression that de¬ 

spite the records and championships, his 

was a life suffused with disquiet. He had 

sacrificed success in college for a more 

perfect application to sport, and in a dif¬ 

ficult time in his training before the 

Tokyo Olympics he gave voice to his mis¬ 

givings. *Tve been brought up to be¬ 

lieve you can’t succeed in life without a 

STILL TRIM AND FIT. NEW STUDENT SNELL JOGS IN CALIFORNIA WITH DR. JACK WILMORE, HIS ACADEMIC ADVISER 

out on grass. It was with this condescend¬ 

ing grandness, it seemed to Snell and his 

bride Sally, that Beatty announced he 

would alter his schedule and race Snell 

in Modesto. 

Run on a soft and breezy evening, the 

first three laps of the race each took one 

minute. Snell, a meaty SMOVi", 170 

pounds, his country’s black uniform ac¬ 

centuating his bulk, was an oddity among 

the pack of classically attenuated milers. 

They strode smoothly. He moved by a 

series of crashing bounds with the awk¬ 

ward, low arm action characteristic of 

New Zealand runners, calling to mind the 

carrying of heavy buckets. It did not, in 

fact, appear to be a style one could main- 

the last 220 in 24.5 seconds. “He took 

off so fast,’’ said Grelle, who came in 

fourth, “it seemed like somebody on a 

fast horse had lassoed him and jerked him 

ahead.” Beatty was speechless. A week 

later Snell beat him again in Los Ange¬ 

les in 3:55.0, again with an overmastering 

sprint in the last half lap. 

Suddenly the ungainly bounding stride 

was a mark of raw superiority. It became 

clear that Snell had taken the New Zea¬ 

land heritage of boldness and stamina 

that had led the Lovelocks and Halbergs 

to Olympic gold medals and had added 

an unanswerable muscular force. After 

the victories over Beatty, Snell often won 

by intimidation, other runners conceding 

profession,”he said. “It isn’t true, is it?” 

Snell easily won the 800 and 1,500 in 

Tokyo, running six races in eight days 

to become the first to achieve that Olym¬ 

pic double since England’s Albert Hill 

did it in Antwerp in 1920, when no quar¬ 

terfinals were required in the 1,500. Late 

in 1964 Snell brought his world record 

for the mile down to 3:54.1 and in July 

1965 he retired, joining a sports foun¬ 

dation sponsored by a tobacco company. 

For the next nine years he assisted in su¬ 

pervising the flow of company funds into 

various New Zealand sporting activities. 

He jogged for his health. He made 

speeches extolling the benefits of sport, 

usually with a disclaimer against going 
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overboard, warning that ''Individuals 

could be so turned on to sport that they 

will give it too high a priority in their 

lives at the expense of being better ed¬ 

ucated and more well-rounded." He and 

Sally had two daughters and bought a 

house in a pleasant Auckland suburb. 

Often when Snell spoke on the rela¬ 

tionship between sport and health he 

found himself taken to task. “Some doc¬ 

tors in New Zealand thought it necessary 

to balance out some of my remarks,” he 

says now. He began reading about ex¬ 

ercise physiology and spent 12 months 

had met in his travels he investigated the 

offerings of the University of California 

at Davis, 15 miles west of Sacramento. 

Satisfied that its programs were among 

the best anyw here, he wired Sally in New 

Zealand that pending her approval, and 

that of the children, he was registering 

for his freshman year. Sally, a direct and 

capable woman, immediately endorsed 

the idea, saw to the sale of their house 

and belongings and brought the children 

to California in September. 

Now' 36 and carrying 18 units of cal¬ 

culus, chemistry, biology and psycholo- 

homilies. I read that he’d have loved to 

have been in education, but he's locked 

into public relations because he's Jesse 

Ow-ens. 

"My real motives," says Snell, "are 

that my parents felt that professional ed¬ 

ucation was terribly important. The em¬ 

phasis in my family was on physics and 

mathematics and engineering. I failed 

calculus in the sixth form of boarding 

school and after that had the experience 

of seeing schoolmates who had appro¬ 

priated their time better and passed their 

exams sail through to successful careers 

BETTER LATE 
THAN NEVER 

by KENNY MOORE 

His years of glory far behind 

him, the 36*year>old Olympic 

hero Peter Snell chucks a 

good Job to get the education 

he passed up In his youth 

in England attending courses at Lough¬ 

borough on the scientific aspects of sport 

and human biology. Still, when he re¬ 

turned home he encountered continued 

resistance to his participation in the phys¬ 

ical education community. He says, 

"There is a condescending attitude by 

some of the New Zealand lettered Estab¬ 

lishment, whereby sentences begin, ‘My 

dear fellow. I'd simply love to agree with 

you, but the facts of the matter are. . . .' 

I felt I was permitted to expound only 

on the most superficial level." 

Last June Snell came to the U.S. to 

find out what it would take to put some 

academic letters behind his name. On the 

advice of the American physiologists he 

gy, Snell plans to have his bachelor's de¬ 

gree within 2Yi years and then go on to 

graduate school. His life seems filled with 

the relief of a man no longer denied the 

rites of education. He speaks very soft¬ 

ly: "I believe there is a desperation for 

success in the achiever's personality 

w hich is just waiting for direction. I went 

into sport early because it was an area in 

which I saw I could be successful. The 

trouble is if that is done at the expense 

of professional preparation, youroptions 

in making a living almost have to be lim¬ 

ited to public relations, advertising, sell¬ 

ing. Jesse Owens seems a good example. 

He's probably brassed off with going to 

dinners and coming out with his little 

while I’d already messed it up. The mis¬ 

takes seemed irretrievable. I could play 

tennis and rugby and golf and soccer [he 

was New Zealand Junior quarterfinalist 

in tennis and plays golf in the low 80s], 

but what was there to that? So when Ar¬ 

thur Lydiard [his coach in New Zealand] 

said, 'You’ve got talent in running; with 

the right training you can go to the top,’ 

I felt an obligation to get the most out 

of myself. No one had ever said that to 

nie before. Previously my inadequacies 

had been emphasized. I always felt in¬ 

ferior about books and academics, but 

now I know it’s like running: results will 

come through application. And now 

Mrs. Warren [his Auckland landlady be- 

rontinued 
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The trick to washing a dog is to somehow keep the dog 
from washing you. 

The trick to a Seven & Seven ? That’s no trick at all. Just plunk 
a few ice cubes in a tall glass, add a jigger of Seagram’s 7, 
and then fill’er up with 7 Up. You can even toss in a 
lemon peel, just to give this old favorite a new twist. 

But whatever, the easiest part is liking it. 
The Seven & Seven. 
You make it with Seagram’s 7, the 

America likes best. 

Seagram’s 7 Crown. 
It’s America’s whiskey. 



PETER SNELL continued 

fore he was married] has written me, say¬ 

ing, ‘At last, something worthwhile.* ” 

This history comes out as the Snells 

enjoy a rare evening at a Davis Chinese 

restaurant. The children, Mandy, eight, 

and straw-haired Jacqui, six, look on 

captivated as the waiter brings hot apple 

slices dripping with boiling sugar gla/c, 

plunges them into a large bow I of ice and 

water and after a few seconds removes 

them to plates, on which they clink, like 

bits of amber glass. 

"Heat transference from a hot body 

to a cold body,” says Peter. "I've got an 

exam in thermodynamics tomorrow." 

Sally glances up w arily and is confront¬ 

ed with a consummate grin. She smiles, 

relaxing, and breaks open her apple. 

Sweet steam rises. 

"I've never tasted anything quite like 

this," says Peter, and his brow furrows, 

as if he were carefully searching through 

live continents of desserts. "The thought 

occurs," he says finally, "that the world 

of exercise physiology might be as nar¬ 

row as the world of athletics.” 

“You've been approaching it the same 

way," says Sally. “With the same fervor. 

Why, you haven't played tennis once 

since you've been here.” Sally, from 

whom Jacqui has received her glowing 

hair, seems to have felt no strain at be¬ 

ing uprooted. "Minor things," she says. 

"I have bruises on my legs from bump¬ 

ing into the furniture in our small apart¬ 

ment. But Pete's enthusiasm makes life 

easier. He really, honestly hated what he 

was doing." 

A chilly February predawn in the Sac¬ 

ramento Valley. Snell, tousled and 

sleepy, sorts through a pile of old sweat 

suits. He weighs the same 170 pounds he 

raced at, and although he says, "The 

same weight but fatter,” there is no fat 

on the heavily muscled legs he slips into 

a pair of torn sweat pants. 

"These little plastic zippers—hope¬ 

less.” he mutters as he leaves his dim 

ground-level apartment, emerging into 

the windy darkness. As he runs slowly 

through the broad streets of Davis a trace 

of moon faintly glows through a misty 

overcast. Soon another jogging figure ap¬ 

proaches, Dr. Jack Wilmore, Snell's ac¬ 

ademic adviser and one of this country’s 

most respected exercise physiologists. 

"You’re wearing bottoms today," he 

says. 

"Overdressed,” Snell replies and sheds 

his windbreaker, tying it around his 

waist. Together they run six miles at 

roughly seven minutes per mile. They 

pass the agriculture school’s horse barns 

and go through an arboretum of red¬ 

woods and eucalyptus. Wilmore congrat¬ 

ulates Snell on his score of 96', on a 

chemistry midterm and they fall into a 

discussion of how age affects distance- 

running performance (most runners 

achieve their best times in the mid to 

late 20s). "The nervous system transmits 

impulses almost as fast at 40 as at 20," 

Snell says. “There is a loss of llexibility 

if a runner doesn’t prevent it through 

stretching, but that can be overcome. The 

motivation tocompete, however_" He 

is silent for a while, amassing data. A lit¬ 

tle cottontail springs across the trail. 

“The careers of good international run¬ 

ners all seem to include about five years 

of racing at the top level." Snell contin¬ 

ues. "A fellow like Jack Foster [the 42- 

year-old Commonwealth Games silver 

medalist in the marathon, also from New 

Zealand] seems to prove that one can 

have those years whenever you are suf¬ 

ficiently motivated, provided you haven't 

gone completely to seed." Snell quickens 

his pace a bit. "The trouble with the sta¬ 

tistical approach is that it doesn't apply 

to a lot of cases. Making up those charts 

showing sprinters peaking at 21 and mid¬ 

dle-distance runners at 25 is unfortunate 

in that it prevents thinking about what 

the real determinants of performance are, 

like psychology and cultural expecta¬ 

tions.” 

To all this Wilmore nods professional 

assent. As they run on a bike path be¬ 

hind a subdivision he says, “Remember 

last summer when you first came'.’ 100°, 

and I actually had to wait for you?" 

When Snell returns to his apartment 

there are muffled stirrings in the back 

rooms. He puts the kettle on as a night- 

gowned Mandy wanders out and offers 

to make the tea. "She's become my new 

Mrs. Warren," her father says, looking 

gleeful. "It's been 10 years. Now, at last, 

tea in bed again." After a quick shower 

he consults a schedule drawn on graph 

paper of his classes and labs. "I’m in mid¬ 

experiment in a biology project," he says. 

“A postdoctoral student, an Australian 

next door here, helped me set it up. I’ve 

grown the yeast at three different tem¬ 

peratures, separated out all the lipids, 

and now1 he’s gone off home, leaving me 

holding the baby. I’ve got to get some¬ 

one to explain how to analyze the lipids 

for unsaturated fats. The theory, of 

continued 
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course, is that organisms grown at low 

temperature will have a greater propor¬ 

tion of unsaturated fat because it stays 

liquid in the cold.” He glances at a kitch¬ 

en thermometer. "Fifty-three degrees. 

What do Americans have their homes set 

at, 68? We’re just getting used to that." 

It is a busy apartment, filled with a doz¬ 

en or more houscplants, light Scandina¬ 

vian furniture and an eclectic residue of 

world lours. A wooden bowl holds stones 

from Antarctica and the Parthenon, sea- 

shells from South Africa. An Aztec sun¬ 

dial hangs on one wall and, opposite, a 

magnificent set of Japanese prints. The 

only visible record of sporting achieve¬ 

ment is Snell's 1965 racing autobiogra¬ 

phy A'o Bugles, Ao Drums, tucked away 

with the children's books on a shelf near 

the floor. "Can't bear to look in there 

now," he says. "It seems so self-centered. 

Trivial things assume such importance. 

But that’s probably necessary for one in 

that position.” 

Snell goes on to discuss his classes in 

some detail. The wonderful language of 

mitochondria and gram molecular 

weights produces in his listener an eager¬ 

ness, a half-mad wish to join him on this 

journey. "Y'ou exist for so many years 

not really understanding what goes on 

around you," he says. "Vet it's all so sim¬ 

ple. Once you know the languages of 

physics or biology, you can simply sit 

down and read, and everything comes 

clear. I think psychology is easiest. You 

acquire a feeling for it just through ex¬ 

isting among people. Physics involves 

undoing a lot of ideas. Computer pro¬ 

gramming, which I took last quarter, is 

good for learning the sense of new lan¬ 

guages. . . . Computer men had a terrific 

mystique before I started that, terribly 

intimidating.” He smiles. "I’d always 

heard from scholars that the demands of 

preparing for a profession were more 

burdensome than anything mere sports¬ 

men went through, but I've found that 

wrong. Of course, I may not even know 

what true scientific work is, but so far I 

find this easier than training. I'm enjoy¬ 

ing it all immensely." A listener is re¬ 

minded of a passage from Lewis Thom¬ 

as' affectionate description of scientists 

in The Lives of a Cell: "Biologists seem 

to prefer standing on beaches, talking at 

each other, gesturing to indicate the way 

things are assembled, bending down to 

draw diagrams in the sand. By the end 

of the day, the sand is crisscrossed with 

a mesh of ordinates, abscissas, curves to 

continued 
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Go ahead, sell your own home, 
you riverboat gambler, you. 

You might get lucky and save a 

buck or two. 

A lot of folks have tried to sell 

their own homes and succeeded. A 

lot more have just tried. 

Most people realize that selling 

your own home can be a costly, 

time-consuming, even risky affair. 

And unless you're just naturally 

lucky, you need the help of a pro¬ 

fessional Realtor. He can save you 

a lot of time and headaches. For a 

lot of good reasons. 

If you’re thinking about selling 

your own home, maybe you should 

consider some of them. 

What’s your price? 

The first thing a Realtor can do 

for you is recommend a fair and 

reasonable asking price. 

Do it yourself and you will prob¬ 

ably ask too much or too little. 

Either way, you lose. 

And don’t be fooled by the belief 

you know pretty well what your 

home is worth. Market demand, 

seasonality of sales, location and 

many other variables often alter 

your home’s value. 

A skilled Realtor knows all about 

these things. Most important, he 

knows people. 

Don’t talk to strangers. 

If you love talking to strange 

people at strange hours, by all 

means sell your home yourself. 

That “For Sale by Owner” sign in 

your front yard means you’re fair 

game for everyone—even those 

passersby who “just kinda wanted 

to see what the place looked like.” 

That sign may not get all the 
prospects you want, either. You 

may have to advertise. And that 

means phone calls at all hours. 

A Realtor can solve these prob¬ 

lems. First of all, he will screen the 

prospects. He’ll know their needs, 

desires and financial situation. And 

he’ll know who is seriously looking 

for a new home and who is just 

looking. 

Best of all, he'll show your house 

only when its convenient for you. 

That beautiful art. 

Okay, tiger. You’re selling your 

own home. You know the needs and 

desires of your prospective buyers. 

And you know what to say, how to 

present your home to convince 

them. Right? 

Wrong. 

Realtors are trained in the art of 

salesmanship. (And believe us, it is 

an art.: His study of sales tech¬ 

niques has shown him how to get 

the indecisive buyer to make up his 

mind: how to close the sale. In fact, 

he’s gone to school to find out. 

After all, selling is what it’s all 

about. 

Formal negotiations. 

What happens when a prospec¬ 

tive buyer makes you an offer —one 

that’s well below your asking price? 

You’re going to argue. And that’s 

the worst thing you could do. 

Asa principal, you’ll discover it’s 

pretty hard to bargain with a buyer 

— to negotiate about such things as 

price, terms and possessions. Mis¬ 

understandings may crop up. And 

those small disagreements can spoil 

a sale. 

When a Realtor helps sell your 

home, he takes on the difficult task 

of negotiation. He’s sort of a go- 

between and advisor. And he’s 

objective. He’ll tell you when the 

buyer is right. And he’ll tell you 

when to stick to your guns. 

He’s usually a heck of a nice guy, 

too. He knows how to smooth over, 

or completely avoid, those sale¬ 

killing misunderstandings. 

How to shop for money. 

Many prospective buyers don’t 

know much about financing—how 

or where to get a mortgage. 

Sell your home yourself, and 

there's not much you can do to help 

him. 

A Realtor knows just about all 

there is to know about financing. 

He works very closely with all 

kinds of financial institutions. He 

knows their methods and require¬ 

ments. 

Very simply, he can help your 

buyer find the money he needs to 

buy your house. 

Red tape. 

Selling a house involves many 

details. Paperwork, title searches, 

finance arrangements. There are a 

hundred little things to be done. 

Unless you have a mind like a 

computer, you’ll need a Realtor to 

get everything done and keep it 

straight. He and your attorney will 

guide you through the tangle of de¬ 

tails as painlessly and safely as 

possible. 

Be it ever so humble. 

Crowded closets may make a 

home look lived in, but it doesn't 

do much for a prospective buyer. 

Neither does a dripping faucet, un¬ 

kempt lawn or loose doorknob. 

There are dozens of little things 

you can do to make your house 

more saleable. A Realtor can show 

them to you. (Some of them would 

never have occurred to you.) 

Showmanship is all it’s cracked 

up to be. 

In conclusion. 

You may be wondering why 

Chicago Title Insurance Company 

cares about how you sell your 

home. After all, we’re in the busi¬ 

ness of insuring titles to real estate, 

not selling it. It’s just that after 

serving title needs for over 125 

years, we’ve come to know how 

important Realtors are and how 

they can help you. 

We wanted you to know, too. 

Chicago Title Insurance Company 
Chicago. Illinois 60602 

A nationwide network oi more than >000 office* and agents plus several thousand approved attorneys. 
Member of the Lincoln National family of corporations. 
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PETER SNELL onlimitd 

account for everything in nature." One 

pictures the black-clad runner, stopping 

to examine these mysterious symbols. 

"This is a tough school," says Jack 

Wilmore in his office above the human 

performance laboratory, "especially in 

undergraduate pre-med courses, the 

things Peter is taking now, but he's do¬ 

ing beautifully. His first two courses, 

physiological psychology and sensory 

processes, were with graduate students, 

and he got solid Bs. Unfortunately, he 

has to meet the 180 course unit require¬ 

ment for a bachelor's degree. We fought 

tooth and nail to get him some re¬ 

lief. . . ." He trails off, omitting the bu¬ 

reaucratic details. “Failing that, we're 

writing him a real sports sciences major, 

exposing him to the pertinent branches 

of physiology, physics, medicine." 

There is a Peanuts cartoon on Wil¬ 

more's door in which Linus van Pelt en¬ 

visions himself having graduated from 

medical school, saying, "I'll be a real 

M.Deity." "In certain areas." Wilmore 

explains, "like the prescription of exer¬ 

cise, M.D.s feel we exercise physiologists 

arc getting out of bounds, that anyone 

doing this who is not a physician is il¬ 

legally practicing medicine, Usually the 

more provincial the region, the stronger 

these feelings, even though most medi¬ 

cal schools aren't even offering the sub¬ 

ject. We have an excellent relationship 

with our medical school here, and I be¬ 

lieve that was a factor in Peter's decid¬ 

ing to come, because 1 got the feeling that 

he had been excluded from meetings in 

New Zealand or not invited to hear vis¬ 

iting lecturers simply because he didn't 

have the formal credentials." 

Might some part of this reserve. Snell 

is asked, be credited to his working for a 

cigarette company? 

"I can quote a doctor: "Snell is pros¬ 

tituting his ability.’" He is silent for a 

few moments. "Deep down I guess I did 

think the criticism had validity, but I con¬ 

vinced myself the function I served had 

no promotional implications: I felt that 

if l were actually causing people to 

smoke, the critics would be right. Instead 

I chose to believe the company's state¬ 

ment that it had been successful in New 

Zealand and simply wanted to discharge 

its obligation to the community by sup¬ 

porting sports. It was a way of saying 

thanks, not an advertising gimmick. 

“Of course, people said I believed it 

because I was personally benefiting. The 

net effect was that I became quite "anti' 
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to the critics, who were doctors and lead¬ 

ers in physical education." He pauses. 

“Unfortunately, the company's profits 

rocketed even farther." 

The psychology professor asks how 

many of the class have read an assigned 

Scientific American reprint on stress and 

behavior. Three of the 250 students in 

the hall raise their hands. One is Snell. 

Later Snell grants that the course, an in¬ 

troduction to operant conditioning, is 

less than satisfying. "The psychology I 

want is that of perceptual motor skill ac¬ 

quisition. But my interests are bound to 

change as I progress. Come a year from 

now, and perhaps I'll have an idea of 

what I want to concentrate on." 

In that lime he w ill have completed tw o 

years of a normal student's w ork and ex¬ 

hausted all his savings. "I'd he grateful 

for life to anyone who could get me an 

invitation to that Superstars competi¬ 

tion," he says with surprising force, "be¬ 

cause that would mean a Ph D." His case 

for beingcompctitive would seem strong, 

considering his multisport background. 

"In my odd way I'd done everything be¬ 

fore I specialized. All the skills are there." 

His tone contains an appreciation for the 

irony of advancing his academic career 

with games, which so disrupted it in his 

youth. 

Of sport, Alexander Cockburn has re¬ 

cently written in Idle Passion: Chess and 

the Dance oj Death that. "The spectacle 

of games should induce in us not always 

uplifting hope, but despair at the sterile 

rituals in progress, where the participants 

restlessly seek a tranquility which, no 

sooner satisfied, is reborn in the desire 

for further struggle, still sterile, never sat¬ 

isfied. Games become a strange parody 

of our existence, an ironic emblem of 

neurotic vanity." 

If that is sport, one hesitates to imag¬ 

ine what Cockburn would say of public 

relations; yet his words have a ring of 

validity in the case of Peter Snell. Those 

five years at t he top surely were more van¬ 

ity. more raw self-assertion than service. 

Despair, however, is uncalled for. 

Snell's competitive years, and the wast¬ 

ed ones thereafter, seem a passage, an 

ordeal from which an intelligent athlete 

emerges ready for a more fruitful strug¬ 

gle. "My one regret," Snell says, "is that 

at a time in life when most people are 

making contributions to society l"m still 

learning. My productive career will be 

late, I'll have to work through my 70s to 

catch up." end 
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pocks 
More people than ever are checking out the special 

exhilarations of rock climbing, but what is of real 

significance is that so many established climbers have 

turned to the purer discipline of climbing clean. 

Rather than hammer pitons into sheer walls, they rely 

on nuts and tiny wedges of aluminum, some no larger 

than a thumbnail, tucked into existing cracks—thus 

leaving the rock as unscarred as they found it. 
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ROCKS •onilnueil 

There used to he so few climbers that 

it didn't matter where one drove a pi- 

ton, there wasn't a worry about demol¬ 

ishing the rock. Aow things are dijU r- 

ent. There are so many of us, and there 

will be more. A simple equation exists 

b tween freedom and numbers: the 

more people, the less freedom. If we 

are to retain the beauties oj the sport, 

the {me edge, the challenge, n c must 

consider our style of climbing: and if 

«•<* are not to mutilate and destroy the 

routes, we must eliminate the hea\y- 

handed use ol pi tons and bolts. 

This is from the afterword to climber 

Royal Robbins' book basic Rock craf t, 

an afterword he terms an apology, be¬ 

cause the book's final chapter involves 

“do's and don’ts, obligations and re¬ 

sponsibilities,'’ and rock climbers, Rob¬ 

bins says, are apt to be rubbed the wrong 

way by advice. 

Not his advice happily. In 1967 Rob¬ 

bins introduced the alternative to pitons 

when lie reported that for safety anchors 

some early British climbers had used ma¬ 

chine nuts, threaded with rope and 

jammed into cracks in the rock. From 

these evolved the aluminum wedges, ar- 

tiiicial chockstoncs, now manufactured 

in a variety of shapes and si/es especial¬ 

ly for climbing. Where it fits, a chock- 

stone, with a wire or nylon rope—the 

“nut and sling” pictured above—will 

hold as well as an expansion boll or pi- 

ton. And all a climber need do is get it 

The 
peasoixls 

into the crack and set it with a sharp 

downward tug. No boring and hacking 

and bashing, no llaking and chipping, al¬ 

tering the cracks and contributing to the 

irreversible erosion of the rock. 

We have been slow to realize that the 

oceans arc ecologically vulnerable, the 

deserts in fact fragile—and here we go 

w ith rock, a substance we are in the way 

of regarding as pretty sturdy stuff. 

“Rock-ribbed” and “rockbound” and 

"rock bottom.” Hard as, steady as, a 

rock. All those photographs of a liny fig¬ 

ure 1,000 feet up some uncompromising¬ 

ly vertical face, leaning against a rope 

into the thin air. And now it turns out 

not to be the climber we should be wor¬ 

rying about, but the rock. Climbers we 

have too many of. The restoration of 

rock formations is impossible. 

"In the area with which 1 am most fa¬ 

miliar [New York's Shawangunks] we 

have a growth rate of 15', per year, and 

a doubling time of five years,” writes 

John Stannard of the American Alpine 

C Iub of the increasing number of rock 

climbers. ". . . if it continues, many of 

our areas w ill be available to us— and to 

those who have not yet begun to climb— 

only on a restricted or reserved basis.” 

W hich is to say that climbers may have 

to take turns, a possibility some enthu¬ 

siasts lind so disturbing that they write 

to publications asking that they not cov¬ 

er the sport at all. For fear, presumably, 

that hordes of overexcited climbers are 

going to rush for the nearest rock bear¬ 

ing bolts and pitons and strewing beer 

cans in their wake. 

A more philosophical view is taken by 

a mountaineer who resigned the presi¬ 

dency of the American Alpine Club in 

part because the club was planning to 

promote rock climbing. Geologist and 

oceanographer Charles Hollister felt 

strongly enough to take that action, but 

he’s now wonderfully ambivalent about 

the principle involved. Rock is irreplace¬ 

able, but is man's freedom to nibble it to 

sand more important? 

WHY-aND 
why not 

"The mountains are already a mess," 

Hollister says. "I’ve just come back from 

France, and there's smog halfway up the 

Alps. The destruction all over the world 

is incredible. And the American climber 

is an extremely egotistical kind of indi¬ 

vidual who feels it is his God-given right 

to go anywhere on this planet, and thinks 

that regulations are just trying to clip his 

wings and not let him be an eagle." 

Hollister wonders if we should not 

give up on the more accessible moun¬ 

tains and classify them as expendable 

resources, in the hope that they will thus 

act as buffer zones for less accessible 

ones. “It's too late to save the Sha¬ 

wangunks," he says, biting on the bul¬ 

let. "and probably Yosemite. But the 

technology exists to go into the wilder¬ 

ness and live like a king, without dis¬ 

turbing the environment at all. Pack in 

your stove and fuel. Don't make tires. 

Don’t pick a thing. Don't cut down a 

thing. Just sit there and look." 

The technology also exists to do your 

rock climbing clean. Royal Robbins, 

scrupulous, won't go so far as to say that 

doing so makes one feel more free. "It 

just means another sort of gadget." he 

says, "but there is more satisfaction be¬ 

cause it takes more art." 

And it is a more natural experience, 

having to accommodate the rock. You 

can drill a hole and use a bolt anywhere 

but that is like chopping stairs into the 

stone: one hasn't climbed what was there, 

but what one has made of it. And left 

what one has made of it for the next 

climber. Better to go clean and leave the 

wall unmarred, “. . . as if," wrote climb¬ 

er Galen Rowell, "nothing more than 

another cloud shadow had passed across 

its ancient face.” 

Barbara La Fontaine 
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It was one of those odd days that some¬ 

times occur in Los Angeles. In the 

morning it was cold, and a sma/e closed 

the airports. You couldn't see the hills 

above the city. The sky was about 10 feet 

up, and a traffic light a block away was 

a wink of no particular color, though 

shaded with orange. 

By early afternoon there would be a 

sudden glow in the sma/e, and the day 

would turn sweat-hot. An hour later the 

glow would vanish. The tennis players 

would put on their windbreakers again 

at Rancho Park, out on Motor Avenue 

about halfway between the studios of 

20th Century-F ox and MGM. 

At an arrangement of small wooden 

bleachers beside one court, eight or 10 

people in tennis whites crouched over a 

backgammon board. The next court 

down, on a similar arrangement of 

bleachers, sat a man in tennis clothes, 

dark glasses pushed atop a thick crop of 

black hair. From the court tame the 

steady whacking of tennis balls back and 

forth, and an occasional cry or gasp, but 

the man rarely looked up. He was study¬ 

ing a stack of index cards covered with 

symbols and strange jottings that looked 

like something that might have been 

found on a stone slab in the ocean off 

the coast of Peru. 

“I don't know, Billy and l will have 

to go through this pretty thoroughly," 

said Lddie Kantar. looking up from the 

cards for a moment. By Billy, he meant 

TOUGH MAN ACROSS A TABLE 
Billy Eisenberg- the rather short, beard¬ 

ed man w ho kept grinning as he ran from 

one side of the court to the other, return¬ 

ing shots as if each one w as a pleasure to 

send back. Eisenberg and Kantar are 

bridge partners, one of the best pairs in 

the world. In addition. Eisenberg is a 

backgammon champion, the winner of 

the recent self-proclaimed World Cham¬ 

pionship in Las Vegas. In a two-event 

Olympiad— bridge and backgammon 

Eisenberg would be the solid favorite. 

But not at tennis. 

"I can't stand it," said a young man 

with a tennis racket in his hand and 

HEAt H him on his T shirt. “Those guys 

will have the court all day for one set." 

“Yeah. Billy has found somebody who 

plays tennis just like he does," Kantar 

said. "This could go on for hours." The 

young man groaned. Kantar looked at 

the cards again. He and Eisenberg have 

been playing bridge as partners since 

1971 when Eisenberg left the Dallas Aces 

and moved to Los Angeles. As a pair they 

have won two national championships. 

Still, they arc always searching for a bel¬ 

ter way. There are plenty of good bridge 

players, and a professional must be very 

sharp to survive. On the index cards was 

a system for bidding and opening leads 

that was slightly different from the one 

Kantar and Eisenberg had been using. 

They hadn't agreed to try it out, but it 

was something else to think about. 

“You get to know your partner pret¬ 

ty well after a while,” Kantar said. “You 

can detect tiny mannerisms, you know 

how- he thinks. The problem is when he 

decides to do it your way, and you de¬ 

cided to do it his way, and you haven't 

told each other. That's the kind of trou¬ 

ble we want to avoid. Billy and I don't 



usually have any difficulty in communi¬ 

cating. He has a good memory, is com¬ 

petitive, and is cool under fire. But the 

main thing is, he knows what's going on 

all the time, he has a feel for what’s 

happening. 

"Not many people make a living out 

of bridge. Bridge tournaments are not 

oriented toward prize money. They hand 

out prestige and master points. But a lot 

of wealthy players want to win so bad 

they'll hire Billy or me to play with them. 

to get tired, and then I thought I might 

have him, but he got me anyhow.” 

“Listen, about these cards . . said 

Kantar. 

They moved quickly through the deck 

of index cards, speaking a language that 

only a bridge expert could understand. 

Such-and-such calls for so-and-so, which 

means another thing. Why not do it this 

way, instead? Because if so-and-so did 

such-and-such, you'd get it knocked in 

the dirt. They fell into a mild wrangle 

hundreds of other town houses in the 

neighborhood. You enter through an 

iron gate with a buzzer and wander 

through a maze of wooden fences that 

turn at sharp angles. Inside, the Eisen- 

berg place quakes with brown and or¬ 

ange stripes, a long chrome lamp swoops 

into the room and chrome geometrical 

sculptures stand about. 

A visitor, looking over the place for 

the first time, became especially interest¬ 

ed in a sculpture by the staircase. It was 

a tall thing with pieces of carpet on it, 

tunnels and hollows running through it, 

weird little knobs sticking out. It invited 

scratching. A person could stay there all 

Billy Eisenberg will take your money at backgammon or, if you prefer, 

at bridge. Get smart, play him a little tennis by EDWIN SHRAKE 

They want recognition. We’ve got rec¬ 

ognition, we want the money.” 

Eisenberg finished the set and came 

over to the bleachers. He wiped sweat olT 

his face, beard and tinted glasses with a 

towel and then dried the modest belly he 

has developed from years of sitting at ta¬ 

bles. “Should I have beaten that guy?” 

he said. “I was tired until I saw him start 

about a meeting that was vaguely 

straightened out. 

"The typical answer you get from Bil¬ 

ly in a social situation is a definite 

maybe,” Kantar said. 

Billy Eisenberg lives in a town house in 

the western reaches of Los Angeles. 

From the outside it looks the same as 

evening and fool around with it. The vis¬ 

itor was impressed and asked the name 

of the artist. 

“Of what?” said Barbara Houston, 

who is Eisenbcrg’s fiancee. “Of what? We 

bought that at a pet shop for the cat to 

play on." 

Barbara is a tall blonde, very pretty, 

with fingernails an inch long. Her pho- 
continued 
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TOUGH MAN continued 

tograph has appeared on the covers of 

I ague and Glamour. She has a masters 

and a law degree, studied at the London 

School of Economics and was an attor¬ 

ney for the House Administration Com¬ 

mittee in Washington. At the awards 

banquet for the recent World Champi¬ 

onship of Bridge in Bermuda—where the 

U.S. team, including Eisenbergand Kan- 

tar, was beaten in the finals by an Italian 

team some of whose members had been 

accused of cheating (SI, Feb. 10) Bar¬ 

bara angrily harangued a top bridge of¬ 

ficial with a show of temper that could 

have cowed a wolverine, then went back 

to her table and wept. 

“The funny thing is, Barbara did it for 

me," Eisenberg said, bringing in wine 

and cakes. “And by that lime, I didn't 

care any longer. I play as hard as I can, 

and if I lose I might hurt for five min¬ 

utes. After that I forget it. The past is 

over with, and tomorrow doesn’t exist. 

All I care about is right now. My sister 

calls me on the phone and says what are 

you doing, and I say what do you mean 

what am I doing. I'm talking on the 

phone to you is what I'm doing, and what 

will happen when I put down the phone 

I don’t know.” 

“Billy is so sweet and so lazy,” said 

Barbara. 

Eisenberg’s backgammon victory in 

Las Vegas was definitely in the category 

of an upset. “It was sort of uncanny." 

he said. “I was talking to an old girl 

friend, and she said I would be in the 

finals against a certain guy. The odds 

were tremendously against it. But this girl 

is a little bit witchy, has a lot of hunches 

and intuitions. Many times in the tour¬ 

nament I was one to six to lose on the 

next roll but I always came through. I 

sat there watching this folly I had noth¬ 

ing to do with. So now I'm in the finals, 

against the guy the girl had pointed out, 

and superstition takes hold. I was losing 

17 10 in a 25-point match. The girl comes 

over and tells me to change dice, to use 

the kind my opponent is using. What 

have l got to lose? I change and boom. 

I’m leading 20 17, and I win. I don’t take 

that too seriously, but there were some 

strong powers at work. 

"There’s a fine line between recogniz¬ 

able truth and opinion in matters like 

that. But I feel that in times of high in¬ 

tensity there is the capability to get hot 

and do well. In tennis a player wants to 

hit a good shot, but his wanting to may 

get in the way of his doing it. In back¬ 

gammon nothing gets in the way. You 

want a number. Guys with high inten¬ 

sity can get the numbers they want for 

short periods of time. That further ob¬ 

scures the luck-skill relationship in back¬ 

gammon, makes it very exciting, gets 

people high. I started as a very hard- 

headed guy who believed if you do the 

thing that's right, eventually it'll turn out 

right. I still believe that, and act on it, 

but I have observed frequently that some¬ 

one will put together an incredible par- 

lay of numbers that seems to go beyond 

any luck-skill factor." 

Eisenberg grew up in the Bronx where 

his father was in the garment business. 

Billy spent much of his youth in pool- 

rooms. “If I had a kid. I’d send him to 

pool school to sharpen his head," he says. 

“In all honesty, poolrooms gave me a 

good knowledge of my way around in 

gambling situations. I learned how to 

hustle, how to make a line, how to de¬ 

termine what’s going on. I barely broke 

even at pool, but I could beat anybody 

my age at Ping-Pong and barrel pins, and 

I was a good gin player. I grew up in an 

atmosphere that teaches you the way to 

live best is to have money in your pock¬ 

et and not do anything. If you had money 

you could get a car, and if you had a car 

you could get girls.” 

The Eisenbergs moved to Long Island 

when Billy was 17, and he look up pi¬ 

nochle. For a couple of years Billy and 

some friends played pinochle with his fa¬ 

ther nearly every day. Though he didn't 

realize it at the time, pinochle was pre¬ 

paring him for the intricacies of bridge, 

just as the poolroom had prepared him 

for a gambler's life. As a sophomore at 

Hofstra, with a sort of uneasy notion that 

he ought to go to law school and get a 

proper job, Eisenberg was coaxed into 

joining a bridge game one afternoon. He 

said he didn't know how to play. “Nev¬ 

er mind," said the friend. “The people 

you’re playing with don’t know how, ei¬ 

ther. They're pretending. You pretend 

for a while, and pretty soon you’ll know 

how.” So Eisenberg sat in the game, act¬ 

ed as if he knew what he was doing and 

kept passing until he caught on how to 

manage the cards. "Bridge captured 

me,” he says. "It’s still the only card 

game I would play without money being 

involved.” 

Eisenberg began reading all the bridge 

books he could find and playing in every 

tournament he could reach. He began go¬ 

ing to the trotters regularly until he lost 

79 races in a row and decided cards were 

more in his line. Then he got wiped out 

in a disastrous gin game by an opponent 

who cheated. “That really soured me." 

Eisenberg says. “I had the convenient 

idea that if I hustle you into a game, 

knowing I’m better than you are, and I 

beat you, that's a legitimate way to win. 

But cheating is wrong. Thinking about 

it, though, I couldn't see any difference 

morally between hustling and cheating, 

except as a matter of degree. That tore 

me up.” 

It ate at Eisenberg so deeply that he 

went to work on Wall Street, trading mu¬ 

nicipal bonds. The job bored him. He 

often slept at his desk. After a year of 

that, he returned to bridge, managing a 

bridge club. In 1968 he moved to Dallas 

to play for the Aces, a professional bridge 

team. The next three or four years were 

some of the best and the worst in his life. 

The Aces won two world championships, 

but Eisenberg was unhappy in Dallas. He 

felt he should perhaps be doing some¬ 

thing more significant than playing 

bridge for a living. 

"When I moved to Dallas I felt I was 

copping out, I felt guilty," he says. "It 

was such an easy life, being paid to play 

bridge. Perfect for somebody who’s loose 

and doesn't want to work. But 1 started 

drinking too much at parties. The peo¬ 

ple would be talking about guns, and I 

didn’t want to hear about guns. The peo¬ 

ple were warm and nice, but they were 

very different from me. My life-style 

made them uneasy. I tried to adapt to 

them, but they didn't care to adapt to 

me. After we won our second champi¬ 

onship in 1971, it was a big letdow n. We 

had reached our goal. We were big-shot 

bridge players. Once upon a time that 

was all I had wanted. But now that I had 

it, so what?” 

Eisenberg knew he had to leave Dal¬ 

las. The question was: New York or Los 

Angeles? “In New York I would be in 

the midst of everything,” he says. “The 

limelight is funny. We all want it, but 

when it’s on you there are obligations 

that you may not want to meet. In New 

York I would be trapped in a world of 

bridge. I would be the king of an anthill. 

I had no illusions of its greatness. In L.A. 

I could play tennis 12 months a year, take 

an apartment and hang out by myself if 

I didn't want to be hassled." He took his 

suitcases to Los Angeles and drew' un¬ 

employment for six months while he pon¬ 

dered what to do next. 

continued 
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TOUGH MAN continued 

Cavendish West is a bridge and back¬ 

gammon club on the Sunset Strip. The 

smaller room just inside the entrance is 

reserved for backgammon, while the 

larger room beyond is full of bridge play¬ 

ers. At two o'clock on a weekday after¬ 

noon, the place was crowded. The bar 

was open, but most of the players were 

drinking ice water or fruit juice. Eiscn- 

berg dropped in for one of his regular 

backgammon games. He had managed 

Cavendish West for a while after he elect¬ 

ed to get back into action. 

"I knew I had to do something," he 

said. "I couldn't just lie around all day 

and feel guilty. But I still had a terrific 

conflict in my life—whether it was O.K. 

to make a living out of games, or wheth¬ 

er I ought to do something more mean¬ 

ingful. I’d play bridge begrudgingly now 

and then. I wasn't sure what I wanted to 

do, but I didn't want to lose my art. Then 

one day I decided to stop feeling guilty 

about being lazy and lacking discipline. 

As soon as I accepted my nature as it real¬ 

ly is, I felt good again. I realized games 

are both a part of life and a means to an 

end. It was only the way I was looking 

at this silly thing that caused the prob¬ 

lem. Why shouldn’t I enjoy the fruits of 

my success? I enjoy winning and having 

people think I'm good. So it wasn’t what 

was really going on that was creating the 

trouble, it was my fear of facing myself. 

If I was uncomfortable, it was my fault. 

1 was responsible for my own little world. 

"My values changed. Money used to 

mean security and freedom. Now I have 

a sense of security beyond money. I know 

if I feel good and don’t get upset, good 

things will happen. Those good things 

rub off on other people and make them 

feel good, too. If you worry about yes¬ 

terday's loss, you're putting yourself in 

an uncomfortable place and worrying 

about your self-image. If I lose a lot of 

money, I might cuss for a few minutes. 

An hour later I'll say how dumb I am. 

The next day I laugh about it and say 

life goes on. When you're winning it 

doesn't occur to you that you can lose. 

Today I might be the best backgammon 

player in the world. I'll win four or five 

straight sessions. It's like they’re print¬ 

ing money for me. Then I lose. What hap¬ 

pened? They quit printing the money! I 

can enjoy winning now w ith no hangups, 

and losing hurts less than it used to." 

To demonstrate, Eiscnberg grinned as 

he paid the S200 he had just lost in the 

game at Cavendish West. 

Shortly after Eisenberg jumped back 

into the gambling world, he entered a 

backgammon tournament in Las Vegas. 

"It was a bargain," he says. "I could in¬ 

vest S100 on myself at an auction. A play¬ 

er maybe one and a half limes better than 

me would sell for $2,000. I stood to w in 

a lot. I figured maybe this was a game I 

ought to keep up. Clearly, there’s more 

money in backgammon than in bridge., 

The amount of prize money at backgam¬ 

mon tournaments is greatly exaggerated, 

but there's plenty to be won in all sorts 

of ways. 

"The best I ever did financially at a 

backgammon tournament was once 

when I had been up playing cards for 

three days and didn't even want to go. I 

got into the finals and hedged it by bel¬ 

ting on my opponent. I tried like hell to 

beat him, but no matter who won the 

match I would win a bundle. I lost the 

match and went home happy. The gam¬ 

bling situations in backgammon can get 

very complicated, with players owning 

different pieces of each other." 

Eisenberg began giving backgammon 

lessons to movie stars, like Jill St. John. 

People started coming around wanting 

to play him. "In Hollyw'ood what it be¬ 

comes is, you're baby-sitting—playing or 

giving lessons—but you're creating 

something new for the person on the oth¬ 

er side of the board, so that person's life 

becomes more interesting. But I found 

myself feeling guilty again about back¬ 

gammon- I was hustling and I didn't 

want to. But why? If the other person 

wants to play me, it's his choice. I’m en¬ 

titled to make a living.-’ 

Eisenberg looked around the room. 

“To me,” he said, "backgammon is us¬ 

ing the tools I'm learning a little better 

than someone else. Ultimately, backgam¬ 

mon is a pure hustle." 

Of all games, Eisenberg prefers bridge. 

In fact, he talks of bridge as being a spir¬ 

itual experience, a game that offers rev¬ 

elations. "Until bridge, there was noth¬ 

ing I gave my all to except basketball 

when I was a kid. Basketball would have 

meant more if it hadn’t required imme¬ 

diate transition into physical activity. 

Bridge allows me to be introspective, to 

learn about myself and others. At the 

bridge table I have a lot of energy. 1 think 

about other things in relation to what is 

going on at the table. Bridge is an art 

form. It's a microcosm of life. You learn 

to put your ego aside and cooperate and 

grow as a human being. When you un¬ 

derstand it you have the feeling you're 

doing something worthwhile. 

"Some bridge players are oblivious to 

the people around them. They’re not per¬ 

ceptive of their partners or their oppo¬ 

nents, but they play correctly and me¬ 

chanically. At the other extreme are 

players who are very good at the psycho¬ 

logical aspects. The best players are a 

combination of the two." 

When Eisenberg starts blowing plays 

at the bridge table he shills his mind into 

third gear. "I play at three speeds," he 

says. "The first speed is normal, disci¬ 

plined, trying not to make mistakes. The 

second is accelerated- times when I’m 

uncanny, can do no wrong, a peak ex¬ 

perience. The third is when I'm a little 

off, can't get my attention on the game. 

That's when I try to gel out of the way. 

Nobody is right all the time, and when 

I’m error prone I move back and depend 

on my partner to carry us.” 

At the Eisenberg town house, Barbara 

had cooked dinner. Lasagna, pizza and 

brownies, served w ith white wine. Eisen- 

berg leaned back on the couch, grinning, 

and patted his stomach. The color TV 

was on, the stereo was on, several peo¬ 

ple had drifted in. and everybody was 

talking. Eisenberg had been working on 

a book about his gambling life. His co¬ 

author wanted to call it Broadway Billy 

but Eisenberg rejected that as not sound¬ 

ing right. L.A. Town House Billy 

wouldn't cut it, either. (They later set¬ 

tled on Winning, Losing and Living.) Ah, 

the busy-ness of the evening. There was 

to be a backgammon game later. Eisen¬ 

berg and Kantar had another match 

coming up in the Grand National bridge 

tournament in a couple of days and it 

had not been settled what to do about 

the system on the index cards. 

"What the hell, why not try it?” Ei¬ 

senberg said. 

"Billy and Eddie are opposites in 

many ways,’’ said Barbara. "But they 

complement each other." 

'‘Eddie thinks I'm lazy and a little un¬ 

reliable, partly because I don't work at 

bridge every day," Eisenberg said. "But 

I’m a spontaneous person. I don't have 

to play every day to stay in form. I'm 

comfortable taking it easy, just letting 

things go on in my head." 

The phone rang, and Barbara went to 

answer it. When she came back, Eisen¬ 

berg was asleep on the couch. end 
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TV RADIO by WILLIAM LEGGETT 

BEST SPORTS SHOWS NEVER SEEN 

SAVA LAS-LIKE GREENSPAN CANNOT GET ON THE TELLY 

Bud Greenspan is the producer, the director 

and the writer of Cappy Productions, a six- 

person outfit that makes sports documenta¬ 

ries for television. Except that he keeps a pipe 

stuck in his mouth instead of a lollipop, he 

could double for Telly Savalas. Almost ev¬ 

eryone in TV sports knows that the 47-year- 

old Greenspan is very good at what he docs, 

but neither his resemblance to one of tele¬ 

vision’s biggest stars nor the excellence of 

his films has prompted the networks to use 

his work very often. "We are the makers of 

the best sports shows never seen on televi¬ 

sion," he says. 

Not quite never. In 1972 his production 

of Jesse Owens Returns to Berlin appeared 

on ABC-TV and received excellent reviews 

and three Emmy Award nominations. Ow¬ 

ens came about because Greenspan noticed 

a six-line story in a newspaper about the fa¬ 

mous Olympian's return to Berlin and 

thought it could be the basis for a show with 
far more depth than the usual sports docu¬ 

mentary. He was right. The one-hour film 

perfectly captured Owens and the pressure 

he was under while winning four gold med¬ 

als at the 1936 Olympics. The best thing 

about it was its integrity. There was no em¬ 

bellishment; the story was kept so pure and 

simple that it seemed to tell itself. When Ow¬ 

ens ended, the viewer had a sense of having 

watched something dose to genuine art. 

Where have Greenspan's shows been since 

1972? Nowhere. The Glory of Their Times, 

his adaptation of Law¬ 

rence Ritter's acclaimed 

book about the early days 

of baseball and the 

game's sociological im¬ 

pact, can be seen only in 

Greenspan's office in 

New York City. "It's not 

the type of show that 

would suit the jock fan on 

a Saturday afternoon at 

4:30," he says. "It is a 

program that a family 

should look at together to 

sense the fabric of our his¬ 

tory in relation to sport." 

Except for Greenspan’s 

close friends, nobody has 

seen .4 Couple of Days in 

the Life of Charley Bos¬ 

well- That is a shame because Cliurley Bos¬ 

well took seven months to make and tells 

the story of the blind golfer with restrained 

pathos and good humor. 

Greenspan currently is working on nine 

one-hour shows about the Olympic Games. 

The BBC, CTV in Canada and live major 

networks in other parts of the world have 

bought the series. But that doesn't mean it 

will ever get on the air in the U.S. 

Greenspan is one of a handful of indepen¬ 

dent sports documentarians in this country, 

and fingers fall off that hand with startling 

regularity because it is a very frustrating busi¬ 

ness. The reasons his shows arc not telecast 

arc obvious: the networks have large sports 

departments whose existence and immense 

budgets must be justified. Thus, they pro¬ 

duce their own shows and put them on the 

air, no matter how shallow they may be. The 

networks also prefer to run either live events 

or such things asCelcbrity Distance Spitting. 

These shows are safer because they tend to 

draw audiences of fairly predictable size and 

give the lelccasters the added advantage of 

maintaining control over the talent and 

expenses. 

"It took three years to get Owens on the 

air and seven years to gel it on one of the 

three big networks," says Greenspan. "Gen¬ 

eral Electric bought it originally for 5150,- 

000, pending network acceptance within l 8 

months. When they couldn't clear the time 

on one of the big networks, 1 got the show 

back and sold it to Hughes Sports Network 

for 575,000. It played on 180 stations and 

the advertiser was General Electric. Then 

ABC picked it up. It has now played in 108 

countries and been seen by a billion people. 

It has grossed more than S250.000, but that 

isn't much when you figure out the time and 

the agony involved." 

Greenspan started out in broadcasting at 

the age of 17. Two years later he became 

sports director at station WHN in New 

York, then the nation's most powerful radio 

sports outlet. "Clem McCarthy worked for 

me when he was 65 and called me sir," Green¬ 

span says. "I approved Curt Gowdy's first 

job. and Marty Glickman. Red Barber, Vin 

Scully and a lot of others worked for me." 

Greenspan later drifted into television ad¬ 

vertising and free-lance journalism. He has 

written about sports for nearly every major 

U.S. magazine. Later he became a free-lance 

film producer. 

His Olympic project was bought by the 

BBC for 5100,000 and by Australian TV for 

S250.000. CTV and 20th Century-Fox have 

invested slightly more than S500,Q0Q to un¬ 

derwrite production costs. Greenspan has 

already examined more than 2.5 million feet 

of Olympic film and visited 13 countries. This 

week he is in Finland talking to President 

Urho Kekkonen about one of his teammates 

on the 1924 Finnish national team, Paavo 

Nurmi. Greenspan has somehow found film 

of all of Nurmi's 14 Olympic races. They arc 

just a small part of Cappy Productions" li¬ 

brary of Olympic movies, now perhaps the 

most extensive in the world. Greenspan has 

collected so much good footage that he can 

afford to use one hour of it to make a seg¬ 

ment entitled An Olympic Symphony. In it 

the athletes will be shown performing to 

Beethoven and Verdi, instead of the usual 

narration. 

Greenspan is not bitter about the failure 

of his shows to appear on the networks, but 

he certainly is frustrated. He says, "When 

the BBC told us they would buy the scries 

on the Olympics, they also said, *Wc arc buy¬ 

ing it because you can do things wc are un¬ 

able to do and there isn't much sense in our 

fooling around and trying to do it on our 

own.' " The U.S. networks would do well to 

stop fooling around and give Greenspan a 

good hard look. end 
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Wouldn’t you rather be able to help 
than just stand there feeling helpless? 

It can happen anytime. 
Anywhere. 

A child is pulled out of water. 
Not breathing. Heart stopped, no 
pulse, no circulation. What is 
needed is the breath of life and the 
restoration of circulation. Would 
you know how to restore it? 

The restoration of breathing 
and circulation is something you 
can learn. It’s vital not only for 
drowning victims but for someone 
suffering from heart attack, 
choking, electric shock, an over¬ 
dose of drugs, carbon monoxide 

poisoning, or some other kind of 
respiratory and circulatory 
emergency. 

To acquire a real understand¬ 
ing of cardiopulmonary' 
resuscitation (CPR) and how to 
apply it, it is necessary to complete 
a supervised CPR course. Informa¬ 
tion on the course can be obtained 
from your local Heart Association 
or Red Cross chapter. 

Metropolitan Life has also 
prepared a reminder card which 
outlines the fundamentals of apply¬ 
ing cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

The card is designed so that you 
can easily fit it into your wallet or 
purse. You never know when it 
might save a life. Or whose. 

For your CPR card, or cards 
if you wish more than one, visit 
your local Metropolitan Life office, 
or write to: “CPR.” Metropolitan 
Life, 1 Madison Avenue, New York, 
N.Y. 10010. 

O Metropolitan Life 
Where the future is now 



BASEBALL /L^rry Keith 

Mercurial Dick Allen returns to the city where he began his career, saying 

Td like to think I’ve grown up.' Suddenly, pennant talk is rampant 

Philadelphia 
When Dick Allen quit the Chicago 

White Sox last September, few con¬ 

sidered it his last goodby. Allen had al¬ 

ways been a late starter and an early fin¬ 

isher, whenever possible avoiding spring 

training, pregame and postgame activi¬ 

ties and the tail ends of lost seasons. Peo¬ 

ple reasoned that baseball’s only S250.- 

(XX) player could not long afford a dozen 

or more racehorses whose feed bills ex¬ 

ceeded their purse money. 

But where would the itinerant non¬ 

conformist land next? Philadelphia, St. 

Louis and Los Angeles had traded him 

in successive years. For a while things 

had gone better in Chicago—an MVP 

award and a genial relationship with 

Manager Chuck Tanner—but his depar¬ 

ture chilled the White Sox, too. 

Curiously, the Phillies were willing to 

give it another try. As Rookie of the Year 

in 1964, Allen had been a local hero, but 

five seasons later he was, as a writer said 

at the time, "the most disliked and un¬ 

happy player in baseball.” Allen had dis¬ 

missed the fans and newspapermen long 

ago, but this was a new team with new 

Story: Act II 
players, a new manager, a new general 

manager and a new ball park. Even so. it 

was the same old Philadelphia, and Allen 

was not interested. 

The Atlanta Braves tried next. Hop¬ 

ing to find the home-run hitter and gate 

attraction to replace Henry Aaron, they 

gave the White Sox S5.000 for negotiat¬ 

ing rights and promised a player if Allen 

signed. But he wanted nothing to do with 

Atlanta or Manager Clyde King. 

Meanwhile, Allen, a licensed horse 

trainer, was rising at daybreak to ladle 

the oats. The more the nags consumed, 

the more inviting Philadelphia began to 

look. In late January he invited Broad¬ 

caster Richie Ashburn. Second Baseman 

Dave Cash and Third Baseman Mike 

Schmidt to his Perkasie, Pa. farm. 

Between bites of barbeque, Allen pep¬ 

pered his guests with questions about the 

Phillies. What was the batting order, the 

pitching rotation? What were the play¬ 

ers like? ‘‘I felt very strongly I wanted 

him with us,” recalls Cash, "but I wasn’t 

sure how he felt.” 

Philadelphia fans, it seems, wanted 

him, too. Kind of. In a Daily News “Love 

Him or Leave Him" poll a month later, 

the ayes prevailed 1,531 to t>K7. 

Faced with Allen’s objections to At¬ 

lanta, the Braves were willing to make a 

trade. T hey wanted homc-run-hitting 

Greg Lu/inski or 16-game winner Steve 

Carlton, to which the l hillies responded 

by offering three lesser players. "I didn't 

want to i ive up anyone who would hurt 

me,” (. cr.cral Manager Paul Owens said. 

"I liked the lineup I already had and I 

hoped pressure would build on the 

Braves to take anything they could get.” 

When Atlanta failed to react, on 

March 20 negotiations ended. And back 

on the farm. Allen started getting itch¬ 

ier. He was not playing, he charged, be¬ 

cause the White Sox refused to fulfill his 

contract. It was a ridiculous suggestion 

of course, since he had been the one who 

skipped town. But the kind of pressure 

that comes from being listed on the All- 

Star Game ballot without a team to play 

for was building. "Asking me if I want 

to play," he said, "is like asking some¬ 

body else if he wants to eat." 

The Phillies Ivad been playing poorly. 

Schmidt, last year’s major league home- 

run champion, was not hitting, Carlton 

was not pitching well and the team had 

lost nine of its first 15 games. Part of the 

problem was the uncertainty over Allen. 

"A lot of guys were in limbo, thinking 

they might be moved or traded,” says 

Cash, “so we had a meeting and told 

them, 'If you go, you go, but while you’re 

here, you play baseball.' ” So they did, 

reeling off five straight wins. 

In Atlanta, the Braves had finally giv¬ 

en up on Allen, who was refusing to re¬ 

turn their calls. On April 27, when the 

Phillies were the only team to claim him 

from the waiver list, trade talks resumed. 

Last week, after 10 straight hours of 

off-and-on telephone negotiations, the 

deal was made. The Phillies got Allen and 

Reserve Catcher Johnny Oates in ex¬ 

change for three minor-leaguers and 

SI50,000. The problem of where Allen 

would play had been solved the day be¬ 

fore, when First Baseman Willie Mon¬ 

tanez was traded to San Francisco for 

Centerfielder Garry Maddox. "Justaco- 

incidence," insisted Owens. "The two 

deals had nothing to do with each 

other." 

The trade was announced at an over¬ 

flow press conference last Wednesday. 

Clutching a borrowed bat, Allen was pos¬ 

itively angelic. "I'm not anticipating any 

conlinurd 
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The Generous Taste 
of Johnnie Walker Red. 

e 
X J 

Scotch at its smooth and 
satisfying best... uniquely 
rich and mellow, consistent 
in quality throughout the 
world. That’s the generous 
taste of Johnnie Walker 
Red. A tradition enjoyed 
since 1820. 

Enjoyment 
you can always 
count on. 

100% Scotch Whiskies. 86.8 Proof. Imported by Somerset Importers, Ltd., N.Y. © Somerset importers, ltd. i?75 



Dual 

Two great ways to express yourself, on the trail or^on 
the street. Both from Harley-Davidson. 
The SX-175. And the all-new SX-250. 

Both are engineered and built to take on any challenge ... 
and come out ahead. They feature tough-as-hell 

competitiop-type front forks. And maximum starting reliability 
'with a solid state, breakerless, CDI ignition system. 

Plus quick-detacKTSDT rear hub. Tach and speedometer 
with odometer resettable in either direction. 

For a24"x36" poster of’this advertisement (without copy) send 
Si .50 to Poster #751-LW. Box 11407. Shorewood. Wl 53211 



the sun. 

in any gear. A time and temper saver! 
Both motorcycles have an independent ignition system that 
lets you remove battery and lights to reduce weight for 
competitive riding. 
For durability, both SX-175 and SX-250 have an 
oil reservoir within the frame. 
Two great motorcycles. Take 
prepared for any duel under the sun. 

Hartoy-Davidson believes in safety first 
Before you start out— put on your lights, 
your helmet—and watch out for the other guy. 

AfSlF 

Harley-Davidson 
T^e Grgat.^merfcan -Wedom -JMacf 

Member Motorcvcle industry Council. 



The new Spalding 
Championship Tennis Ball. 

This year, the new Spalding Championship Ball will be played 
in most professional U.S. men's tournaments. It'll be played in all 
Virginia Slims tournaments. 

Why are the pros making the switch? Because the new 
Spalding Championship Ball is built tougher from core to cover. 

Its new core compound gives you a slower, more consistent 
bounce. Its improved core seal holds pressure longer. Its 
cover is now glued twice so the felt stays put longer. 
And its bold new markings stay readable set after 
grueling set. 

The new Spalding Championship Ball 
plays better. It bounces truer. It lasts longer. 
It's built tougher from the inside out. 

Finally, somebody's making tennis sense. 

What new tennis ball 
is played in more 
US Pro tournaments 
than all other 
balls combined? 



BASEBALL continued 

trouble,” he said. ‘'I’ve learned a lot 

through my journeys. There's a lot of dif¬ 

ference between a man and a boy. I'd like 

to think I’ve grown up." 

The Phillies would like to think so, too. 

Finishing their swing through St. Louis 

and Atlanta in high spirits, they agreed 

to a man that the East Division title was 

all but won. "With Maddox and Allen,” 

said Catcher Bob Boone, ''we’ve got the 

toughest lineup in baseball." 

Even Tommy Hutton, Montanez’ tem¬ 

porary successor, was pleased. "When 

Willie was traded I thought, 'Great, I'll 

play regularly.’ Now, with Allen, I fig¬ 

ure maybe I’ll get a World Series share.” 

The one melancholy note in the bub¬ 

bly chorus came from rookie Alan Ban¬ 

nister. In less than a week he had lost his 

position to Maddox and his No. 15 to 

Allen. “Great for the team," he sighed, 

“lousy for me." 

Manager Danny Ozark was feeling 

good all over. With Allen's contriteness, 

he could not imagine any of the prob¬ 

lems which had cost two Phillie manag¬ 

ers their jobs and prompted another to 

say, "God Almighty hisself couldn't han¬ 

dle Richie Allen." Bull Luzinski said 

hopefully, “He's too smart to hurt us. 

He knows we have a chance to win it.” 

Back at Veterans Stadium, the 33-year- 

old superbly conditioned Allen was pre¬ 

paring himself for his debut this week. 

Except for two batting-practice pitchers 

he was completely alone, a status he had 

favored in 1969, that last stormy year 

with the Phillies. "I wish they'd shut the 

gates," he said then, "and let us play ball 

with no press and no fans." 

What happens with the gates Hung 

open should be interesting. 

THE WEEK 
{May 4-10) 

by JIM KAPLAN 

Ml \A/FQT *n ^an f'ranc‘sco ,lie IM |_ VV L U I frustrations were piling 

lip. It did nothing for the club’s puny atten¬ 

dance when beer sales at Candlestick Park 

ceased because the concessionaire drew a 10- 

day suspension of its beer license. But what 

did Owner Horace Stoneham care—he was 

trying to sell the club. For those still in his 

employ, it was another scratchy week. The 

Giants were 3-4 as Bobby Murccr slumped 

and much-touted Pitcher John D'Acquisto 

was sent to the bullpen. Desperate for a hype, 

the club pointed newsmen to a lefthander out 

of Brooklyn's Lafayette High School. No, 

Sandy Koufax was not making a comeback. 

But Pete Falcone did beat Atlanta 7—1. 

As if they needed it, the 4-2 Dodgers kept 

finding more depth. Could they use a third 

starter? Search no farther than Doug Rau. 

5-1, who two-hit the Astros 2-0. A fourth 

starter? Burt Hooton, formerly of the Cubs, 

went six strong innings before Mike Mar¬ 

shall lost to Pittsburgh in relief. Some time¬ 

ly hitting? Even the pitchers—Rau, Don 

Sutton and Andy Messcrsmith, who went 4 

for 9—helped. "Our whole staff can hit,” 

said Sutton. "We don't embarrass ourselves. 

Walter Alston even lets us hit-and-run.’’ A 

last-minute outfield switch? Tom Paciorek, 

rushed into right field, responded with a ho¬ 

mer and two singles. “1 jogged three miles 

in the morning because I didn't figure I'd 

play and I had a tennis match after the 

game," said Paciorek. The Dodgers used Pa- 

ciorek’s bat to bop Pittsburgh 6-2. 

If Cincinnati doesn't have the best team, 

it may have baseball’s best player in Joe 

Morgan. As the Reds won five of six, Mor¬ 

gan, who is among the league leaders in bat¬ 

ting, walks and stolen bases, was unstoppa¬ 

ble. In a 7-3 win over San Diego he homered, 

tripled, singled, stole a base and scored twice. 

The next night the Padres walked him four 

times—and he scored three runs. Once pre¬ 

viously Morgan had walked five times. Did 

he score five runs? "I was with Houston," 

he said. "I probably scored none." 

If this seems like a harsh statement, con¬ 

sider the Astros. In a routine week they lost 

six of seven games and a pitcher, Dave Rob¬ 

erts, who jumped the club and was suspend¬ 

ed. After losing seven of eight, Atlanta beat 

the Giants 3-2 and the Phils 3-1 and 2-1. Ron 

Reed, who had been kicking water coolers 

during a previous losing streak of his own, 

won his third straight. "You don't see that 

Mickey Mouse stutf anymore," he said. 

"We’recontenders now." Um, not quite yet. 

LA 20-11 CIN 18-13 ATL 16-16 

SF 14-15 SD 14-16 HOUS 10-23 

Ml PA QT t*1C slren8th- 
IML Lr\0 I ened themselves, the Pi¬ 

rates made a show of strength, playing their 

best baseball of the year in winning four 

straight and moving from fourth to second. 

Ken Brett, Jerry Rcuss and Bruce Kison beat 

the Mets (2-1, 6-1, 4 2) and Dock Ellis 

stopped the Dodgers 11 3. New York, by 

contrast, lost all five of its games and 

dropped from second to last. Facing 32 con¬ 

secutive games against Western Division 

clubs, the Mets are testing the faith of their 

gotta-bclievers. 

Chicago continued to be unbelievable. The 

Cubs were 5-2 in a week in which Outfielder 

Rick Monday and Reserve Inficldcr Rob 

Spcrring collided (no serious injury) and 

Don Kessinger, Manny Trillo, Steve Stone 

and Rick Reuschcl were sidelined. Most en¬ 

couraging was Bill Bonham's three-hit 7-0 

shutout of Montreal. 

Nonetheless, the Expos took four of their 

first five games in a 13-game home stand. 

Dennis Blair started things out by beating 

theCubs3-2forthe first Expowinbya right¬ 

hander. Rookie Third Baseman Larry Par¬ 

rish, who hit .421 for the week, won the game 

with a homer, prompting Manager Gene 

Mauch to undiscuss his hitting. "Sometimes 

you get paralysis from analysis," he said. 

The good news in St. Louis was Shortstop 

Mike Tyson’s three hits in his first start and 

Bob Gibson’s first win after three losses, an 

11-3 clfort against the Phillies. But the Car¬ 

dinals, who haven't exactly been hitting or 

pitching with the best of them, split six 

games and languished in fourth. They there¬ 

upon obtained Pitcher Ron Bryant, the 

cx-Giant. The overweight Bryant won't be 

eligible until June 6; perhaps his teddy bear 

will help the team more than Scipio Spinks’ 

stuffed gorilla used to. 

CHI 18-8 PITT 13-11 PHIL 13-13 

ST.L 11-14 MONT.IO-13 NY 10-14 

A I U/EQT Furiously chasing Oak- 
ML VVLU I land {page 28), Texas 

caught up with the A's in a vintage week: 

five wins in seven games and mucho noise. 

The Rangers' choicest victory was over Cal¬ 

ifornia, 4-3, as Toby Harrah and Roy Smal¬ 

ley executed a double steal. "That may have 

been the best win I've ever had as a man¬ 

ager," said Billy Marlin. "We manufactured 

it out of little or nothing." One night in Kan¬ 

sas City, Martin and Cenicrficldcr Willie 

Davis had a shouting match following a 6-5 

loss. "I'm doing the talking here," Martin 

was heard to say. "Get your bleep hands olf 

me," Davis shot back. Later, Martin kicked 

two Ranger writers out of the dressing room, 

accusing them of "snooping around." Next 

day, Martin and Davis exchanged apologies 

and Martin told the Ranger writers he was 

sorry. 

Last-place Chicago, 4-1, started to look 

respectable. Jim Kaat won twice for his I llh 

and 12th straight victories over two seasons, 

Wilbur Wood beat Cleveland 8-3 for his 

long-awaited second win of this season and 

Buddy Bradford belted a 440-foot homer. 

"Starling pitching is the key to our club," 

said K.C.’s Nelson Brilcs, who had just beat¬ 

en Texas 6-2. Unfortunately, relief pitching 

couldn't be overlooked. Dennis Leonard, up 

from Omaha, yielded homers that led to two 

losses, and Paul Splittorlf was sent to the 

bullpen. The Royals, 2-4, fell to fourth. 

With Dave Goltz, Joe Decker and Vic Al- 

bury all ailing and Bert Blylcven pitching 

eight innings of shutout ball, only to have 

the White Sox win in the ninth for the sec¬ 

ond time in two weeks, Minnesota pitching 

continued 
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What Yashica means 
to the pet photographer. 

Everybody loves pets. Their antics add special 
warmth to humdrum days. Yashica's Electro 35 

GSN can help you capture your pets' glowing 
moments. It's an automatic camera, very simple 

to use A computer brain controls the shutter 
You just focus and shoot. The result—quality 
photographs that'll bring a smile to your face 
for years to come. And the Electro 35 GSN is 

budget priced 
At your Yashica Dealer. 

If you don’t want a $200 Rolls, 
maybe you’d like a $100 Fiat. 

Incredibly authentic car model kits by Pocher 

d'ltalia reproduce these (and two other) 

classics in exact 1/8 scale. Completed, they 

range from 18-1/2" to 26-1/2" long. You build 

your car with nuts, bolts and screws. No paint¬ 

ing. No special tools needed. Each model has 

working components. (In the Fiat, the suspen¬ 

sion. steering system, braking and chain drive 

work.) Hundreds of separate parts in brass, 

stainless steel, copper, rubber, high-impact 

plastic. See them all in our free full-color bro¬ 

chure. Then choose yours. 

Deluxe Classics. Dept. S19 
5900 Wilshirc Boulevard. Suite 2~< 
Los Angeles. California KKUft 

BASEBALL continued 

was awry. But the Twins managed a 3*2 week 

when rookie palmballcr Jim Hughes beat 

Kansas City 6-3 and Baltimore 5-2. The sec¬ 

ond-largest crowd in California’s history— 

43.112—saw Frank Tanana beat Boston 2 0 

and Mickey Rivers steal three bases. Rivers 

is hitting .344 and stealing at a clip that would 

give him 110 over 162 games, but the An¬ 

gels were 2-5 for the week nonetheless. 

OAK 16-12 TEX 16-12 CAL 15-15 

KC 14-15 MINN 11-12 CHI 12-16 

AI P A QT Whcn an 0-2 l>itch by ML EMU I Sparky Lyle went to the 

backstop, allowing the w inning run to score 

in a 4-3 defeat at Oakland. Yankee Broad¬ 

caster Phil Rizzuto had had it. It was the 

team's sixth straight loss and the Scooter was 

homesick. “Boy, look what I missed," he said. 

"I could have been home tonight at Little 

Scooter's sports night dinner, and Sunday is 

Mother's Day. Instead, I comcall the way out 

here to sec a loss like this." Holy cow, Phil, 

are the Yankees that bad? Not quite. Next 

day Catfish Hunter mowed down his old 

mates 3-0 on two hits. 

Baltimore was slowly climbing, winning 

four of six and moving from sixth to fourth. 

Breaking a six-game losing streak of their 

own, the Orioles pounded on New York 

II I, then used three bunt singles, two sac¬ 

rifice flies and two Yankee errors to win 3 I 

and again 4 3 on Al Bumbry's bases-loaded 

single. Following a loss to the Twins, the Ori¬ 

oles beat Minnesota 8-6, as Mike Torrez 

hungon to record his fourth win. Oriole play¬ 

er of the week was Bumbry, at 28 baseball's 

youngest designated hitter, who batted .500, 

raising his average to .408. 

The Red Sox, 4-1, looked even more like 

contenders. Their pitchers allowed just 11 

runs in five games, beating Cleveland 7-5, 

4 I and 4-2 and California 4-1 before bow¬ 

ing to the Angels 2-0. More good news came 

when Cuban-born Pitcher LuisTiant received 

word that Fidel Castro was expected to let 

Tiant's parents visit him. They had never 

seen him pitch in the majors except on TV. 

Pitching was faring poorly in Cleveland, 

where Jim Perry, 1-5, may be sent to the bull¬ 

pen. "We have to be concerned," said Man¬ 

ager Frank Robinson. "He hasn’t been giving 

us those six or seven innings we expected." 

And Indian hitters, who had 100 runs and a 

.266 average after 23 games last year, dipped 

to .241 and 76. Losing six of seven, Cleveland 

dropped into the cellar. 

Detroit, 2-3, got a one-hitter from erratic 

Joe Coleman, who stopped Milwaukee 4 2. 

In a 4-2 week, the Brewers stayed in first, 

thanks to Henry Aaron's 736th homer, which 

helped beat Kansas City 7-|,and Rightficld- 

cr Sixto Le/cano's hitting (.450). 

MIL 16-9 BOS 13-10 OET 12-11 

BALT 11-14 NY 11-16 CLEV 10-15 
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Only one 
U.S. airline 
can take you 
to all these 

places. 
Europe 

Asia 

Africa 

Australia 

South America 

North America 

It doesn’t look like much 
of a list. But where else can 
you go? 

So choosing an airline for 
your trip abroad should be a 
very simple task. 

Because not only can we 
take you to any of 100 cities in 

64 countries on 6 continents, 
we can probably take you when 
it’s most convenient. 

(Just about every two 
minutes, somewhere in the 
world, a Pan Am jet is either 
taking off or landing.) 

So next time you’re plan- 

See your Travel Agent. 

ning to get out into the world, 
ask your travel agent to put you 
on Pan Am. 

The only U.S. airline that 
flies to all of it. 

The Spirit of 75. 



tennis/Joe Jares 

This Ashe didn’t crumble 
After he lost the first set to Bjorn Borg, it looked as if Arthur Ashe 

would blow another big one, but he rallied to win the WCT final 

The image of Arthur Ashe that many 

tennis fans have is the personable, 

articulate UCLA graduate and ex-Army 

ollicer with the dynamite serve, the chee¬ 

tah quickness and the incredible weak¬ 

ness of choking in a big match. Among 

the traditional sights in sport is Ashe put¬ 

ting an easy volley into the net on a cru- 

ASME ALSO MADE SMASH WITH GOLD BALL 

** 

cial point. By his record in Lamar Hunt's 

World Championship of Tennis tourna¬ 

ments this year, Ashe should have been 

the favorite going into last week's WCT 

finals in Dallas. Instead, in a poll of 79 

WCT pros, Ashe was picked to w in on 

only three ballots. 

So last Sunday in the final match at 

Moody Coliseum, there was Ashe up 

against Bjorn Borg, the 18-year-old 

Swede whose every top-spin forehand is 

as big news in Scandinavia as a change in 

the price of herring. A perfect time for 

masochistic Ashe rooters to sec their hero 

fail them again. This time, though, it was 

the other guy who wilted. Ashe followed 

the same pattern he had established ear¬ 

lier in the week in matches with Mark 

Cox and John Alexander, losing the first 

set and fighting back to win. Against 

Borg the score was 3-6,6-4,6-4,6 0. and 

Ashe left Texas with the S50.000 first 

prize. 

After the match Ashe said he had been 

told by a Spanish-Swedish gypsy fortune¬ 

teller in Stockholm last month that he 

would soon come into a lot of money, 

that something would soon happen to 

make him cry a lot and that he was soon 

going to have a child. 

Ashe had the money, all right, and he 

did shed a few tears when he stood at 

the podium. 

‘‘So far things have gone just as she 

said," said Ashe, “but I don't even have 

a steady girl friend!” 

On top of the S50.000, the winner’s 

jackpot included the use of a new car for 

a year, a ring featuring a diamond ten¬ 

nis court, a SI,200 Swiss wristwatch as 

thin as a coin (the seven other contes¬ 

tants received similar watches), a SI,000 

wardrobe and for his mother or girl 

friend a bracelet to match the ring. The 

runner-up booty was a trifling 520.000. 

In addition, early in the week Ashe re¬ 

ceived a unique trophy. This year Hag- 

gar slacks put up S33.333.33 for the WCT 

player who earned the most points in the 

tournaments leading to Dallas. Ashe was 

the winner, with 760, some 60 points 

more than Rod Laver amassed. Howev¬ 

er. instead of a routine check, Haggar 

and WCT commissioned a Dallas jew¬ 

eler to make a solid-gold tennis ball that 

was worth precisely S33.333.33 on the 

day it was completed. 

"I like it so much that I'm going to 

have it bronzed," said Ashe to Lamar 

Hunt. 

Actually, he plans to pul it in a vault, 

where it will remain regardless of how 

high the price of gold zooms. He may 

lake it out occasionally to fondle, much 

as Scrooge McDuck joyfully wallows in 

his money bin. Ashe will have a cheap 

replica made for display. 

All in all it was a fairly classy week, 

what with the players driving around in 

oil cial tournament Cadillacs and the 

pretty Courtmatcs (almost all of them 

SMU coeds) ushering for the matches, 

then dancing the nights away in the hos¬ 

pitality room of the Ramada Inn Cen¬ 

tral. About the only rough moments were 

when Lew Hoad almost got in a fight with 

a British newspaperman at a party and 

when Harold Solomon had Sl,0C0 worth 

of equipment stolen while he was prac¬ 

ticing. All but his WCT warmup jacket 

was returned the next day with a note 

saying, "I am not a thief, just a souvenir 

hunter." 

As often happens in tennis, the best 

match wasn't the final but Borg versus 

Laver in the Friday night semis. Laver, 

twice Borg's age at 36, was in the WCT 

"exceptional eight" for the fifth straight 

year and was a clear favorite. He had a 

30-5 record in the Blue Group, set a WCT 

record by winning 23 matches in a row 

and won four straight events: La Costa, 

Sao Paolo, Caracas and Orlando. In the 

poll of pros, 57 picked Rocket Rod to 

win at Dallas. All but five picked him to 

reach the final. 

Even more clearly he was everyone’s 

sentimental choice. Laver has won just 

about everything worth winning, includ¬ 

ing two Grand Slams, en route to bc- 

cominued 
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Introducing Charger Daytona—a car whose style 
keeps it ahead of the pack. See it at your local Dodge Dealer today. 

CHARGER DAYTONA 
Dodge Trucks 



TENNIS continued 

f oi 19* by 21 "c oloi repioducl.on ol IheWitd tutkey pa>nlmgby Ken Oav«s. send SI to Bo» 929- $1-5. Walt Si Sl» NY 1000S 

Wild Turkey Lore: 

In 1776 Benjamin Franklin 
proposed that the Wild 
Turkey be adopted as the 
symbol of our country. 

The eagle was chosen 
instead. 

The Wild Turkey 
later went on to 
become the symbol of 
our country’s finest 
Bourbon. 

WILD TURKEY/ 101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD. 
Austin Nichols Distilling Co.. Lawrenceburg, Kentucky. 

coming the sport's first millionaire. But 

he has never won the WCT champi¬ 

onship, although he came painfully close 

with a fifth-set tie breaker in the 1972 

final. 

“Sentimentally, I'm with Rod Laver,’’ 

said Don Budge, who was at courtsidc. 

“If the Rocket’s on his game, he will 

win.” 

The feeling among some of the press 

and public was that if Laver failed to win 

this time, there would be an embarrass¬ 

ingly empty space in his trophy case at 

home in Corona del Mar, Calif, and a 

permanent bruise on his ego. There was 

some speculation that a suicide leap from 

the top of the 50-story First National 

Bank Building was not entirely out of the 

question. Laver got a little tired of hear¬ 

ing about it and insisted that it was not 

that important, and that his life would 

not be shattered by a loss. 

After Borg had beaten Mexico's Raul 

Ramirez in the quarters Wednesday 

night, Laver had a long struggle before 

beating Solomon, the movable back- 

board. He was plainly tired in the fifth 

set, but he had a full day of rest before 

the semis. As it turned out, rest, polls, 

sentiment and his steel-cable left wrist 

were not enough against the iceBorg, 

who in scientific tests has been proved 

to have the pulse rate of a corpse. 

Borg-Laver lasted more than four 

hours, unusual in this tie-breaker era, 

and had enough drama to fill a Broad¬ 

way season. Laver was leading two sets 

to one and, after falling behind 5-2 in the 

fourth set, broke Borg’s serve twice in a 

row to tie it at 5-5. When he then blast¬ 

ed two straight aces on his own serve, 

Laver seemed to have the match locked 

up. Yet instead of submitting quietly, 

Borg fought back to win that game. Then 

Laver broke his serve a third straight time 

in a game that took 17 points to decide. 

But Borg won the tie breaker to even the 

score at two sets apiece. It wasn’t a ten¬ 

nis match, it was a roller-coaster ride. 

Laver was too tired to keep up the ter¬ 

rific pace in the fifth set and Borg won 

his way into the final round 7-6,3 6,5-7, 

7-6, 6-2. 

The match, full of drop shots, lobs, im¬ 

possibly angled volleys and hard ground 

strokes hit to within inches of the base¬ 

lines, backed up Lamar Hunt’s claim that 

WCT had “finally come up with an out- 
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standing surface, the best ever in indoor 
tennis.” The carpet, made by Supreme 
Court in Rome, Ga., has a rough sur¬ 
face that slows down even hard-hit balls 
and gives the player without a cannon¬ 
ball serve a fairly good chance. 

In the interview room, Laver gave due 
credit to Borg's splendid passing shots, 
griped a bit about line calls and then bade 
an unmawkish, dry-eyed farewell to 
WCT. 

“No, I don’t think I’ll try it again,” 
he said. “Very doubtful. I’ve had five 
good shots at it and enjoyed it immense¬ 
ly. It’s been a great challenge ... I don’t 
go out with any sadness. I’ve epjoyed 
playing it all.” 

It wasn’t exactly Lou Gehrig’s farewell 
speech at Yankee Stadium (for one thing, 
Laver is playing this week in Las Vegas), 
but the reporters and assorted hangers- 
on at the press conference felt they had 
been in on a semihistoric occasion, may¬ 
be like Big Bill Tilden's last appearance 
at Forest Hills or Jimmy Connors’ first 
obscene gesvuie. It was nice to have been 
among the 9,208 people who were there 
when Bjorn Borg on the way up passed 
Rod Laver on the way down—but not 
easily, not unchallenged. 

“For sure it's my finest win,” said 
Borg, the youngest man ever to make 
Dallas (he lost to John Newcombe in the 
final last year) and the youngest man ever 
to win the Italian and French champi¬ 
onships. 

Unfortunately, his finest win also 
drained him emotionally and physically 
and left him unable to put up a good fight 
against Ashe as he all but conceded the 
final games. 

Borg has escaped the Swedish tax bite 
by moving with his parents to Monte 
Carlo, but there is no way he can escape 
the nipping of the Swedish press. Ashe, 
who played in the Green Group with 
Borg, reported that after Borg had been 
upset by a lesser-known countryman, a 
headline in one Swedish newspaper said: 
IS THIS THE END OF BJORN BORG? 

The truth of the matter, of course, is 
that the end is not in sight for this tennis 
phenomenon. And the truth about Ar¬ 
thur Ashe is that he can win the big 
ones—the U.S. Open in ’68, the Austra¬ 
lian in ’70, three Davis Cups and now 
the rich WCT singles. Sometimes nice 
guys finish first. end 

Alive 
^ with pleasure! 

Newport 

Newport 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

FTC Report Oct 74 
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horse racing / Tex Mau/e 

The lady 
is a champ 
Big, beautiful, unbeaten, Ruffian 

may be faster than the top colts 

She’s bigger lhan Secretariat, she may 

be faster than Foolish Pleasure and 

she is grievously misnamed. She's called 

Ruffian, but she’s a sweet young thing. 

She was particularly sweet winning the 

Acorn at Aqueduct last Saturday. It was 

her eighth victory against no defeats since 

she began racing a year ago, and she 

made the other 3-year-old fillies in the 

mile event look ridiculous. She won by 

8 Va lengths, seemingly without effort, and 

set a stakes record of 1:34H. The Acorn 

is the first race in the female equivalent 

of the Triple Crown, the Mother Goose 

and the Coaching Club American Oaks 

being the others. 

Her trainer, Frank Whiteley Jr., is 

asked repeatedly when Ruffian will race 

against Kentucky Derby winner Foolish 

Pleasure and the other colts. All indica¬ 

tions are that it won’t be until the fall. 

’‘Maybe she’s a great horse,” Whiteley 

said after the Acorn, ’’but you can't say 

that until she beats colts. When will I run 

her against colts? I don't know. Not 

soon. I don’t know what I’m going to 

do with her. So you don’t know either.” 

Aside from being a marvelous horse, 

and despite her name, Ruffian is a lady. 

Before the Acorn, surrounded by a mot¬ 

ley group of humans, she was quiet, cu¬ 

rious and affectionate. She is just under 

17 hands tall—enormous for a fil¬ 

ly—but she is so well proportioned that 

from a distance you don’t realize her size. 

Up close, it is awesome. 

She gazes at visitors complacently. Just 

before the Acorn, standing in her stall 

waiting to be saddled, she ducked her 

head to nuzzle the hand of a complete 

stranger, then lifted her head and looked 

at him a bit unhappily. She dipped her 

head again and nudged his hand up to 

see if he were hiding something in it, then 

turned away. 

"She looking for something to eat,’’ 

said Dan Williams, her elderly groom. 

‘‘She very quiet, very kind, but sometime 

she don’t take to some people.” 

Whiteley, a leathery, handsome man 

with white hair and a cheerful, strong 

face, nodded. ‘‘Most of the time she’s 

friendly,” he said. "But she can be can¬ 

tankerous, too. Watch when they tight¬ 

en her girth.” 

She was being saddled for the race, and 

when the girth was tightened, she side¬ 

stepped. Then she lifted her head angrily. 

"Shoo, shoo,” said the groom, and she 

quieted. She walked docilely out of the 

stall to go to the post, the heavy muscles 

twisting gently under her shining coat. 

She is a rich dark brown, almost black, 

with a tiny white mark high on her 

forehead. 

A middle-aged lady with a weather¬ 

beaten face watched her go. "My God,” 

she said to no one in particular, ‘‘You 

ever seen anything like her? She’s not 

real.” 

Ruffian was placid during the parade 

to the post, but a bit flighty in the gate. 

When the horses went off, she dwelled a 

moment, but very quickly moved to the 

front. 

Piece of Luck stayed with her until they 

reached the first turn. Then Ruffian 

moved away easily. She never seemed to 

be working hard and finished coasting 

under Jacinto Vasquez. her jockey. 

Because Ruffian is so big, there was 

doubt that her legs could take the pound¬ 

ing a thoroughbred endures in a race. 

Indeed, last autumn she was withdrawn 

from competition for a while because of 

a hairline fracture in her right hind an¬ 

kle, but that healed perfectly; in her two 

races this spring she has won by a total 

of 12l/i lengths. She is not a pounding run¬ 

ner, anyway, but has a soft, reaching 

stride that carries her along so gently that 

her head seems to be floating. The other 

horses in the race were bobbing and 

straining, but Ruffian, even down the 

homestretch when she was flow ing away 

from the field, never showed any sign of 

strain. 

"It’s a little different, riding Ruffian,” 

said Vasquez, who also rides Foolish 

Pleasure. If the two horses ever run 

against each other, he is likely to be up 

on Ruffian, since Whiteley has first call 

on his services. "She breaks running and 

finishes running. The rest of the horses 

don’t run that way. 

"The only thing I have to make sure 

of is that she breaks good,” the jockey 

said. "If ever she broke real slow and 

somebody got in front of her, she might 

go right over the top. Maybe she’s got 

to learn to relax a little. I give her her 

head today and when the horse next to 

me at the quarter moved, she wanted to 

run away. But with this competition, she 

can run like this for two miles. Against 

the colts, I don't know. There are four 

or five pretty good colts." 

"She's easy to train," Whiteley said. 

He was squatted down on the sunny side 

of the barn wall, and he was cheerful. A 

man brought him a chart of the race and 

he looked at it. 

"Eight and a quarter lengths?" he said. 

"She looked good because she wasn't 

running against anything, I guess." 

"That's just about her average," the 

man said. “First seven races, she win by 

58Zi lengths, so you got to figure that’s 

her average.” 

"She’s a good mare,” Whiteley admit¬ 

ted. “No problems. No special diet. She 

doesn’t have to have a mascot around 

her, or anything like that. And she likes 

to run.” She likes to eat, too. When she 

was out of action with the fracture, 

Whiteley had to watch her diet. 

“Normally, she eats about 10 quarts 

a day,” he said, "and she’d like to eat 

more than that. When she was hurt, we 

cut her down to about four or five and 

she wasn't very happy about it. We were 

lucky she had a cast that let her move 

around. If she hadn't moved and we had 

fed her a regular diet, she would have 

blown up like a balloon.” 

Ruffian gets enough exercise now to 

allow her 10 quarts of oats, and if there 

is an ounce of fat under the sleek dark 

coat, it docs not show. 

Her next race will be the I ‘A-ntile 

Mother Goose at Aqueduct on May 31. 

The Coaching Club American Oaks at 

Belmont Park on June 21 is at a mile and 

a half. There has been some question 

whether Ruffian, whose earlier races had 

all been sprints, could go a distance, but 

the Acorn seems to have answered it. 

“She run pretty fast early," Vasquez 

said. "Some say maybe she slowed a lit¬ 

tle at the end. But I didn't notice it. And 

I don’t think she did.” end 
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We could all 
use less friction. 

Friction? Who needs it? 
Friction leads to wear and tear. 

STP Oil T reatment does 
something about friction by 
helping to protect your 
engine from it. Just add a can 
to the crankcase when the oil 
is changed, and the first time 
it's down. 

That'll help theoil lubri¬ 

cate better than itwould 
without STP. And awell lubri 
cated motor is the best way 
to help reduce oil consump¬ 
tion, bearing wear and pro¬ 
long engine life. 

Try a can of STP Oil 
Treatment. See what driv¬ 
ing's like when everything’s 
running smoothly. 

It helps your oil do a better Job. 



Think of it as a 
supermarket 
that gets 42 
miles "per gallon. 

The 1975 Honda Civic CVCC. You 
can take it to the gas station or the 
supermarket and not be disappointed. 

In EPA lab tests for highway driv¬ 
ing, the 5-speed Civic got 42 miles per 
gallon. The best mileage performance 
for any car sold in the U.S. 

Yet, we didn’t sacrifice roominess 
for economy. The Civic seats four adults. 
It also holds a lot of groceries, or 
luggage, or sporting gear, or you-namc- 
it. (And that’s with the rear seat up. 
Fold it down and there's even more 
carrying space.) 

The secret behind this kind of per¬ 
formance is in the way the Civic was 
designed. We gave it a shorter profile 
so its compact si/.e would be ideal for 
today’s driving. We gave it a lot of inte¬ 
rior room for today’s life-styles. 

And finally, we gave it an engine that 
doesn’t need a catalytic converter, that 
runs on regular, low-lead or no-lead gas: 
the Honda CVCC Advanced Stratified 
Charge engine. 

All in all, it’s one car that no matter 
where you go, you won’t mind saying 
those three little words: “fill ’er up’.’ 

CVCC and Civic arc Honda trademarks. 

©1975 American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 

HONDA. CIVIC 
What the world Is coming to. 
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MRS. 
BILLIE 
JEAN 
KING! 

byFtank DeCord 

American girls have traditionally looked up to and em¬ 

ulated their favorite motion-picture stars. The film stars 

led lives that seemed exciting and far removed from the 

humdrum activities of ordinary lives, and young girls 

dreamed of living similar glamorous lives. Now there is 

a new idol. . . and she's Billie Jean King. 

—From a Billie Jean Kino press release 

The added irony is that she is a more passionate 

person than any of the voluptuous femmes fatales 

who ever slinked across a silver screen and buried 

their heaving breasts in the wet cement at Grauman’s. Pas¬ 

sion—“the gale of life," Pope called it—is why, ultimately, 

it has all worked for Billie Jean. First, it is to her advantage 

that the female vessel holds raw emotions more preciously. 

But besides, men are afraid to show passion themselves, and 

those who do possess it are advised by their colleagues to 

keep it down—as they say on airplanes: for your safety and 

convenience. Men suffer each other only to be principled or 

kooky, depending on the viewpoint; but the fellas, as Billie 

Jean invariably refers to the other gender, permit women to 

retain passion—presumably because its bedroom dividends 

are shared and because its other excesses may be convenient- 

cominued 
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nmans 
ly used to show women as quirky, unreliable characters in 
need of a shoulder to cry on. 

Without her tennis, Billie Jean would still have been some¬ 
thing: without her passion, nothing. Of course, she has a 
number of other things going for her: typical female guile, 
typical male aggressiveness, typical American get-up-and- 
go, typical California insouciance and real good ground 
strokes. The fellas simply cannot let a person run around 
with all those assets, plus a license for passion, and not 
expect her to put a dent in things. “Being a girl was not the 
only thing I had to fight," Billie Jean says. “I was brought 
up to believe in the well-rounded concept, doing lotsa things 
a little, but not putting yourself on the line. It took me a 
while before I thought one day: who is it that says we have 
to be well-rounded? Who decided that? The people who 
aren’t special at anything, that’s who. When at last I un¬ 
derstood that, I could really try to be special." 

Very likely Billie Jean Moffitt King will go down in 
history as the most significant athlete of this century. That 
is not said lightly. But then few athletes ever reach be¬ 
yond their games to exert any dominion over the rest of 
society. Unfortunately, the end result of Muhammad Ali, 
for example, is that he is merely controversial. Arnold 
Palmer brought mass popularity to an upper-crust diver¬ 
sion, and Babe Ruth salvaged his game from scandal, but. 
by and large, neither has been more than a broad cari¬ 
cature. Jackie Robinson is the exception, a sportsman who 
was an important figure in the American saga, but even 
he did not make the imprint that the lady in glasses does. 

Of course, neither would have amounted to a hill of beans 
had they not been escorted to the front by an idea whose 
time had come. Much more than Billie Jean, though, Rob¬ 
inson had to have doors opened for him. That was not his 
fault, but it was so nonetheless. And while his first years 
were a fire storm of historic “firsts," a political ground¬ 
breaking for \0°/( of the population, hers is a deeper and 
wider legacy: she has prominently affected the way 50°^ of 
society thinks and feels about itself in the vast area of phys¬ 
ical exercise. Moreover, like Palmer, she has made a whole 
sport boom because of the singular force of her presence. 

Granted, women’s tennis would have gotten off the 
ground by now without Billie Jean: and also granted, with¬ 
out her the revolutionary concept that exertion by Amer¬ 
ican women is acceptable in pursuits other than childbirth 
would have begun to gain currency. Still, the fact remains 
that in the modern U.S., in the modern world, the promul¬ 
gation and acceptance of sharp new attitudes—what are 
called movements or trends—utterly depend upon the emer¬ 
gence of a personality to embody the philosophy; or, when 
was the last time you saw two minutes of an idea on the six 
o'clock news? Billie Jean’s closest cultural kin are not ath¬ 
letes, but people like Ralph Nader and Martin Luther King, 
even Hugh Hefner and The Beatles—men whose names are 
instantly associated with a movement, and, notably, one that 
effected great change. Billie Jean is foremost now a symbol, 
which is why, of all the athletes of our time, she is most 
misunderstood, both by those who detest her and those who 
adore her. And, as with most symbols, the real person has 
been appropriated; perhaps it is time to give herself back to 
Billie Jean. 

She jams the sports car into gear and takes off, flashing 
around a corner, hurrying to catch the sunset over the Pa¬ 
cific Ocean. "I love motion," she declares. Billie Jean of¬ 
fers little endorsements, value judgments, all the time. Her 
life is a daily shopping list of things she likes or, occasion¬ 
ally, doesn’t. It is as if The Top 40. which her generation 
was raised on, also existed for all life, not just songs, and 
she went around regularly unveiling a new personal chart: 
chocolate ice cream with marshmallow topping drops to 
No. 4 this week, motion moves up to No. 6, shampoos rise 
to 16 and so on. Lost somewhere in all the hopelessly in¬ 
complete portraits of her (including her autobiography) is 
the large measure of girlish enthusiasm that she still dis¬ 
plays. What fun she is! 

At 31, Billie Jean has been a world champion, a contro¬ 
versial celebrity, abused by substantial elements of the pop¬ 
ulation. She has been fat, is hopelessly myopic and often suf¬ 
fers pain in both her knees, where the railroad tracks run 
alongside the dimples. Her marriage has gone through some 
rough patches. She has suffered hard financial losses and the 
cruel ridicule which attends them. She has been required to 
endure hate mail and some of the most private scrutiny giv¬ 
en any public figure, male or female. And yet, she remains 
unfailingly enthusiastic, youthfully optimistic and still sprin- 

Lucy was a gift from BJ's brother. Giant Pitcher Randy Moffitt. 
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kies her vocabulary with a combination of 1950s slumber- 
party giggle chatter and restoration Beatnik lingo. 

Get a load of some of the things that Billie Jean says with¬ 
out blinking an eye: "No sweat; way to hustle; party poop- 
er; vibes; Tight City; get my act together: where they're at; 
stay loose; dear heart; ticked off; you got to love it; the 
little girls’ room; el chubbo; cl spasto; from Shinola; no 
way; right on; truly beautiful." That's her current favorite, 
truly beautiful, with you got to love it moving up fast on the 
charts. Also, both Billie Jean and her husband Larry es¬ 
pecially favor the word trip, usually with the adjective at¬ 
tached: the gratification trip, the Hollywood trip. "The 
celebrity is a hard trip to put on anybody.” Larry says. 

She parks the car at an overlook near the Golden Gate. 
Sometimes she and Larry come here and climb the rocks. It 
is peaceful and secluded, which is important because there 
are so few places left where she can go without being ha¬ 
rassed. And with Billie Jean, it is not just goo-goo eyes and 
autographs. The women especially are anxious to touch her, 
and she does not like that; it scares and repels her. She also 
feels guilty about this because for so long she labored so 
fruitlessly for any recognition for herself and other women 

athletes. 
To one side now, the Golden Gate hangs, a Tinkertoy 

from her vantage; to the other side, a blinking lighthouse: 
and out beyond them, the last of the day's sun, leaving in a 
haze that tosses up blue streaks with some gold, embroi¬ 
dered on the periphery by a pink glow. "Isn’t this dyna¬ 
mite?” Billie Jean cries, and she opens her car door and gets 
out for a better look. She is quiet for a long time, the dusk 
and solitude falling about her shoulders. “When I really 
wanted attention, it wasn’t there,” she says. "When I 
came back after winning Wimbledon in '66, nobody cared. 
To be appreciated in my own country was all I wanted, and 
I got nothing. Sometimes I wish I could be a kid again, like 
Chris or Martina, and come along now and have it all or¬ 
ganized and get recognition so easy, but then, no matter 
how good it gets, I’ve experienced the real things no one 
else ever will, because I had the first-time situation. I get 
most of my gratification now just out of seeing the changes 
in the sport. I don’t feel like I have to be responsible like I 
used to. I feel like at last I can just be happy for myself.” 

The last of the day's light plays across her face. Close 
up, it is both prettier and just a bit older than you might 
expect, for it is lined from exposure to the sun, but it is a 
soft visage, and the TV makeup people have only to high¬ 
light her eyes behind the glasses; the rest needs no drug¬ 
store attention. And, of all things, her slightly outbound 
teeth give her face something of a sensuous cast; they keep 
her lips forever parted, as in the classic Hollywood prelude 
to a kiss. Her eyesight is 20 400, so that her glasses are part 
of her by now, “my trademark,” and on those rare oc¬ 
casions when she removes them it seems as if she has some¬ 
how undressed her face. For a time she wore various tints 
to match her clothes, but now she uses only the clearest 
lenses; she says she wants to see everything as it is, without 
distortions. 

There is only a pink glow left to welcome the stars, and 
Billie Jean rubs her arms for warmth. "People prejudge me 
so. Why? Maybe I do come on too strong. I read all these 
things I’ve said, and 1 start to think myself that fire must be 
coming out of my ears.” She shrugs. "People are always 
telling me when they meet me: gee, you’re not at all what I 
thought you were. I thought you’d be tough and bitter, Bil¬ 
lie Jean. I didn't know you'd laugh so much, Billie Jean.” 
Her press agent, Patricia Kingsley, whose main job it is to 
correct this image, admits that before she met BiUie Jean 
she thought she was “a one-dimensional tough bitch.” 

"People are always putting their own trip on me," Billie 
Jean says. "Oh, well, come on." The day is gone for good 
now, but the little girl in the dark will not let it depart with¬ 
out a final encomium. “It was truly beautiful, wasn’t it?" she 
exclaims and, happily, roars away in the new night to play a 
tennis match. 

No one, not even her biggest boosters, has ever argued that 
Billie Jean is the greatest woman player who ever lived. 
Most don’t even think she is the best of her era, although 
the traditional wisdom has it that if Margaret Court is tops 
over the long haul, Billie Jean is the one to beat in any one 
match—which is certainly a chestnut that Bobby Riggs will 
roast. In many ways, Billie Jean’s prominence in the game 
is accounted for largely by the fact that she and women’s 
tennis are fused together in history and the public mind. 

continued 
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IMUUM continued 

They have grown in perfect tandem. As long ago as when 

F.iscnhower was President. Billie Jean was ranked near the 

top in U.S. tennis, a pudgy adolescent in a friendly uptown 

game: then a lean pro, the first of the women to knock about 

in a new play-for-pay hustle: now a stylish star in what has 

become, essentially, show biz. 

Certainly, people do not come to see Billie Jean play ten¬ 

nis anymore so much as they come to inspect a phenom¬ 

enon. At the Virginia Slims tournament in San Francisco 

this year, the public-address announcer introduced Billie 

Jean's opponent by cataloguing all her usual accomplish¬ 

ments and titles, and then he brought The Attraction on, 

his voice suddenly more resonant, trilling, like a nominator 

at a political convention: ‘‘And now. her opponent. Ladies 

and gentlemen, the working symbol for equal rights in 

America. . . Mrs.!. . . Billie! . . .Jean! . . . Kinggg!!!!” 

And she ran onto the court to a wild standing ovation. 

She has cut back her tournament appearances this year 

and is playing only a few select ones, plus World Team 

Tennis. “All this tennis has become so trivial,” she says. “I 

don't mean the playing—although I can't get psyched up 

anymore—but I mean all the rest, the disputes and hassles. 

Fm just not in the mood to fight anymore. A lot of people 

want me to go into politics, but after tennis, 1 don't have 

the heart for that. You know. too. the way I am, if I did go 

into politics I’d want to be President of the United States, 

and . . . here we go again." 

It was difficult to tell quite how much she was putting 

herself on, threatening or trying one on for size. 

World Team Tennis is the enterprise for which she re¬ 

serves her greatest ardor. In return, the league has strapped 

Billie Jean to its back like an astronaut’s life pack, shifting 

Mr. Billie Jean King likes problems, so he's in seventh heaven. 

her from Philadelphia, where she was player-coach of the 

Freedoms, to the New York Sets, where she is expected to 

attract barrels of Big Apple publicity, thereby forcing the 

breath of life back into WTT's limp body. 

Her husband has been a founder and club owner in WTT, 

and is even now league president, but those positions seem 

genuinely incidental to Billie Jean: she believes, with an 

evangelical fervor, that WTT is some kind of athletic Pop¬ 

ulism, destined to charm the masses in ways traditional 

tennis cannot. Billie Jean, who is absolutely bananas about 

music, thinks tennis has as much an artistic function as an 

athletic one, and WTT—an original and a hybrid—seems 

best able to hold all the elements of popular culture that 

she would like tennis to be. This Is in the forefront of her 

mind now because she is indulging herself in something of 

a revisionist stage. 

“When 1 first started out in tennis, 1 would rather play 

artistically than win," she says. “You get more satisfaction 

that way, but of course, when you lose, however artisti¬ 

cally, you don’t get the privilege of going out there and 

performing the next night, too. That was the hardest thing 

in tennis for this little girl to learn." 

In the final dash to the top of tennis, it was not really 

that her game improved markedly so much as it was that 

she finally came to grips with who she was and that she 

could win. After that, there was nothing much to it. really, 

because everything was already in place. The hardest thing 

for this little girl to learn was that she had to be true to her¬ 

self, to follow those passions. She was not well-rounded; 

she was this athlete with a zeal for achievement in a society 

that had no truck with women like that. 

Her family—“straight out of Archie Bunker," according 

to Larry was solid, traditional Protestant middle class, 

fired by hard work and a fear of God. Even now, her par¬ 

ents would like to see her abandon all this gallivanting 

around the world and settle down and have some kids. 

Growing up in Long Beach, Calif.. Billie Jean deviated lit¬ 

tle from the values of her happy home. Her father, a fire¬ 

man, was also a devoted sports fan. and so the daughter’s 

participation in sports was not considered aberrant any 

more than her deep religious conviction. After all, going 

back at least as far as Jo March, little girls have been tol¬ 

erated as tomboys. 

Billie Jean’s minister was the pole-vaulting parson, the 

Rev. Bob Richards. One day, when she was 13 or 14, he 

asked the little girl, idly, in a throwaway pastoral way, 

"What are you going to do with your life?” 

She flabbergasted him by shooting back: “Reverend, I’m 

going to be the best tennis player in the world." 

And yet, within another year or two, Billie Jean had 

learned that that was not an acceptable projection: she had 

learned to shade her dreams. Around this time, when she 

was 15. she wrote a high school theme, taking as a subject 

her first imagined trip to Wimbledon (which she correctly 

envisioned to be in 1961). The composition began: " Thump, 

thump, thump beat my heart. This can’t be true. Here I am 

in New York City at 5 p.m. leaving by plane for Wim¬ 

bledon. England. I still can’t believe it. Here I am, 18 years 

of age and in one week I will be participating in w-hat is 

considered to be the Tennis Championships of the World.” 

continued 
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The story goes on. Boarding the plane, she meets Ram¬ 

sey Earnhart, then one of Southern California’s brightest 

prospects, whom she had a crush on. Darlene Hard, then a 

top U.S. player, greets little B.J. at the airport in London 

and drives her to the hotel. Darlene, Billie Jean advises us, 

“owned a red ’50 Chevy convertible, slightly lowered, with 

twin pipes.” Then the tournament begins, and Billie Jean 

reaches the quarterfinals against "none other than Darlene 

Hard" who beats her 10-8 in the third set. There, abruptly, 

the 1961 fantasy ends, but the 15-year-old appended an ep¬ 

ilogue, which takes place in 1988, when she would be 45 

years old: “Here I am at home 27 years later, sitting at 

home with my four wonderful children (At times they’re 

wonderful). After the summer of'61 I entered Pomona Col¬ 

lege, in California, spending five years and graduating with 

a Masters Degree. I married Ramsey Earnhart—remember 

that boy I met on the way to the plane that day? Even though 

1 never did achieve my ambition in tennis, I'm so glad I 

went ahead and received a higher education than high school 

instead of turning out to be a tennis bum.” 

And, in substance, Billie Jean lived out the first of her well- 

rounded declarations. She “messed around” in college, 

married a handsome young man, and turned tennis into a 

respectable, part-time pursuit, like a bridge club or stamp 

collecting, so that she could finish her higher education and 

help support Larry while he worked for his degree and their 

future. That just seemed like the right thing to do at the time. 

About then, Margaret Smith also packed it all in and went 

back to Perth to run a boutique. 

It seems simply impossible now to contemplate how any¬ 

thing could have swayed Billie Jean from her destiny, to 

imagine how she, of all persons, would casually put it all 

aside when she was so very close to her goal of preemi¬ 

nence. She shrugs. "I know," she says. "It just shows you 

how totally conditioned I was. I wanted to live exactly like 

everybody else.” She began dedicating herself to tennis only 

after Larry encouraged her to do so. Somehow, coming from 

him, that made it all right. Larry was sort of society's agent. 

She married him because it was the right thing to do. and 

so if he said it was O.K. to play tennis, well then, that was a 

proper enough endorsement. Her first full-time year, 1966, 

she won Wimbledon at last, and, along with the player, the 

person that is Billie Jean also began to flower. 

Her presence is felt almost immediately when she enters 

the courts to practice, and not only because she is likely to 

have brought along a radio to provide some truly beautiful 

background music. Suddenly, the courts are alive with a 

bonhomie, a fresh give-and-take, and she is the cynosure. 

Part of this response is because she is by now very nearly 

an institution. The younger kids may play and practice 

against her, dress with her, laugh with her, but they never 

forget that she is not really of them, that she is, in a very 

large sense, responsible for much of what they have. It is a 

little bit as if Dr. Naismith popped over to the gym now 

and then for a game of one-on-one with the boys. Kristien 

Kemmer Shaw, who is 22, one of the better younger tour 

players, says, "I’d seen Billie Jean play since 1 was 10. I 

actually had come to believe that she has a certain destiny. 

Since I think this way about her. well, you can understand: 

it got to the point where 1 did not want to beat her." 

Kristien is one of a number of younger players who, 

through the years, have come in for special coaching at¬ 

tention from Billie Jean. Her critics suggest cynically that 

there is something Machiavellian in ker kindness, that Bil¬ 

lie Jean realizes that the kids she helps will find it that much 

more difficult to beat her. Her admirers sec quite the op¬ 

posite, an altruistic devotion to women’s tennis and to 

people. Shortly after Kristien Shaw joined the tour, she grew 

sick and confused and one night she just took ofT. "Billie 

Jean was the only one who cared enough to find out where 

I was and to contact me,” Kristien says. "To play well. I 

had to get out from under her wing, but you couldn't find a 

better friend, a better person than Billie Jean King." 

The fact is that Billie Jean reigns over just about everyone 

she encounters, not just impressionable kids. Julie Heldman 

is her contemporary, and even more than her intellectual 

match, a Stanford graduate, clever, mature and barbed. She 

and Billie Jean arc not close, but wary and somewhat suspi¬ 

cious. Says Julie: "One of the reasons I've never gotten close 

to Billie Jean is that I've never felt strong enough to survive 

against that overwhelming personality of hers. People talk 

about me being the smart one." She shakes her head and 

smiles sardonically. "Let me tell you. Billie Jean's the smart¬ 

est one, the cleverest one you'll ever sec. She was the one who 

was able to channel everything into winning, into being the 

most consummate tennis player.” 

And just as she can direct herself so intensely, it is prob¬ 

ably herself, more than others, whom Billie Jean manip¬ 

ulates. A British political writer who has studied Billie Jean 

swears that she and Henry Kissinger are the only successful 

tri-personalities in the world: there is a private Kissinger 

and King, a public one of each, too, and a third overseer 

ego that dispassionately watches over the other two per¬ 

sonalities and guides them in their conduct. Make no mis¬ 

take, this broad can be an artful con when she wants to. 

Yet there arc also great natural contradictions within her. 

She is, for example, genuinely shy— and who would guess 

that? She stares self-consciously at her feet whenever she 

generates applause. She hates parties and shrinks from 

strangers. But then, she is an unregeneratc ham. who grace¬ 

fully relinquishes, over her dead body, any unwitting spot¬ 

light or microphone that falls into her possession. Loyal and 

devoted, she has, on a few occasions, cruelly patronized her 

husband and a best friend, her former secretary, Marilyn 

Barnett, with public putdowns. 

Despite her nearly compulsive call for change within ten¬ 

nis, Larry swears she is basically conservative. So as not to 

use inflammatory words, she never refers to herself as a 

"feminist" or "women’s libber," preferring the broader 

"equal opportunist" or "EO," but then, not long ago she 

tastelessly boasted, “Christ, I'm blacker than Arthur Ashe." 

At the same time that she was staying up to six o'clock in 

the morning during a recent tournament so she could read 

the philosophy of Angela Davis, she was spending other 

parts of the day doing commercial voiceovers and prepar¬ 

ing to fly off to do another commercial for one of her many 

products. She was also reading a biography of Leonardo 

da Vinci and she has just finished the collected works of 

Somerset Maughamand Herman Hesse;si,c grabs the sports 

pages first and knows all the standings. 
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"For a time, I think I was as close to 

Billie Jean as anyone ever was," says 

Kristien Shaw, "but as soon as I got to 

the point where I could read her too well, 

she tried to dissociate the relationship. 

She doesn't want to risk appearing weak 

in front of anybody. She told me once 

that if you want to be the best, you must 

never let anyone, anyone, know what you 

really feel. You see, she told me, they 

can't hurt you if they don't know." 

With abandon and not a little bit of pride, 

she chucked a stone far out into the wa¬ 

ter off Cape Eleuthera, a Bahamian re¬ 

sort she plays out of and escapes to. Of 

course, she was getting generally worked 

up because dinner time was drawing 

nigh. Food and clothes are the two things 

that Billie Jean battles regularly, but with 

little success. Basically, the problem is 

that she has a taste for food. 

All right, food. The one thing it may 

do is make her fat. Worse, and more im¬ 

mediately, the other thing it does is make 

her a bore. Food obsesses her, particu¬ 

larly when she closes in on anything ed¬ 

ible. She knows things like exactly how 

many calorics an average peanut has, and 

exactly how much of her body content is 

fat (13' , ). Although she really hasn't 

been fat since 1968, when she went on a 

crash diet, she calls herself, helplessly, "a 

sugarholic," and the rotund specters of 

the Ghost of Fat Past and the Ghost of 

Fat Future hover over her like chubby 

storm clouds. In Billie Jean’s warm world 

of gaiety and hope, obesity is always 

there, fouling it all up. Some heavy tour¬ 

ists from Michigan walked by her on the 

beach, toting a Detroit Lions picnic cool¬ 

er full of wondrous unknown goodies. 

"That's America," Billie Jean grouched, 

dead serious, in abject despair. 

At 5'4" she weighs about 135 pounds, 

solid and well-placed if not curvy, the 

only hefty bag left being what Vogue calls 

cellulite, what Miss America judges call 

fanny overhang and what Billie Jean calls 

waffles. The proprietress herself likes to 

good-naturedly direct attention to her 

most lackluster reality. When she was 

taping an interview for a pilot of her new 

syndicated TV show, the sound man had 

affixed a tiny microphone in the middle 

of her chest between blouse and sweat¬ 

er. When he reached up under the sweat¬ 

er to undo it, Billie Jean cautioned him, 

“Watch what you grab. The way I am 

you couldn't tell me from the micro¬ 

phone." But hers is, at least, a dandy 

shape, vocationally speaking, like for 

reaching for backhands. Besides, the ten¬ 

nis boom seems to have enhanced the 

popularity of flat-chestcdness, so that, in 

effect, Billie Jean has made her body fash¬ 

ionable. Grace Kelly was the last one 

who managed to work that dodge. 

The bald fact is that Billie Jean King, 

athlete, ex-cl chubbo, bespectacled, flat, 

waffled, stubby, has become something 

of a sex symbol. Movie stars have asked 

her out. There are stage-door Johnnies 

at tournaments. While Playboy has not 

invited her to pose in the raw, it did fea¬ 

ture her in March as The Interview, fir¬ 

ing such titillating questions at her as 

has she seen a dirty movie (yes. Deep 

Throat, but Larry got tired of it midway, 

so they left). Not long ago Esquire ran a 

long lecherous article by novelist Dan 

Wakefield, which was little more than an 

extended mash note. 

Some of the interest in her most pri¬ 

vate life is more than genially searching: 

it borders on raw inquisition. Alone, per¬ 

haps, of any public figure, she has been 

asked point-blank if she is a Lesbian. She 

denies it. But most of the interest in the 

sex lives of Billie Jean and the other wom¬ 

en players seems to be benign, of the 

healthy boys-will-bc-boys variety previ¬ 

ously devoted to movie queens. 

Billie Jean cackles when the matter of 

her being a sex symbol is raised. "Hys- 

terical! Hysterical! Me, with these little 

short legs!" But she is practical enough 

to realize that a guy who buys a ticket to 

look at the girls has bought a ticket as 

sure as the guy who buys a ticket to look 

at the girls’ forehands. Notwithstanding 

the fact that Johnny Miller’s face, George 

Foreman's musculature and Joe Na- 

math’s libido have been written about act 

nauseam, a great many loony women 

throw a fit any time any article about a 

female athlete makes any reference to the 

bodily form that her dear soul travels in. 

Mere mention of the word "breast” in a 

sports article will turn legions of these 

honeys into Pavlov’s bitches; 85.712, in 

fact, picked up their poison pens three 

paragraphs ago to write indignant letters 

to the editor. 

Billie Jean herself not only thinks that 

sex is a dandy thing to have lurking 

around sports, but she also employs sex 

as sort of the ultimate gauge of equality 

between women’s and men’s athletics. 

This may be described as the Get-It Quo¬ 

tient, which she expounded on not long 

ago while enjoying a training meal of 

French toast. "There's a lot of ugly fel¬ 

las among the male athletes," she said, 

"but just because they're athletes they get 

it all the time, don't they'? Now, never 

mind prize money and publicity and all 

that. When we reach the point where all 

the women athletes are getting it, too, re¬ 

gardless of their looks, just like the fel¬ 

las, then we’ve really arrived." 

It was past four o’clock, and this was 

her first taste of food all day. She can set 

her mind to many things. And in a gen¬ 

uine way, she is a beauty, for her stock¬ 

iness disappears when she shifts into ac¬ 

tion on the court, the waffles trumped by 

the total grace and fluidity of her form. 

Billie Jean adores jewelry, but she has 

no abiding interest in clothes; she hates 

to shop and dresses in pretty much the 

same civilian outfits again and again - 

pants and blouse, maybe a sweater, that 

kind of thing. She wears them well, mer¬ 

cifully applying a different standard from 

the one that determines what she wears 

on the court. 

As a backlash from those days when 

tennis was all white all the damn time, 

Billie Jean has it engraved on her brain 

that color is good: therefore more color 

becomes more good and lotsa color best 

of all. Here is one of her typical tennis 

outfits, one that made a young woman 

reporter wonder who was "sabotaging” 

Billie Jean: pale purple warm-up sweat¬ 

er. pink and pea-green dress, with a 

bluish swath cut between those colors 

across the bosom and speckled with 

rhinestones; dark blue panties with 

matching wrist bands; striped blue-and- 

whitc shoes and no ankle socks, but with 

those tacky little pompons stickingoul at 

the heels. Truly. 

Mr. Billie Jean King, which is how he 

signs autographs, is younger and better 

looking than the little woman, and in 

many ways more of an enigma. Unflap¬ 

pable, pragmatic, analytical, as pale of 

emotion as of face—many in tennis mere¬ 

ly classify him as a dead fish and are done 

with it—Larry is the emotional mirror 

image of his wife. And yet he has un¬ 

deniably been vital to her development. 

Behind every great woman. ... 

Female athletes have discovered that 

most of them were close to their fathers. 

Billie Jean was even named for hers. She 

was to be Michelle Louise— mickelle 



louse beats bobbn riggs!; like that 

any better?—but Bill MofTitt was away 

in the war, so his wife gave him the hon¬ 

or. It was natural progression for Billie 

Jean to transfer the dependent affection 

from father to husband. Of all the mis¬ 

conceptions about Billie Jean, the single 

most erroneous one is that she is some¬ 

how against men. Indeed, she prefers the 

company of men to many types of wom¬ 

en (housewives, for example, whom she 

feels lost with) and has often selected men 

instead of women to fill jobs where she 

thought the fellas were better qualified. 

Musing late one night, she admitted that 

the main reason she had to seclude her¬ 

self before the Riggs match was to try to 

get comfortable with the idea of beating 

a man. ‘‘That’s still not easy for me to 

do,” she said. In the final analysis, she 

thinks she might not have been able to 

defeat Riggs, the man, except for the fact 

that he became so distasteful a person 

that ‘‘what he stood for” at last over¬ 

shadowed who he was. 

And so, if Larry gave her the man she 

very much needed when she left home, 

she has provided him with capital and 

entree, things that a poor, ambitious boy 

could only dream of. If anything, Larry 

handles the difficult role of being mar¬ 

ried to a famous woman almost too well. 

It never seems to be a case of him com¬ 

peting against her, but rather of him try¬ 

ing to do too much with her—which is 

why they have been extended financially. 

The Kings’ marriage is best described 

by Billie Jean as two circles that inter¬ 

sect occasionally. This arrangement ab¬ 

solutely fascinates people, and in the 

worst way, and while it upsets Billie Jean 

that others should be so grubby in their 

curiosity, Larry seems unmoved by the 

speculation. Despite the sweet adolescent 

countenance, placid speech, a no-drink, 

no-smoke regimen, he is a tough, stub¬ 

born kid, still only 30, who came from 

an indigent, broken home and who pos¬ 

sessed an unbridled ambition long before 

Billie Jean was introduced to him in the 

college library at L.A. State. If other peo¬ 

ple want to nose around his marriage, 

that’s their hang-up, not his. 

There was a time, up till a year or so 

ago, when the marriage was dissolving, 

when the two circles were only smoke 

rings. For a while Larry made no bones, 

even in front of his wife, about going 

around with another player, the Austra¬ 

lian Janet Young. Billie Jean retreated 

further into seclusion, protected by her 

secretary, Marilyn Barnett, who began as 

her hairdresser, then became her friend 

and confidante, and ultimately, many 

felt, her Haldeman as well. 

Of course, the madness of the Riggs 

episode may have demanded sanctuary 

and change. The competition itself had 

the consistency of cotton candy and just 

as marvelously sweet a taste, but it was, 

as a personal experience, searing. When 

the cauldron finally cooled, Billie Jean 

and Larry seemed to discover each oth¬ 

er again. Now they are always on the 

phone and coo a lot when they arc to¬ 

gether. As much as this revelation might 

confound some people and disappoint 

others, the fact is that the reason they 

stay together is simply that they are very 

much in love. 

Billie Jean found another rock on the 

beach and flung this one angrily into the 

waves. “Dammit,” she said, “what do 

people want? I just love Larry. I've got¬ 

ten to the point where I can’t say any¬ 

thing else.” She looked up tenderly and 

shook her head a little, imploring. “I still 

think it is the most marvelous thing that 

he came into my life in any way.” 

Their relationship has apparently been 

strengthened further by shared adversity 

in their business ventures. Larry was 

studying to be a biochemist when he met 

Billie Jean, switched to law, in part at 

her urging, but is now foremost a pro¬ 

moter, plotting, roaming all the while. 

The lasting vision of Larry is of him 

standing in a World Team Tennis ticket 

booth, trying also to sell lifetime sub¬ 

scriptions to womenSports, as a friend 

walks by and calls to him: "How’s the 

condos going, Larry?” 

Billie Jean views her husband's com¬ 

mercial eclecticism with the same sweep¬ 

ing enthusiasm she gives to colors. "It’s 

too bad we weren’t born with silver 

spoons in our mouths,” she says, "be¬ 

cause there’s 25 things we'd like to do 

right now if we had the money. Larry 

loves to solve problems, you know. / 

mean, Larry likes problems. He's not hap¬ 

py unless he's risking everything. He's 

got to be at the edge all the time. He loves 

to gamble. I have no need to gamble. 

What I have to do is hit backhands down 

the line.” 

If, indeed, Larry likes problems, he has 

been in seventh heaven lately. Tcnnis- 

America, the Kings' tennis instruction 

outfit, which Billie Jean admits "has been 

mismanaged." had assets of SI 7.000, lia¬ 

bilities of S400.000 and a few months ago 

filed for bankruptcy. womenSports, 

w hich they founded last year, nearly went 

under before Larry found a last-ditch an¬ 

gel. He says of World Team Tennis that 

"I got my money up front," but he and 

Billie Jean are tied to it emotionally, if not 

financially, and he has had to spend much 

of his time lately chasing down the mean 

streets of the recession for the venture 

capital WTT needs to survive. 

Billie Jean has numerous endorsement 

connections and she makes an additional 

S50,000 a year for representing Cape 

Eleuthera. She is so deep in affiliations 

that during one stretch of two weeks in 

New York she gave four fancy press con¬ 

ferences at ‘21’. Her press agent also han¬ 

dles the likes of Robert Redford and Rac- 

quel Welch. Billie Jean has a two-year 

contract at an annual SI25.000 from 

ABC. plus she is trying to package her 

own TV show. And, of course, tennis. 

She makes something like $ 150.000 from 

the New York Sets and the odd S 100,000 

or so from old-hat tournament prize 

money. And yet, she has only been in the 

big bucks for a very few years, and the 

travails of TennisAmerica and women¬ 

Sports have drained her resources. The 

unkindest remark going around the ten¬ 

nis community is that Billie Jean may not 

only be the Jackie Robinson of women's 

sports, but the Joe Louis as well. 

Nonetheless, she has never been 

stronger. For a time this winter Billie 

Jean spoke very casually—manfully, one 

could say—that she would probably have 

to abandon her plan of selective play and 

enter every possible tournament, just to 

win enough prize money lo keep the wolf 

from the magazine door. Last January, 

when the situation was most desperate, 

Billie Jean, out of shape and playing in 

Chris Evert's home state, went out and 

slaughtered her in a Virginia Slims final. 

"I probably played so well because I had 

to, for the money,” she said. "Out of 

frustration comes creativity. Right?" 

The magazine is the major part of King 

Enterprises, which employs about 25 per¬ 

sons and is located in San Mateo, a San 

Francisco runway suburb, where Billie 

Jean and Larry also display their first hint 

of domesticity: an actual apartment to 

live together in and Lucy, a mongrel 

puppy that Billie Jean’s brother, Randy 

Moffitt, the San Francisco Giant pitcher, 

gave her. But then, she is still spread 
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around. Cape Eleuthera is her ofiicial res¬ 

idence. For much business New York is 

headquarters. And, like Peter Pan, her 

shadow is yet elsewhere, being tailored 

in Beverly Hills, where her press agent, 

Patricia Kingsley, elegant and profes¬ 

sional, offers to trade new lamps for old. 

“Pat Kingsley is the first touch of class 

Billie Jean's ever had around her," an old 

friend and associate says. “Previously, it 

was all a pickup game, everybody play¬ 

ing skins and shirts. Everything you'd 

accomplish with Billie Jean herself, they 

managed to unravel.” 

The public attitude toward Billie Jean 

may be softening, anyway, especially as 

she places more distance between herself 

and the Riggs imbroglio. It is Larry's the¬ 

ory, and a sound one, that although Bil¬ 

lie Jean was nearly silent before that con¬ 

frontation, many men concluded that she 

must somehow be the flip side of Bobby 

Riggs, that everything common and ri¬ 

diculous he trumpeted about women, she 

believed about men. And then, of course, 

when she did beat Riggs, many men, and 

not a few women, traumatized, punished 

her. 

The person is at last being distilled 

from that bizarre episode. Those who 

come to her matches now appear almost 

overwhelmingly to be in attendance for 

the purpose of paying homage to her— 

men and women alike. It is even some¬ 

times rather condescending and embar¬ 

rassing, as if the opponent were an 

interloper, intruding on the jovial inti¬ 

macy of Billie Jean and the crowd. In 

many ways, her greater problem now in¬ 

volves not so much those who detest her, 

but those who expect too much of her. 

Her dealings with organized femininity 

are most painfully ambivalent of all, for 

so many of its members assume a pro¬ 

prietary role with her and do not con¬ 

sider her own feelings which are not 

necessarily straight party line, anyhow. 

Billie Jean slayed the Riggs dragon, didst 

she not? Billie Jean had an abortion and 

told the world. She's a member of The 

National Organization of Women. She's 

a wife on her own terms, a champion 

breadwinner. She started a modern wom¬ 

an's magazine. She signs petitions with 

Gloria Steinem and Margaret Mead. 

Yeah, sister! 

“Women’s lib can be so negative, so 

defensive, so narrow-minded,” Billie 

Jean says in some exasperation. “They 

think their thing is the only thing in the 

world for everybody. I have to do things 

my own way. That's what 1 think equal 

opportunity is all about. But take the last 

town I played in. NOW calls me up and 

asks for 10 press tickets, ten, and, of 

course, they’re not even press. O.K., 1 

said I'd arrange for one press credential, 

so two of them came and started mak¬ 

ing a fuss. Help us, they said. Look, I 

said. I'm just here as an entertainer. They 

always push me, they push. They don't 

know where to stop; they go over the 

brink. So often I have to tell them, as 

nicely as I can, ‘Don't you see that what 

you're doing is abusing me? Don't you 

see that you're doing to me precisely 

what you say you don't want to be done 

to anyone?’ ” 

But perhaps young girls are the most 

difficult for her to deal with. They be¬ 

siege her and wo men Sports with letters, 

crying for advice and succor. And what 

can she tell them? How can she help.’ 

They write her, she says, “as if I have a 

magic wand." If only Billie Jean can 

come to their school, then they will get 

a basketball team, like the boys, or a 

track team, or more sports equipment, 

or uniforms, or attention, whatever. Just 

give us a day, Billie Jean, or an hour, 

and you can set it all right for us. We 

know you can. Please. She tries to re¬ 

ply, as kindly but firmly as she can, that 

she is not magic, and that they must try 

to do these things for themselves. “You 

know,” she says, “I’ve never really cared 

what someone does. I just like people 

who try, people who are emotional, per¬ 

fectionist. I just like to see people who 

arc good at something work their ba- 

hoolas off.” 

Perhaps it is this in Billie Jean that 

speaks most to the young girls—and, 

ironically, it is an element that has noth¬ 

ing to do with sex. It is not their fault, 

but almost all famous women in this 

country have become celebrities simply 

because they are women—whether it be 

for their beauty, for whom they chanced 

to marry or that they speak for women. 

Appalling as it might sound, most espe¬ 

cially for these particular principals, Cy- 

bill Shepherd, Pat Nixon and Betty Frie- 

dan are in the same bag in that it is their 

womanhood that accounts for their 

prominence. Those female celebrities 

who have made it on their own hook a 

politician like Ella Grasso, say, or a nov¬ 

elist like Joyce Carol Oates—apparently 

seem too remote, too old, too intellectual 

to relate to the rank and file of younger 

women. What few peer models they have 

had previously have almost exclusively 

been male-selected, milk-bathed movie 

stars, so exquisite of face and figure as 

to serve more as objects of jealousy than 

of identification. But Billie Jean is some¬ 

thing American girls have never experi¬ 

enced, a young woman who is accessible 

enough, imperfect in the right ways and 

accomplished. She appears to them not 

so much as an emerging woman but as 

an emerging person. 

When Sports Illustrated re¬ 

searched a series of articles on women's 

sports three years ago, many of the young 

girls interviewed were hard put just to 

name a few female athletes. Several 

months ago. Seventeen polled its readers 

and found that Billie Jean King, who 

grew up, despite herself, to become a ten¬ 

nis bum, was the most admired woman 

in all the world. Thirty-seven percent 

of the respondents listed her first—think 

about that. Golda Meir finished second. 

Ray Robinson, Seventeen s managing 

editor, says his staff was stunned. “This 

was a tremendous departure from past 

surveys," he says. "There is something 

going on out there with young girls. 

There are new heroines, but not the high 

lamas of feminism. It seems to be impor¬ 

tant to the girls that Billie Jean did it all 

on her own, just her and that damn ten¬ 

nis racket.” 

There was another sunset by the sea, 

this one in the peaceful beauty of Cape 

Eleuthera, where the palms stood in sil¬ 

houette around the cove, sentinels 

against the twilight. “You know," Bil¬ 

lie Jean said, digging in the sand with 

her toes, "1 always had a great sense of 

destiny. Would you believe that? I re¬ 

member once when I was five or six, I 

told my mother that I was going to be 

great. I remember, we were just stand¬ 

ing there together in the kitchen. She 

smiled down at me and said something 

like oh, that’s fine, dear, and then went 

right on with what she was doing.” Bil¬ 

lie Jean smiled at the recollection. 

"Come on," she said then, tossing her 

hair against the first cool evening breeze, 

“I want to go back to my room and take 

a hot shower and then just jump into bed 

and get all toasty warm, from the foot¬ 

sies on up, between the sheets. I love that. 

You got to love it." And a yummy din¬ 

ner would follow. END 
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IBM Imports 
How one company's people and products are helping find the answers to some of the world's problems 

FLIP, a floating instrument platform designed by Scripps Institution, literally tips 
on end to gather information that may help forecast North America’s weather. 

Probing the secrets 
of the North Pacific 

A very strange fleet has been work¬ 
ing in the lonely waters of the North 
Pacific. It includes a 355-foot vessel 
that can float vertically like a giant 
thermometer, an instrument-packed 
buoy 30 feet in diameter, a Navy P-3 
patrol plane, an earth satellite and a 
research craft with an IBM computer 
on board. 

This fleet is engaged in a long- 

range project called NORPAX (North 
Pacific Experiment). It involves eight 
universities and is jointly financed by 
the Office of Naval Research and the 
National Science Foundation. 

Since most of North America’s 
weather systems result from conditions 
originating in this area, NORPAX was 
established to study the subtle relation¬ 
ships between the atmosphere and the 

ocean in this critical part of the world. 
Each part of this curious fleet 

gathers data on such factors as the 
temperature, speed, depth and salinity 
of the ocean currents and the corre¬ 
sponding conditions of the atmosphere 
above them. This data is then fed to 
either the shipboard computer or 
directly to the computer at the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, where all 
the information obtained is processed 
against known data. 

“Reliable long-range weather pre¬ 
diction is still years away," says Dr. 
William Nierenberg, Director of 
Scripps, “but the computer is helping 
us see the cause and effect patterns that 
will one day make such forecasting 
possible." 

Matching people 
and jobs 

Wisconsin is one of several states 
now using the computer to help bring 
job seekers and jobs together. 

At the heart of the systerr) is a com¬ 
puter in Madison, which stores infor¬ 
mation on jobs and applicants, updated 
daily and made available to employment 
offices through a statewide! job bank. 

In Milwaukee, the state’s principal 
job market, there ate 54 video display 
terminals used by trained interviewers 
to help match up-to-the-minute job in¬ 
formation with the right applicant. 

The Wisconsin Job Service reports 
that in 1974 it filled over 77,000 jobs 
statewide. And since 1972, when the 
on-line computer system was installed 
in Milwaukee, the system has aided in 
increasing the number of jobs filled 
by 88%. 
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How Florida knows where it’s going, 
20 years down the road. 

Florida's population growth rate is 

one of the highest in the country, so its 

transportation problems are tougher 

than most. Yet Florida is able to plan 

for many years ahead. The reason: 

computerized project control—a pro- 

Tom Webb, Secretary of Transporta¬ 
tion, examines blueprint of a Florida 
road improvement project. 

gram development, management and 

scheduling system using IBM equip¬ 

ment. It can give immediate informa¬ 

tion, constantly updated from the field, 

on the costs and schedules of any proj¬ 

ect, anywhere in the state. 

“We can think about the future, 

instead of being bogged down in the 

effort to cope with current transporta¬ 

tion problems,” says Secretary of Trans¬ 

portation Tom Webb. 

He estimates that this system has 

also produced many millions of extra 

dollars over the last five years: partly 

by lowering costs, partly by reducing 

the need to tie up money far in advance, 

but mainly because his staff has been 

able to show state and federal officials 

where the money was needed and how 

it would be used. “We know the exact 

status of everything in production, of 

projects about to go into construction, 

and of those being planned as far out 

as 20 years." 

Elsewhere, construction projects 

may be plagued by constant delays and 

the huge cost overruns that go with 

them. In Florida, with the help of the 

computer, many projects are being 

completed 2 to 5 years ahead of 

schedule. And the cost of the system 

has already paid for itself several times 

over in savings. 

Maps of the body 
that may show us its future. 

With just four photographs, sci¬ 

entists at the Texas Institute for 

Rehabilitation and 

Research in Houston .. 

can now make an 

accurate contour map 

of your whole body. _^ 

They identify reference 

points on the photographs with a 

plotting device, then feed the 

information into an IBM com¬ 

puter. The system can produce 

maps, cross sections, or graphs 

that show how the body’s vol- ! 
ume is distributed. 

The Institute is already us¬ 

ing this technique to study the 

development of spinal deformi¬ 

ties in children, to pinpoint ex- , 

actly where astronauts lose 

weight, to improve the “dum¬ 

mies” used in auto accident re¬ 

search, and to help plastic surgeons 

and the designers of artificial 

limbs. But its ultimate potential 

is much greater. It may give us 

1 completely new ways to di¬ 

agnose, predict and pre- 

• \ vent deformity. And 

, possibly even disease, ac¬ 

cording to Dr. R. E. 

Herron, director of the 

Institute’s Biostereometrics 

Laboratory. 

“There is information in the 

geometry of the body form of a 

child at birth which is inher¬ 

ently tied to what that child 

is going to Ire when adult,” 

says Dr. Herron"We’ve 

hardly begun to measure 

the subtleties of growth." 

J >’ Dr. Herron is now conduct- 

‘ ' ing research which will meas¬ 

ure those subtleties, from the 

cradle on. 'The computer,” he says, “is 

enabling us to extend our research into a 

wide range of uncharted fields.” 

Saving energy 
at shopping mall 
An IBM computer is helping con¬ 

serve energy at McAlister Square, a 13- 

acre enclosed shopping mall in Green¬ 

ville, S.C. By monitoring the mail's heat¬ 

ing and air conditioning system, the 

computer has helped reduce power 

costs while maintaining comfort levels 

for shoppers. The computer cuts down 

on peak demand and tot al power con¬ 

sumption by switching off blower mo¬ 

tors when they are not essential. 

"If we didn’t have the computer, I 

would hate to see our power bills to¬ 

day,” says Edmund M. Apperson, ex¬ 

ecutive vice president of the Caine 

Company, which manages the mall. “I 

estimate our savings at 20 to 25 percent 

since we installed the computer. And 

at no time is the comfort of our cus¬ 

tomers and employees affected.” 

How to store more 
information for less 

Engineers at IBM have devel¬ 

oped a completely new system 

for storing computer information, 

usingdata-filledcartridges housed 

in honeycombed compartments. 

As a result, the cost of storing 

a million characters of informa¬ 

tion in direct access storage has 

been reduced from a typical $25 

per month ten years ago to ap¬ 

proximately 50 cents per month 

today. And the system’s total ca¬ 

pacity is equal to the information 

that might be contained in well 

over 1500 sets of a thirty volume 

encyclopedia. 

Large data users such as in¬ 

surance companies and financial 

institutions will derive particular 

benefits from this breakthrough, 

called the IBM 3850 mass stor¬ 

age system. 

IBM. 



One thing you can say about the seasons of sport... 

.they never run out. 
To make sure you don’t miss a single punt, pass, pitch, putt, 

save, sprint or schuss—sign on with SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 

every week. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED offers you a re 

served seat for the best of baseball, football, hockey basket¬ 

ball... the whole exciting world of sport. Whatever the 

game, whatever the season. SPORTS ILLUSTRATED helps 

you enjoy and appreciate it more. So use the attached 

card — and enter your subscription today If someone's beaten 

you to the card, write to 

Sports Illustrated 
Time-Life Building, Chicago. 

Illinois 60611. Or. call our toll-free 

number: 800-621-8200 (in 

Illinois, call 800-972-8302). 



FOR THE RECORD 
A roundup of the week May 5-11 

PRO basketball—NBA: Washington won the 
I astern Conference championship, beating Boston 
98-92 in ihc sixth game of their best-of-seven play- 
olf scries. The Bullets shot out to a 3-1 lead after 
taking the fourth game 119-108. Although the Celt¬ 
ics came back to win the fifth game 103-99, they 
were never a real threat. Phil Chenier was Wash¬ 
ington's high scorer in the hnal three games, pump¬ 
ing in a total of 83 points. The Builds face the win¬ 
ner of the Chicago-Golden State Western Confer¬ 
ence playotTs. Golden State had evened that scries 
with a 111-106 win in the fourth game, then the Bulls 
pulled ahead 3-2 with an 89-79 v ictor), but at week's 
end the series was deadlocked again, the Warriors 
triumphing in the sixth game 86-72. 

GOLF -CURTIS STRANGE, the NCAA champion 
from Wake 1-orest, defeated defending tillist and 
Walker Cup teammate George Burns, two up in the 
36-hole match-play linal of the North and South 
Amateur tournament in Pinchurst, N.C. 
DONNA CAPONI YOUNG lired a onc-undcr-par 
72 fora five-under214 and a one-stroke victory over 
Gloria Ehrct and Sandra Palmer in the S40.000 Lady 
Tara Classic at Indian Hills in Atlanta. 

hockey NHL: The Islandcrs-Hyers Stanley Cup 
playoff turned into another fairy tale for New York. 
Down 3 games to U. the plucky Islanders won three 
straight from Philadelphia lo even the series. The 
winner will meet the Buffalo Sabres, who slymied 
Montreal 4-3 in the sixth game to gain the finals 
{page 20). 
WHA: At week's end Houston led Quebec three 
games to none in the besi-of-seven Hnal playull sc¬ 
ries and appeared headed for its second consecutive 
Avco World Trophy. The Aeros look wing in the 
second game with a pair of goals by Gordie Howe. 
The Nordiqucs retaliated with goals from Dale llo- 
gaitson and Murk Tardif to make it 2-2 after two 
periods, but the challenge fell short in the third pe¬ 
riod. Houston outscormg Quebec 3-1 with Terry 
Ruskowski netting the go-ahead goal. In Ihc third 
game Aero Goalie Ron Grahume stopped 33 Que¬ 
bec shots to register his third shutout of the play¬ 
offs while Houston glided to a 2-0 win lo run its 
playotf record this year to 11-1. 

horse racing —RUFFIAN (S2.20). guided by win¬ 
ning Kentucky Derby jockey Jacinto Vasqucz, look 
the first leg of the triple crown for 3-year-old fillies, 
with an 8‘4-length win over Sontelhingrcgal in the 
$56,100 Acorn Stakes at Aqueduct. Her tune of 
1:34J 6 for the mile bettered the Slakes record by one- 
fifth second (page 66). 

LACROSSE—JOHNS HOPKINS enhanced its No. I 
ranking with a 16-11 victory over Navy. Collecting 

four goals and three assists, Franz W’iltclsbergcr was 
the leading scorer for the Jays, who now sport a 9-0 
record. HOBART, ranked No. I in the college di¬ 
vision, beat Buckncll 10-4. 

motor sports- Three-time winner A. J. FOYT. 
driving a Coyote-Foyt, secured the pole position for 
the 59th Indianapolis 300 with a qualify ing speed of 
193.976 mph (page 24). 
Austria's NIKI LAUDA brought Ferrari its first 
Monaco Grand Prix Formula I victory in 20 years, 
leading Emerson I ittipaldi of Brazil, who finished 
second, by 2.7 seconds. Scheduled as a 78-lap race, 
tile 2.037-mile circuit wus slowed by rain, and when 
the two-hour time limit expired Lauda had complet¬ 
ed 73 laps at a 74.4 mph average. 

soccer -NASL: The Vancouver Whitecaps visited 
Los Angeles last week and stunned their hosts 3-0. 
They followed that victory wilJj n 2-1 win at San 
Jose to extend their unbeaten streak to live. Two 
other Western Division teams. Seattle and Portland, 
victimized Toronto 2-1 and 1-0 respectively. Joe 
Fink started his first game for New York this sea¬ 
son and celebrated by booling three goals in the 
Cosmos' 5-1 stomping of Baltimore. 1 hat left New 
York nipping ut Rochester's heels in the Northern 
rave after the Lancers shut "u( Boston 2 o. Si. I ou- 
is eked a 3-2 tic-breaker win from San Antonio and 
Philadelphia handed Miami its first defeat 1-0. In 
Fairfax, Va.. Washington showed its giuliludc to 
the 10,340 who sat through steady rain by whipping 
Tampa Bay 3-0. Larlter. the Diplomats had stopped 
Dallas 2-0. Chicago had more trouble escaping the 
Tornado, scoring three goals in the linal 17 minutes 
for a 3-2 victory. 
ASL: Defending champion Rhode Island got a 
goal—a penalty kick by Vitor Gomes—with 3:58 to 
play lo gain a 2-2 lie with the Cincinnati Comets 

Occanccrs' third tie in as many games and put them 
even with Connecticut, and ahead of Boston, in the 
Northern Division. The Connecticut Yankees am¬ 
bushed Pittsburgh 4-0 as Forward Roberto Taslor 
Scored his first two goals of the year. New York, on 
top in the Last, stayed unbeaten m 32 home games 
with a 2-0 shutout of the Cleveland Cobras, and 
New Jersey broke into the win column with a 2-1 
victory over Chicago. Boston was idle. 

tenwis ARTHUR ASHE parlayed a powerful serve 
into a 3-6, 6-4. 6-4. 6-0 victory worth $50,000 over 
Bjorn Borg in the WCT finale in Dallas (page 62). 
For the first time since its inception in 1963, the 
Women's Federation Cup went to an Eastern Eu¬ 
ropean nation. MARTINA \AVRATILONA and 
RENATA TOMA NOVA of Czechoslovakia upsel¬ 

ling Australia's Evonne Goolagong and Helen 
Gourlay. Tomanova defeated Gourlay 6-4, 6-2 and 
Nav ralilova downed Goolagong 6-3,6-4 in the finals 
at Aix-en-Provence, France. 

TRACK a, FIELD At the IA meet in El Paso, BRI¬ 
AN OLDFIELD put the shot 75 feet, the longest 
throw ever recorded by an amateur or professional. 
Using his distinctive discus-throwing style. Oldfield 
shattered the previous world best, his own profes¬ 
sional indoor mark of 72'614'. three times. BLN 
JIPC'HO notched his eighth straight double, win¬ 
ning the mile in 3:59.9 and, for a change, the half- 
mile in 1:47.7. Running his first 880 in three years. 
Jipcho broke the pro record of Dave Wot He 
(1:48.1), who finished second. WARREN ED¬ 
MONDSON was another double winner with a pro¬ 
record 43.4 quarter and a wind-aided 9.1 l(K), and 
ROD MILBURN equaled his own world record of 
13 fiat in the 120-yard high hurdles. 
HOUSTON McTEAR became the second person, 
and the first high school student, to run the 100 m 
9.0 seconds under acceptable wind conditions, ly¬ 
ing Ivory Crocket's year-old world record in a pre¬ 
liminary heat of the f lorida Class AA high school 
championships in Winter Park. The 18-ycar-oM Ju¬ 
nior from Milligan won the final in 9,3. 

volleyball Playing at home in Pauley Pavilion. 
UCLA's Bruins upset UC at Santa Barbara IS-9. 7 
15. 15-9, 15-10 to retain the NCAA championship, 
their filth in six years. 

mileposts TO RETIRE: PHIL MORI ARTY. 61. 
alter the 1975-76 season, head swimming coach at 
Yale since 1959. Moriartv joined the swimming slafT 
in 1932 as an assistant, and compiled a 188-19 rec¬ 
ord, in 16 years as head coach. 
TRADED: In a straight player deal, the Miami Do|. 
phinssem Wide Receiver MARLIN BRISCOE and 
Running Back HUBERT GINN to the St. Louis 
Cardinals in exchange for Running Back DONNY 
ANDERSON and in compensation for the sign¬ 
ing of Free Agent and backup Receiver JIM 
McFarland. 

TRADED: DICK ALLEN, from the Atlanta 
Braves to the Philadelphia Phillies in a deal that also 
sent Catcher Johnny Oates north in return for 
three minor league players and $IS0.U8(> (page 41. 
DIED: AVERY BRUNDAGE. 87. autocratic pres¬ 
ident of the International Olympic Committee 
(1953-72) whose unwavering idealism and outspo¬ 
ken criticism of professional sports stirred contro¬ 
versy for almost 40 years; of a heart attack; in Garni- 
ish-Partcnkirchen, Germany. 

CREDITS 
8 — Anthony Donna and Monny Milton; 25 — Jerry CookO; 
26, 27 -Enrico Ferorelli, lane Stewart, 28, 29 Her .- 
t 'uelmeier 141, Fred Kaplan-Black Star; 32, 33- Free 
Kaplan-Block Stcr; 44, 45 -Sheedy & long; 52 — Jo * 

'Cono, 54 Philadelphia Inauircr, 62 John D. Honlon 
70, 71 —Nel) leilr '. 72-74 -fUen GriesedtocE 

FACES m THE C ROW’D 

DEBRA IWANIAK, a 
phys cd major at Buf¬ 
falo's Cantstus College, 
rolled six straight 
strikes in her linal game 
of 246 to beat Joy Spur¬ 
geon and win the wom¬ 
en's national intercolle¬ 
giate bowling title in 
Indianapolis by 45 pins. 
Her nine-game total 
was 1,697. 

LEN BOURDET, 49. 
baseball coach at Fres¬ 
no (Calif.) City College 
for 17 years, registered 
his 400th win with a 
3 2 defeat of College of 
the Sequoias. Bourdet 
has coached his team lo 
four stale champion¬ 
ships and 10 conference 
titles and has a .704 
winning percentage. 

lisa kirk, u senior at 
Crater High in Central 
Point, Ore., became the 
state high school girls' 
javelin record holder 
with a throw of 151'5' 
m a dual meet with Del 
Norte (Calif) High. 
She also set the school 
record in the discus at 
137’ 11 earlier this 

BRUCE YOUNG, |8. 
who holds every swim¬ 
ming record at Decatur 
Central High in Indian¬ 
apolis, won the 200- 
yard individual medley 
(1.59.816) and the 100- 
yard backstroke 
(55.920) at the stale 
championships. Bruce 
has nine conference and 
eight sectional titles. 

ALEX TAM of the University of Texas and BAR¬ 
BARA Taschner of the College of Lake 
County (Grayslake. III.) took individual hon¬ 
ors at the National Intercollegiate Table Ten¬ 
nis Championships at the University of Wis- 
constn-La Crosse. Tam defeated Greg Gingold 
of the University of Southern Florida 16-21, 
21-14. 21-13 and 21-12. Taschncr beat Jean 
Varkcr of Southwest Missouri Stale 18-21, 
21-18,9-21,23-21 and 21-16. Thirty-two final¬ 
ists competed at La Crosse, surviving elimina¬ 
tion rounds for 956 colleges and universities. 
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The best news you’ll hear all day 
starts every morning on Newsradio 78. 

Wake up to WBBM Newsradio 78, and keep 
us tuned in as you go to work or as you go 

about your morning. Those Newspeople tell 

you what you need to know to get your day 
started. 

Get all the latest news. Dale McCarren and 

Donn Pearlman anchor Chicago's most com¬ 

plete morning newscasts, backed by CBS 
News on the Hour. 

Catch up on sports. Brent Musburger and 

Brad Palmer give you a complete rundown on 

yesterday's games, plus views and interviews 
on today's action. 

Find out what the weather's going to be. 

WBBM's exclusive Weather Command brings 

the most complete forecasts including separate 

reports for northern and southern suburbs. 

Get where you're going this morning. Our 

exclusive Computer Traffic Control helps you 

with the most comprehensive traffic informa¬ 

tion in town. 

Add to all this John Madigan's Commen¬ 

taries, Business and Financial News and spe¬ 

cial CBS features, and you've got quite a 

morning. Which is just the beginning of quite 

a day, when you listen to WBBM Newsradio 78. 

WBBN NEWSRADIO 78 
Know it all with Those Newspeople. 
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OUR IRISH WHISKEY 
COULD BECOME 

THE GREATEST NAME 
IN SCOTCH. 

Ever since our $20,000 Chicago Taste Testing 
Competition proved thatTullamore Dew was 
every bit as smooth and light and mellow as the 
leading scotches, a lot of scotch drinkers have 
been asking for it by name. 

The wrong name. 

They’ve been calling it "Tullamore Dew 
Scotch," or just "Tullamore Scotch," when, in 
fact, Tullamore Dew is a blended Irish whiskey. 

But we understand. 

You see, Tullamore Dew has a taste that is 
unlike any Irish whiskey, and, in the opinion of 
an increasing number of former scotch drinkers, 
actually more pleasing than the scotch they 
used to drink. 

It’s no wonder that a lot of people have 
switched to Tullamore Dew without realizing 
they were givinguptheirscotch foran Irish 
whiskey, but if the trend continues, it could get 
a little confusing. 

So before we find Tullamore Dew topping 
a list of the world's great scotches, we just want 
to make sure you know it for what it is-, a smooth, 
light, mellow Irish whiskey. 

Try Tullamore Dew, if you haven't already. 
And try, also, to get the name right. 

TULLAMORE DEW 
BLENDED IRISH WHISKEY. 

IT’S WHAT A LOT 
OF FORMER SCOTCH DRINKERS 

ARE DRINKING. 
Tullamore Dew ’ Blended Irish Whiskey W> Prool Imported by Heubli'm. Inc Hartford. Ct C 1974 
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.The 
Lareer 
Couple. 

They have three incomes: 
His 

Gregg and Cindy are typical of many young 

working couples who save at The Northern 

Trust. Bright. Ambitious. On the go. They 

have no time for snail-pace service or 

limited hours. 

At The Northern Trust, we offer them 

fast service. And 8 to 5:30 hours. At two 

convenient locations. He saves from his in¬ 

come at one location. She at the other. 

Separate savers with the same goal. 

That way their savings build faster. And 

they can bank before work. After work. And 

any time in-between. Or use the Automatic 

Teller at our Banking Corner. It’s open 

around the clock, seven days a week. 

If you’re just starting a future together, 

bring it to The Northern Trust Bank, 50 S. 

LaSalle Street at Monroe; or The Northern 

Trust Banking Corner, 125 S. Wacker at 

Adams; Chicago 60690. (312) 346-5500. 

Member F.D.I.C. 

The Northern Trust Bank 



..♦and now it’s time for a Cutty. 



THE READERS TAKE OVER 

SUCCESS STORY 

Sir: 

What a great article on the uphill struggle 

of the New York Islanders in their playoff se¬ 

ries against the Pittsburgh Penguins t M'ltha 

Lillie Help from His Friends, May 5). In these 

days of prima donnas in professional sports, 

it is refreshing to see a team's success story 

fashioned by relatively unknown athletes, 

such as Glenn Resell, Eddie Westfall, Bert 

Marshall & Co. And if ever a picture was 

worth a thousand words, how about the one 

of bruised and bloodied Jude Drouin? 

Christopher Kikkky 

Boston 

Sir: 

After such marvels as Bill Mazcroski's 

home run in the seventh game of the I960 

World Scries and Franco Harris' immacu¬ 

late reception in the 1972 NFL playoff game 

against Oakland, not to mention the 1971 

World Series or Super Bowl IX, somebody, 

namely the New York Islanders, pulled a 

Pittsburgh miracle in reverse. Shock is too 

mild a word for my reaction. 

Check Braun 

Pittsburgh 

UNBROKEN SPIRIT 

Sir: 

As one of many Americans who share the 

ideals and dreams of Wild Horse Annie. I 

thank you for publishing Wild West Show¬ 

down (May 5). Herman Wciskopf's sensitive 

article brought to light one of the saddest 

talcs of our age- The bloodstained story of 

the mustang is one that needed to be told, and 

you have told it well. 

I suggest writing letters to Congressmen 

urging protection for these creatures whose 

free, unbroken spirit embodies what Ameri¬ 

ca is all about. 

Elva Scapes 

Wexford, Pa. 

Sir: 

It would be a great loss if in the future wc 

had to do without the wild mustang and an 

even greater loss if wc had to do without the 

character and steadfastness of people like 

Velma Johnston. 

The point the article should make to us all 

is that indifference on our part will let special- 

interest groups choose those things we must 

do without. I would take the mustang over an 

extra hamburger a week f rom a fatter steer, a 

wood hillside over an electric toothbrush 

fueled by strip-mined coal and fish incur 

streams over a new quicker-acting detergent. 

Wild Horse Annie's detractors want to 

make these choices for us, and they call the 

support she gets from schoolchildren ridic¬ 
ulous. I believe the children probably have 

the dearer vision, since they have not yet 

learned the rationalization of selfish adults. 

As for sports. Annie's determination is to 

be admired as much as Jimmy Connors', l 

wish Annie had won half a million dollars. 

Mike Van Vranken 

Katonah, N.Y. 

Sir: 

Never has an article caused me to have 

more admiration for an individual than the 

one on Wild Horse Annie. Her light to save 

the wild mustang and the courage she dis¬ 

plays arc to be commended, as is SI for bring¬ 

ing her to the attention of millions. As for 

the "Vigilant Committee of 10,000" and its 

warning to Annie, all I can say is don't tread 

on Annie and her children. As for Annie, 

she is beautiful. 

Tim Flynn 

Boston 

Sir: 

Annie may not be emotional in her cru¬ 

sade to save wild horses, but emotion is her 

strongest ally and she uses it well. Most ob¬ 

vious is the manner in which she sways the 

minds of children. With Annie's help, the 

children have snowballed this emotion all the 

way to Congress The wild horse and burro 

issue is not one to be decided by emotion. 

Too strong emotions on one side could lead 

to the killing of all wild horses or, on the 

other side of the fence, put numerous 

hard-working ranchers out of business, de¬ 

prive future generations of the chance to sec 

desert bighorns, and deplete antelope and 

deer populations. The iiiounidin dcscii of the 

West, with its meager forage, cannot with¬ 

stand the uncontrolled growth of horse herds 

without deleterious effects on other forms of 

life. Strict management of horses and bur¬ 

ros is now needed, but it is lacking. That is 

fact, not emotion. 

Robert H. Page 

Ely, Ncv. 

IN THE PINK 

Sir: 

It is 15, 30, 40 and "love" that I have for 

SI, and that certainly reflects my attitude to¬ 

ward Joe Jares for his excellent coverage of 

the John Newcombe-Jimmy Connors chal¬ 

lenge match I Jack pm for Jinibo, May 5). 

continued 
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GOOD NEWS FOR YOU 
FROM CONGRESS. 

T»x Baba lo Pol lam 00 8000 w 

Your tax rebate check -up to $200. 

GOOD NEWS FOR YOU 
FROM CHRYSLER. 

*Jf shessss rebate 

sasi- (Atfffl/MurtZ' _ 
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four second check from Chrysler Corporation 

-for a full $200. 

You don’t have to wait for your 
tax rebate check to take 
advantage of Chrysler’s 

additional $200 rebate- 
a limited time offer on our 

new Darts,Dusters 
and Valiants. 

All you have to do is go down to your Chrysler- 
Plymouth or Dodge dealer and buy or lease one of 
our new 1975 top-rated Dodge Darts. Plymouth 
Dusters or Valiants. You make your best deal with 
the dealer. Then, we'll send you a $200 rebate 
straight from Chrysler Corporation. 

Our top-rated Dodge Darts, Plymouth Dusters 
and Valiants help your dollar go farther, too. 
Our cars are number one in most of the things you’re 
looking for in a compact. Take gas mileage. 
According to test results published in EPA's Buyers 
Guide, Valiant and Dart 6's got better gas mileage in 
city and highway driving than the most popular 6's 
offered by Chrysler’s major competitors. 

Dart and Valiant two-door hardtops and four-door 
sedans are the roomiest in their class, according 
to Automotive Industries' Roominess Index. And they 
have the biggest trunk space. We build value into 
every one of our compacts. 

There’s still more. 
Dodge and Chrysler-Plymouth dealers also have 
available special cash allowances that they can pass 
on to you right now on other models of our great cars. 

And here’s "The Clincher.” 
For the first 12 months of use, any Chrysler Motors 
Corporation dealer will fix, without charge for parts 
or labor, any part of our 1975 passenger cars we 
supply (except tires) which proves defective in 
normal use, regardless of mileage. The owner is 
responsible for maintenance services such as 
changing filters and wiper blades. 

SEE YOUR DODGE OR CHRYSLER-PLYMOUTH DEALER TODAY. 
HE WANTS YOUR TAX REBATE TO GO FARTHER. 

* CHRYSLER 
CORPORATION 

Dodge 

Offer limited one to a customer at participating Dodge or Chrysler-Plymouth dealers. Retail customers only. Olfer a ■niled to vehicles in dealer or factory inventory. 
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In Denmark,where cold winds 
bite a mans face, 

lies thankful fora tobacco 
that doesn't bite his tongue. 

Skandinavik 
Danish Long-Cut Tobacco. 

Imported by Ccneral Cigar Co., Inc. 

GET AN 

A 
FOR YOUR NEXT SALES PROMOTION. 

Or how about a Met, Dolphin, Celtic, Black Hawk 
orstarfrom the sporting team of your choice. 

Nothing gets higher marks from an audience— 
or helps you drive home sales points—like a 
sports star appearance, And the Sports Illus¬ 
trated Athletes Service Program has 2,000 of 
America's top-ranked sports people lined up 
to help you score big at sales meetings, 
award dinners, conventions, store openings 
and the like. 

So designate your favorite now. And contact 
Keith Morris, Director, SI Athletes Service Program 
and Speakers Bureau, Time & Life Bldg., New 
York, N.Y. 10020. (212) 556-3338. 

However, because we put so much effort 

into it and because Mark McCormack had 

nothing to do with it, I want to point out that 

it was not the McCormack people but the In¬ 

terwoven people who arranged to have the 

ball boys and linesmen dressed in pink New- 

combe shirts. We also were responsible for 

the Newcombc buttons and the tennis outfit 

Newcombc's coach, Clarence Mabry, wore. 

As long as the commercial aspects of ten¬ 

nis arc important to your readers, I think 

Interwoven should be properly acknowl¬ 

edged for the above contributions to the 

Vegas extravaganza. 

Arnold M. Raphael 

President 

Interwoven 

New York City 

THE RULES OF TENNIS 

Sir: 

Fora self-confessed tennis infidel and out¬ 

sider, Frank Dcford in his article Serving Up 

an Explosive Set < April 28) has done a great 

service to the game and has also helped im¬ 

measurably the Van Alen Simplified Scor¬ 

ing System campaign to streamline the game. 

For this 1 thank him from the bottom of my 

heart. 

I heartily agree that the net-cord rule 

should go. It's as stupid and unnecessary as 

the uncontrollable advantage-scoring prin¬ 

ciple requiring a lead of two points to win a 

set or the nonsensical and confusing scoring 

terminology of 15, 30,40 (why not 45'.') and 

"love," which 1 have been blasting away at 

for 15 years. 

I am interested to read that Dcford looks 

upon me as some sort of benign apostle sent 

down by the Almighty to bring joy and hap¬ 

piness and 30-minute sets to the 34 million 

tennis players in our country. As a matter 

of fact, many times I have felt the same sort 

of despair and frustration I imagine John the 

Baptist must have felt when he was a voice 

crying in the wilderness. So maybe Frank has 

something. However, to dale. 1 have had no 

sensation that might indicate l was about to 

grow a halo. 

That he links my VASSS effort with that 

of my good friend, the redoubtable Lamar 

(WCT) Hunt, and his industrious and vision¬ 

ary henchmen, Mike Davies and Al Hill Jr , 

pleases me greatly I must admit. The closer 

I can get to them the better for the game 

and the better for VASSS! If they would 

change to the less-complicated nine-point tic 

break from the 13-point model they are now 

using or, better yet, adopt the no-ad seven- 

point game and score I, 2, 3 and zero in¬ 

stead of that ridiculous you-know-what, my 

troubles and those of umpires and linesmen, 

who are forever in danger of getting caught 

short, would be over. I could plan to go fish¬ 

ing. Here’s hoping. 

James Van Alen 

New York 

(omtnutd 
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Because there’s nobody else like them. 
Y>u don't buy life insurance for yourself. 
You buy it for them. Your wife. Your kids. 

Because they’re unique. And they need financial 
security. 

With an Equitable policy, you have the assur¬ 
ance of knowing you’ve given them that security. 

But you have something else that's impor¬ 
tant, too. 

Dm* [quitahlp t ifr A«uMiwrSork1>o(lhr lliutrcl Static NY. NY 

The help of an Equitable Agent. 
An Agent whose training and skills are all dedi¬ 

cated to you and your individual insurance needs. 
Needs that are different from anybody else’s. 

Because to you. there's nobody else like 
your family. 

But to the Equitable Agent, there’s nobody 

else like you [EQUITABLE 
There's nobody else like you. 
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XNE'REIN 
THE PEOFlE-***BUSINES 

y/MCK 

Join a going concern. Call your YMCA today. 

Sir: 

What a superlatively original, amusing 

and, at least from my standpoint, construc¬ 

tive article. If and when tennis gets around 

to having a commissioner. Frank Deford wall 

get my vole. 

The most radical of Frank's proposals is 

probably the one about mixed doubles in 

which he has the man serving the first point, 

the woman the second, the man the third and 

so on. with the receiving leant having the 

choice of who receives w hose service. Since 

we all will have passed to our reward in heav - 

en before the tennis moguls ever decide to 

adopt this intriguing notion, further discus¬ 

sion is almost surely academic. However, it 

scents to me that it would be even better 

and fairer if the serving team had the 

choice.each time it served, of hav mg the man 

or the woman serving into the deuce court 

and the other member of the team serving 

into the ad court throughout that game. If it 

works out well, they'll probably stick to that 

formation next time they serve: if it doesn't, 

they may switch service sides. And each time 

a serving team makes its choice for a par¬ 

ticular game, the receivers may then counter 

by choosing w hich partner plays which court 

w ithout regard to who played on which side 

the last time they received. 
Pi h r Soiw i d 

New York City 

Sir: 

The bush league is exactly where tennis 

would be if Frank Deford's innovative no¬ 

tions were adopted. The rules of tennis are 

designed for the players, not the audience. 

If the spectators don't like it. let them go else¬ 

where and watch a sport that is unsophis¬ 

ticated enough to suit them. Perhaps Mr. 

Deford could join them at the Roller Der¬ 

by. And please invite the celebrities. I'm as 

disgusted with watching them as you are. 

I . P. Tri lock III 

Atlanta 

Sir: 
Frank Deford's article calls for comment, 

lie says his idea of hell is having to watch 

The Men- Griffin Sluw all day long or Chris 

Kvcrt hitting baseline shots for live sets. Well, 

my idea of hell is being locked in a cell and 

forced to read tennis articles by Deford. 

How can Deford say that pro-celebrity 

tournaments should be abolished'? In the ear¬ 

ly 1950s, while I was the pro at The Green¬ 

brier Hotel at White Sulphur Springs. 

W, Va.. Billy Talbert and I organized what I 

believe was the first star-celebrity tourna¬ 

ment. In the field were Tony Trabert, Dick 

Savitt, Gardnar Mulloy. Vic Seixas, Wil¬ 

liam Clay Ford, C. V. (Sonny! Whitney. 

Bob C'onsidine and many others. It was very 

successful, and it created a great deal of in¬ 

terest, These events have been responsible for 

getting a lot of the movie and television pco- 



We wouldn’t harm a hair on his head. 

He needs a good, close shave. But if the 

shave hurts, watch out. So we designed 

Gillette Twinjector* twin injector blades. 

As safe as any single injector blade. Yet 

Twinjector blades shave close. And they 

shave smoothly and comfortably. Because 

for one thing, these blades have rinse slots 

to reduce clogging. And they fit your present 
injector razor. Just beautiful. 

771, 

The Gillette Twinjector Shave. Beautiful, baby. 



Thai's moving. That's Bill Muncey in the 
Atlas Van Lines unlimited hydroplane. Bin 

and the Atlas boat will be moving on the 
hydro racing circuit this year at speeds 

around 200 mph. If you're near a racing 
city this year, take in one of the most 

spectacular events in sports. Unlimited 
hydroplane racing at its best. 

r 
« n 
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Allas 

we’re 
making 

mowing 
better. 

And this is moving. 
too. This is the 

beautiful Atlas van 
that's moving more 

and more families 
each year. But 

the Atlas beauty is 
more than just a 
pretty van. The 

beauty of Atlas is in 
the dedicated men 
and women behind 

our vans, who 
are doing their 

level best to make 
your next move your 

best one. 

Atlas Van Lines 

World headquarters • Evansville, Indiana 
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pic off the golf courses, and they give the 

game a great deal of publicity. 

Bob Murray 

Miami 

Sir: 

Frank Deford's suggestions for improving 

pro tennis arc so logical that the powers that 

be in the sport will undoubtedly consider 

them at their earliest convenience, perhaps 

before 1984. They will then no doubt form a 

committee to choose a subcommittee to 

study the recommendations and eventually 

decide to silence Dcford (at least until the 

rally ends), sue him or recruit him as a net 

umpire for thrcc-of-ftve-scl matches. 

Barky Lorge 

Jamaica Plain, Mass. 

EXHIBITS 

Sir: 

In his article on the American Museum of 

Natural History (Up in Saltire's Attic. April 

28) J. D. Reed reveals the amazing technique 

used and the fascinating sights displayed 

there only to end by saying, in essence, '"But 

it isn't good enough; it isn't reality!" 

No one ever said it was, least of all the mu¬ 

seum staff. To partake of reality in today's 

world one usually needs an abundant quan¬ 

tity of a rapidly disappearing substance 

called money. If you could take me to Af¬ 

rica to sec a gorilla in its natural habitat as 

cheaply as I can visit the museum, Mr. Reed, 

then by all means. 

But then, not all of us are fearless indi¬ 

viduals. I prefer my Komodo dragons doc¬ 

ile, my African lions at rest and my elephants 

not charging. In other words, the American 

Museum of Natural History is just my speed. 
Ron Heroman 

Branchville, N.J. 

Sir: 

The exhibits at the American Museum of 

Natural History give me the intense feeling 

of "immediacy about the past" that your 

writer misses. I have stood many times in 

front of the African lion group and never 

failed to make the "leap of imagination" to 

the moment when a similar lion came with¬ 

in eight feet of me in the Kenya bush. 

When I stand before the "diorama of Po- 

kot warriors around a cow" I have no dif¬ 

ficulty in takingan "artist's creative leap into 

history" so that once again I am actually ex¬ 

periencing "the interminable heat, the sound 

of flics, the odor of dung and yaws." 

Maybe it's because your writer walks on 

concrete and I walk on grass. 

George B. Johnson 

Buffalo. Wyo. 

Address editorial mail to Sports Illlsir m id. 
Timi & Lur Building. Rockefeller Center. New 
York. N.Y. 10020. 
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Mazda’s rotary engine 
is guaranteed for as long as Rolls-Royce’s engine. 

Imagine what the rest of the car is like. 

You get a remarkable split-level ventilation 
system that ushers fresh air in through six 
separate registers. 

A carefully designed instrument panel, with 
easy-to-reach controls and easy-to-read gauges One convenient 

lever controls six 
different functions. Turn 
signals, high/low beam, 
lane-changing and 
passing signals, 
windshield washers 
and wipers. 

Mazda offers a smooth, 
quiet, responsive auto¬ 
matic transmission /. ' 

The cockpit of every 
RX-4 Hardtop 

is to move 
the car three-way 

courtesy 
lamp, a map- 
light that 
swivels and 

Tough engine. Tough car. 
Mazda'i rc 



Y6ur menthol 
letting you down? 
Come up to the consistently 
smooth taste of extra coolness 
The taste that only KGDL has. 

Come up to KGDL. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

Kings & Longs, 17 mg. "tar." 1.3 mg. nicotine, av. per cigarette, FTC Report Oct. 74 


